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ABSTRACT 
Part One 
The thermal decomposition of n-butane was investigated in a 
flow reactor at a pressure of 1 atm, in a temperature range of 
460° to 560°C, and at low conversion levels, i . e. 0.06 - 0.68% 
for the 460° runs, 0.5 - 2 . 3 % for the 510° runs , and 3.5 to 
8.2% for the 560°C runs. Temperature, velocity, and concen-
tration profiles at the exit end of the reactor were measured 
to study the effects of energy, momentum, and mass transports 
on chemical reaction. It was found after analysis of data 
that the reactor could be treated as an isothermal reactor 
with plug flow under the prevailing operating conditions. 
Two rate expressions were determined for the reaction; one 
corresponding to a first-order and the other to a second-order 
rate. They are 
- 54,600 
First-order rate • 3.34 x 1012 e RT 
-56,800 
Second-order rate • 2.55 x 1014 e RT 
These two expressions equally well represent the experimental 
data. 
On the basis of the products formed and the rates observed, a 
Rice-type, free-radical mechanism was proposed for the thermal 
decomposition of n-butane. The mechanism, which is presented 
in the section on correlation of data, quantitatively describes 
the reaction. One major feature of the mechanism is the con-
sideration of secondary reactions at very low conversions. 
Part Two 
Flow of an incompressible fluid at the entrance section of 
parallel plates under isothermal, laminar conditions was in-
vestigated by solving the two-dimensional Navier- Stokes 
equations numerically. The Navier-Stokes equations were trans-
formed into finite-difference equations in terms of stream 
functions ~ and vorticities w with a technique developed by 
de G. Allen. The finite-difference equations were then 
solved by an iterative procedure on digital computers. From 
the solution, point velocities and pressure gradients were 
computed. 
Two cases were studied, both with a Reynolds number of 300. 
Case I had a flat velocity distribution at the entrance to the 
plates. Case II assumed that potential-flow conditions existed 
only far upstream from the entrance. For both cases, large 
velocity and pressure gradients were found near the leading 
edges of the plates, although they were comparatively smaller 
in Case II. Also the velocity profiles for small distances 
from the entrance were found to be slightly concave in the 
central portion between the plates. 
Schlichting and others have solved the boundary layer equation 
for Case I. Their solutions agree well with the present work 
at large distances from the entrance but deviate considerably 
near the leading edges as the boundary-layer equation does 
not describe the behavior of fluid flow near singular points. 
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Thermal Decomposition of Paraffinic Hydrocarbons 
Extensive studies of the thermal decomposition of paraffinic 
hydrocarbons, especially lighter ones, have been made , and a 
comprehensive review of the work was presented by Steacie (1). 
The results showed that most of the decompositions roughly 
follow a first-order rate equation even though they are all 
very complex and involve free radicals . Furthermore, these 
decompositions are sensitized by free radicals and inhibited 
by substances such as NO and propylene which readily react 
with free radicals. 
Rice (2) proposed a free-radical theory for the thermal de-
composition of organic substances. In his theory the reaction 
is initiated by a splitting of the C-C bond. Two free 
radicals are thus produced, whose subsequent reactions decide 
the reaction products. This is reasonable as the C-C bond in 
organic substances is known to be considerably weaker than the 
C-H bond. The bond energy of a C-C bond is approximately 71.0 
kcal compared with that of 93.3 kcal of a C-H bond. 
To account for the products in the thermal decomposition of a 
number of saturated hydrocarbons, Rice proposed mechanisms 
based on his free-radical theory. Later, Rice and Herzfeld 
(3) showed that, in order to agree with the experimental facts, 
these mechanisms could be devised to lead to first-order re-
actions . Moreover, by a suitable choice of the activation 
energies of the individual reactions, the apparent activation 
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energy of the overall reaction could be made to agree perfectly 
with the experimental value. Thus, in a general way, the 
kinetics of the decomposition of hydrocarbons can be explained 
on the basis of the Rice theory. The explanation involves 
certain rather definite assumptions about the rates of the in-
dividual reactions, and the validity of these assumptions can 
only be demonstrated by experiment. 
The inhibition of hydrocarbon decomposition reactions has been 
exhaustively investigated by Hinshelwood and his co-workers 
(4,5). The principal inhibitor used was nitric oxide. As the 
amount of an inhibitor added was increased, the rate approached 
a limiting value greater than zero. With different inhibitors, 
• identical limiting rates were obtained for many hydrocarbons. 
The investigators thus concluded that as the limiting rate 
was reached, the free-radical reactions were completely sup-
pressed, with the residual rate corresponding to a molecular 
reaction. Although some evidence suggested that maximum in-
hibition does not necessarily correspond to complete suppres-
sion of free radicals (6,7), it is generally accepted that 
the thermal decomposition of paraffinic hydrocarbons occurs 
by simultaneous chain and molecular mechanisms. 
Thermal Decomposition of n-Butane 
Much work has been done on the thermal decomposition of n-
0 butane, especially in the low-temperature range of 450-650 C. 
Both flow and static methods have been used. Pease and Durgen 
(8) studied the reaction in a flow reactor at atmospheric 
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pressure and in a temperature range of 600-650°C. As did many 
other earlier investigators, they found the reaction to be 
homogenous and approximately first order, with an activation 
energy of about 65,000 calories. The main overall reactions 
were found to be: 
(1) 
(2) 
The first-order rate constant greatly decreased as the re-
action proceeded, and that was attributed to secondary 
reactions such as rehydrogenation . Within the temperature 
range studied, the relative amounts of various products were 
found to remain fairly constant. 
Another investigation on this subject was carried out by 
Steacie and Puddington (9) using a static method at tempera-
o tures from 513-572 C and pressures from 5 to 60 em of Hg. The 
reaction was studied by measuring the rate of pressure in-
crease and by analyzing the products at various times. Like 
Pease and Durgen, they found the first-order rate constant in 
a given run to decrease rapidly as the reaction progressed, 
and also with diminishing pressure. These two facts suggested 
that chain processes might be involved. The initial high-
pressure rate constant was calculated to be 
-58,700 
k - 5.1 x 1012 e RT -1 sec. 
which has been generally accepted. 
(3) 
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Later, Echols and Pease (10) investigated the decomposition of -
n-butane in a Pyrex bulb coated with KCl. The work was done at 
0 0 temperatures from 480 to 535 C and pressures from 100 to 600mm 
of Hg. They decided, contrary to previous conclusions, that 
the reaction could not be first-order, and their data corres-
ponded to the equation 
dp k 1.5 k 2.0/ ( ) 
- -- - p + p p -p dt 1 2 0 (4) 
where p is the partial pressure of butane at time t, and p 
0 
that at t - 0. An activation energy of 58 kcal was calculated 
for the reaction which predominated after the high initial 
rate. The main course of the reactions were given as 
C4Hl0 ~ CH4 + C3H6 
C4Hl0 ~ C2H4 + C2H6 




At 520°C and 25~ decomposition, the mole ratio of the products 
Frey and Hepp (11) studied the thermal decomposition of several 
light paraffins in a flow system. For n-butane, they obtained 
the first-order reaction rate constant 
-61,400 
k - 3.4 x 1013 e RT -1 sec. (6) 
The investigation, however, was conducted only at two differ-
ent temperatures. By means of low-temperature fractional 
distillation, Frey and Hepp were able to analyze the products 
completely. At 575°C and 11~ reaction, the mole ratio of the 
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In all cases mentioned above, the extent of decomposition of 
butane usually ranged between 20-50%. For the purpose of 
identifying the initial products, the percentages of products 
formed for finite conversions should be extrapolated to their 
values at zero decomposition. Since secondary reactions could 
become significant after, say, 10% decomposition, errors in-
volved in these extrapolations could be very large. Crawford 
and Steacie (12) carried out the reaction at pressures of 4-13 
em of Hg and at 442°C , with emphasis on low conversion. Due 
to analytical difficulties, only H2 , CH4 , C2H4 and c2H6 were 
determined. The rates of formation of these four gases were 
found to be constant from 1 . 5 to 9 . 0 % conversion. As the ex-
tent of decomposition exceeded 10%, marked decreases in the 
rates of formation were noted. This was attributed to the 
inhibition of the reaction by the products (4). On the othe r 
hand, relative amounts of each product remained constant up to 
24% conversion, agreeing with Pease and Durgen's results. 
The initial products obtained by extrapolation were: H2 , 4.8%, 
CH4 , 58%, C2H4 , 24.5% and C2H6 , 12.0%. The ratio of c2H4 to 
c2H6 was approximately 2:1, a value much larger than those 
obtained in other investigations. 
Neuhaus and Marek (13) studied the decomposition of n-butane 
at 600° and 650°C in a flow reactor under atmospheric pressure 
for the purpose of determining the initial product distribution. 
The range of conversion was 2.4 to 6.0% at 600°C and 4 to 19% 
0 
at 650 C. By interpolating to zero conve rsion, the number of 
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moles of a product formed for each 100 moles of butane decom- . 
0 posed at 600 C was found to be 48 . 5 for methane and propylene, 
34.5 for ethane and ethylene and 16 . 0 for hydrogen and butene. 
0 Similarly, at 650 C, these numbers were 48.0 , 37.7 and 12.3 
respectively. For higher-temperature work, Egloff and his 
co-workers (14) pyrolyzed n-butane in noncatalytic metal tubes 
at 600°-700°C with pressures from 1 to 7 Kg/ cm2 . Cambron and 
Bayley (15) also studied the pyrolysis of butane and other 
lower paraffins in externally-heated quartz tubes under con-
ditions of streamline and turbulent flow, the latter being 
obtained in baffled tubes. At high temperatures and very 
short residence times, the activation energy for the thermal 
decomposition of n-butane was found to be 43,000 cal/ gm-mole. 
Both investigations, however, were carried out mainly to 
determine the yield of olefins under various conditions. More 
recently, Sandler and Y. H. Chung (16) investigated the re-
action using both annular and tubular flow reactors made of 
porcelain or silica. 0 Within the temperature range of 620 -
0 700 C, they found the best value for the first-order reaction 
rate constant to be: 
9 




Sandler and Chung pointed out that the discrepancy between 
values of activation energy reported, 43 , 000-74,000 cal/ gm-
(7) 
mole, was largely due to heat transfer. In many flow-system 
studies, they claimed reported rates for thermal decomposi-
tion were actually heat-transfer rates. 
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As mentioned previously, the main course of n-butane decompo- . 
sition can be represented by: 
C4Hl0 - C3H6 + CH4 
C4Hl0 - C2H4 + C2H6 
(l) 
(2) 
In actual cases, however, a preponderance of ethylene over 
ethane and methane over propylene (12, 15 , 16) existed, even 
at low conversions. Rice (2) explained this result by pro-
posing a mechanism based on his free-radical theory. In his 
mechanism, the primary steps are: 
C4 HlO - Cll:3 + C3lt] 
C4Hl0 - 2C2H5 
c3~- - c2H4 + CI1:3· 
followed by chain processes of the usual type: 
c4 H10 + R- RH + c4 H9· 
C 4 Hg· -+ C2H4 + C2H5· 
c4~- - 2C2H4 + H· 
C4Hg· - C3 H6 + CI1:3· 








The existence of free radicals in the thermal decomposition 
of n-butane was demonstrated by Rice, Johnston and Evering 
(17) . At 800°-l000°C, they found the free radicals were 70% 
methyl and 30% ethyl . 
The effect of additives on the thermal decomposition of n-
butane has also been exhaustively investigated. The reaction 
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was inhibited by NO, and propylene (4,5,6,7,10,18), with NO 
being 20 to 30 times more effective than the latter (10). Just 
as for other paraffins, the relative amounts of various prod-
ucts in the case of the fully-inhibited decomposition of 
n-butane were roughly constant over the pressure range of 2 to 
1400 rom at 530°C to 620°C (18). From these results, Peard, 
Stubbs and Hinshelwood (19) concluded that the pyrolysis of 
n-butane proceeded by simultaneous chain and molecular 
mechanisms. A free-radical reaction mechanism due to Rice 
has been given in the last paragraph. The molecular reactions 
of n-butane are those given by equations 1, 2 and 4. 
The effect of a small amount of oxygen on the decomposition of 
n-butane was studied by Appleby, Avery, Meerbott and Sartor 
(20) from 486° to 526°C under both static and flow conditions. 
The rate of decomposition was increased a hundred-fold with 
addition of 0.5% oxygen. The initial-reaction products at low 
oxygen concentrations consisted exclusively of butenes and 
water. Thus, oxygen probably acted primarily as a dehydro-
genating agent under these conditions. 
Reasons for the Present Work 
A brief review of previous studies on the thermal decomposition 
of n-butane showed the need for further investigation. Dis-
crepancies among the experimental results often existed. For 
instance, values of the activation energy from 43,000 to 74,000 
cal/ gm-mole were reported. Distribution of the initial re-
action products also varied considerably. Even the order of 
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the reaction is still an open question. Part of the variabil-
ity in results probably is attributable to the chain-nature of 
the reaction . In addition, however, some of the variations 
appeared to have resulted from lack of care in collection and 
analysis of the data. One of the possible contributors to the 
spread in the results was the difficulty in extrapolating 
product compositions to zero conversion. Most of the butane 
decomposition studies were made in the range of 20 to 50% de-
composition without extrapolation to zero conversion . Because 
secondary reactions become significant after 10% decomposition, 
extrapolations for the reported investigations involved large 
uncertainty. Low-conversion investigation~ on the other hand, 
involved the determination of products existing at very low 
concentrations. 
Another error was involved in the mathematical treatment of 
the reactors. In both batch and flow reactors, energy trans-
port must be properly considered , and it is not clear in the 
literature if such transport was under control. 
The present work was designed to avoid the sources of error 
just discussed . A flow reactor in which the temperature, 
velocity, and composition fields were established was used to 
investigate the thermal decomposition of n-butane at low con-
o 0 
versions in the temperature range of 460 to 560 C. The 
composition of the reacting mixture was determined accurately 
by gas chromatography. With low-conversion data, extrapola-
tion to zero conversion was more easily treated. Secondary 
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reactions were not significant under the conditions studied, 
and the results should give a more satisfactory understanding 
of the mechanism of decomposition of n-butane. 
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II. APPARATUS 
A schematic diagram of the reactor assembly is shown in 
Figure l. The reactor was originally constructed by 
Kalvinskas (21) for studying the partia l oxidation of n-butane. 
Since that work, however , a large number of modifications have 
been made to improve the performance of the reactor. The 
assembly now has the following sections: (l) a feed and flow-
regulation section, (2) a preheating section, (3) the reactor, 
(4) a reactor head , (5) a micromanometer, and (6) a vacuum 
system. Temperature measurements were made on a Leeds and 
Northrup type K-3 potentiometer mounted on a central instru-
ment bench in the laboratory. Reaction samples were analyzed 
by gas chromatography. A description of the chromatograph is 
given in Appendix A. 
Feed and Flow Regula tion 
Instrumental grade n-butane was used as the feed and was 
obtained from the Matheson Compa ny in No. lA cylinders. For 
temperature control, a hot-water line made of 3/ 8-inch 
copper tubing was coiled around the cylinder in use. A 
Fiber-Glas blanket, which covered both the hot-water line 
and the cylinder, served as insulation. 
From the storage cylinder, butane flowed through a double-
gauge pressure regulator into a surge tank. The surge 
tank W3S a steel cylinder with a volume of approximately Oo5 
cu. ft. The insertion of a surge tank was found necessary 
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in order to reduce fluctuations in the flow. 
A needle valve at the exit of the surge tank was used to con-
trol the flow of butane into the reactor. From the valve, 
butane passed through a tee before entering a temperature 
conditioner. As shown in Figure 1, the other arm of the tee 
could be connected to either a compressed air line or a 
nitrogen cylinder. Nitrogen was passed through the reactor 
between runs. Air, if necessary, could be run through the 
heated preheating section and reactor to burn out any carbon 
deposited on the walls from the cracking of butane. 
The temperature conditioner consisted of 20 ft. of 1/4-inch, 
304-stainless-steel tubing coiled and submerged in a con-
stant-temperature water ba tho The bath temperature was con-
trolled to within 0.5°C. 
From the temperature conditioner, the gas entered a Fischer 
and Porter Tri-Flat Rotameter. Use of either a Size 02F-
l/8-25-5 tube with a sapphire float or a Size SF-1/16-16-4 
tube with a stainless-steel float allowed a range of flow 
from Oo004 to 0.075 cu. fto of butane per minute at 70° F 
and 760 mm Hg pressureo A six-inch mercury manometer con-
nected to the exit side of the Rotameter measured the gas 
pressure at that point. 
Preheating Section 
Butane leaving the Rotameter flowed through the preheating 
section before entering the reactor. This section consisted 
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of a pre-preheater a nd a preheater, each with two parallel 
lines. One of these lines was installed to carry oxygen in 
partial oxidation studies. 
The pre-preheater was made of two 10 ft. lengths of l / 8-inch 
stainless-steel tubing wound side by side into a helical coil 
having a diameter of 4 inches and a height of about 9 inches, 
with both outflow legs passing through the center of the 
coil. The coil fitted snugly inside a steel casing having a 
length of 10 inches, an I. D. of 4 inches, and a wa ll thick-
ness of l / 4 i nch. A layer of zirconium oxide cement was 
coated over the outflow legs, and a 12-ohm heater of No. 22 
Nichrome V wire was wrapped on top of the cement. A 
McDanel porcela in tube with an I o D. of l l / 2 inches and a 
length of 12 inches was placed between the outflow legs and 
the inner surface of the coil. Two lengths of 35 ft. of No. 
18 Nichrome V wire with a resistance of 14 ohms each were 
spiraled into l / 4-inch Oo D. coils which in turn were wound 
around the porcelain tube. The assembly was then placed in 
a porcelain dome having a height of 13 inches and a diameter 
of 5 inches. A fourth heater with a resistance of 20 ohms 
was wrapped vertically on the dome through slits cut l / 2 
inch apart around the circumference at each endo Layers of 
Micro-Quartz and Fiber-Glas over the dome provided the 
necessary insulation. The pre-preheater was set on a fire-
brick base, and the voltage applied to each heater in the 
pre-preheater, the preheater, and the reactor was regula ted 
by a separate General Radio Variac Type V-50 
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The preheater was made of two identical pieces of 3/16-inch 
stainless-steel tubing, each having a length of 30 inches 
which could be extended if needed to 40 inches . One end of 
the preheater was connected to the pre-preheater and the 
other end to a gas-mixing chamber. A portion of the pre-
heater at the end next to the mixing chamber was housed in a 
stainless-steel guide tube which had an 0. D. of 15/16 inch 
and a length of 19 inches. A heater ribbon having a resist-
ance of 20 ohms and a width of 1/16-inch was wrapped 
helically with approximately 1/16-inch spacings between turns 
on the portion of the preheater tubes inside the guide tubee 
This ribbon was insulated on both sides with a 1/8-inch 
layer of asbestos tape. 
Two more heaters were wound in series over the portion of 
• 
the preheater tubes outside the guide tubeo Each heater 
had a resistance of 10 ohms and was 20 fto of Noo 18 Nichrome 
V wire spiraled into 1/4-inch Oo Do coils . They were placed 
in quartz fiber sleeves before being put on the preheatero 
A layer of Micro-Quartz insulation was inserted between the 
preheater tubes and these heaters to provide further electri-
cal insulationo 
When the preheater was connected to the reactor, part of the 
preheater togethe r with the mixing chamber was mounted inside 
the reactor. The length of this part was varied to obtain 
different reactor lengths. The guide tube was clamped to a 
screw jack which guided the movement of the preheater inside 
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the reactor so that the preheater and the reactor would not 
touch each othero The relative preheater position was measur-
ed to within +0o02 inches with a steel ruler installed next to 
the screw jacko After the preheater was connected to the 
reactor 1 two additional coiled heaters having resistances of 
10 ohms each were wrapped on the portion of the guide tube 
that was not in the reactoro The preheater was then insulated 
with several layers of Micro-Quartz followed by two layers of 
Fiber-Glas pipe insulation. 
A schematic diagram of the gas-mixing chamber is shown in 
Figure 2o A function of this chamber was to mix the two 
inlet streams rapidly by direct impingement upon each othero 
Two platinum-platinum-10% rhodium thermocouples made of 5-mil 
wires were mounted in the chambero The first thermocouple 
was in the stainless-steel body about l/32 inch from the 
surface as shown in Figure 2. The second thermocouple went 
through the wall of the chamber and was bent 90° at the wall 
to fix the junction at the center of the outlet side of the 
chambero The second thermocouple thus measured the gas-
stream temperature at the entrance of the reactor. To 
insure uniformity in the gas temperature as well as to 
reduce its volume 1 the mixing chamber was packed with porce-
lain pebbles 1 as in Figure 2. 
The thermocouple wires in the mixing chamber were placed in 
doubleholed porcelain protection tubes to prevent contact 
with the wall of the chambero Astroceram cement was used 
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sparingly to mount the porcelain tubes as well as to seal the 
wires from the gas. The lead wires from the thermocouples, 
insulated in single-holed porcelain protection tubes broken 
to l / 2-inch lengths, were led down along the preheater tubes 
inside the guide tube before branching off. 
In order to obtain a flat velocity distribution at the inlet 
of the reactor, the feed gas was passed through a quartz 
nozzle before entering the reactor. The nozzle was made of 
a quartz tube having a length of l l / 4 inches, an I. D. of 
23 mm, and an 0. D. of 25 mm. At the upper end, the nozzle 
was packed with l / 2-inch lengths of quartz tubing, each with 
an 0. D. approximately of 3 / 64 inch and an I. D. of l / 32 
inch. The lower end of the nozzle fitted snugly to the out-
side wall of the mixing chamber as shown in Figure 2. A 
thin layer of zirconium oxide cement between the shoulder of 
the chamber and the nozzle insured their attachment to each 
other. 
Reactor 
The reactor itself consisted of two concentric McDanel, 
high-temperature, porcelain tubes. The inside tube was the 
reactor tube with an I. D. of 1.0 inch, an 0. D. of 1.25 
inches, and a length of 30 inches. The outside tube, which 
was a heater tube, had an I. D. of 1.50 inches, an 0. D. of 
1.75 inches, and the same length as the reactor tube. 
These two tubes were held together at both ends by two 
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spacers made of Transite. The reactor was mounted vertically 
on a steel flange, which in turn was held in place by three 
bolts on a bracket mounted inside the reactor bay at a height 
of 37 inches from the floor. The preheater entered the 
reactor through the center of the flange. A stainless-steel 
nut at the bottom side of the flange compressed two silicone 
rubber gaskets to form a gas-tight seal. At the top of the 
flange, sealing was provided by asbestos string impregnated 
with a mixture of graphite powder and lubricating oil. The 
string filled the space between the outer reactor tube and 
the flange opening and was compressed by a steel ring 
screwed to the flange. A schematic drawing showing the 
cross section of the bottom section of the reactor is given 
in Figure 3 . 
Five thermocouple holes were drilled six-inches apart along 
the wall of the heater tube. Through each hole, a chromel-
alumel thermocouple housed in a double-holed porcelain pro-
tection tube was inserted with its junction touching the 
outer wall of the inner tube. Astroceram cement was again 
used to hold the porcelain tubes to the wall of the heater 
tube and to seal the thermocouple wires from the surrounding 
atmosphere. A heater made of 30 ft. of No. 20 Nichrome V 
wire was wrapped around the outer tube between each pair of 
thermocouples . Asbestos string was used to space the wire 
to avoid electrical shorting, and a layer of asbestos tape 
l / 8-inch thick was wrapped tightly over the heaters to hold 
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them in place. Over the tube walls above the first thermo-
couple and below the fifth one, two 3-ft . Super-Cord heaters 
made by Glas-Col Company were installed . Each of these 
heaters had a maximum wattage of 300 and was usable up to 
600°C. Insulation consisting of layers of Micro-Quartz, 
Micro-Glas, and Fiber-Glas completely filled the space between 
the reactor and a cylindrical steel shield which had a 
diameter of 14 inches. 
Reactor Head 
The reactor head was mounted on top of the reactor tubes. 
The top and side views of the reactor head are shown in 
Figure 4. A schematic cross-sectional diagram is given in 
Figure 5. The lower part of the head was a pressure tap 
which consisted of two concentric rings. The inner ring was 
made of soapstone and had an I . D. of 1.0 inch, an 0. D. of 
2.66 inches, and a thickness of 5/ 8 inch. The outer ring 
was made of steel and was 7 / 8 inch in thickness with an 
0. D. of 4 inches and an I. D. of 2 . 66 inches for the upper 
5/ 8 inch and of 2 inches for the lower 1/ 4 inch. The soap-
stone part was press-fitted in the upper central portion of 
the steel ring. Two holes, 180° apart, having a diameter 
of 1/ 8 inch were drilled through both soapstone and steel 
for pressure taps. During operation , one tap was closed 
while the other one was connected to the static side of a 
micromanometer . 
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Next to the pressure tap was another set of soapstone and 
steel rings having the same diameters as the pressure tap 
rings but only 3 / 8 inch in thickness. Two grooves, 1/ 8 inch 
in diameter, were drilled along the contacting surfaces of 
these two sets of rings at right angles to the pressure-tap 
holes. A pitot-tube probe was placed in one of the grooves 
and a thermocouple probe in the other. 
A picture showing both probes can be seen in Figure 6. The 
probe thermocouple was made of Pt-Pt-10~ Rh wires having 
diameters of 0.003 inch. It was enclosed in a quartz tube 
which had an O.D. of 1/ 16 inch and was partitioned into four 
compartments. The quartz tube was bent 90° at a distance of 
2 1/ 2 inches from the junction. Part of this tube was then 
welded into a larger quartz tube for protection. The outer 
tube, having an O.D. of 7/ 64 inch, slid easily into the 
1/ 8-inch groove . Similarly, the pitot tube was made of a 
quartz tube with an J . D. of approximately 0.024 inch and an 
O. D. of 0.06 inch. Part of the pitot tube was also welded 
to another 7/64-inch O.D. quartz tube, and the effective 
length of the probe was 2 1/ 4 inches. 
To allow precise positioning, each probe was fastened to a 
syringe externally mounted. Two 1/8-inch holes were drilled 
at the center on both ends of each syringe piston to allow 
the probe to pass through. The outer end of the piston was 
clamped to a brass frame which in turn was connected to a 
micrometer head. 
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To hold each probe to the piston, a silicone rubber gasket 
was compressed between the end of the piston and the brass 
frame. When the reactor head was mounted onto the reactor, 
the probes were placed inside the inner reactor tube. Move-
ment of a micrometer head caused the piston to move inside 
the syringe barrel and consequently the probe to move across 
the reactor tube. 
The pitot tube was connected both to the kinetic side of 
the micromanometer and to a sampling line through a tee. 
By clamping off one of the connecting lines, the pitot tube 
was used to measure the velocity profile or to take reaction 
samples across the reactor. 
Micromanometer 
The micromanometer used in the velocity measurements was 
similar to a differential pressure gauge. As shown in 
Figure 7, two identical reservoirs were connected at the 
bottom by a capillary glass tubingG The area ratio between 
the reservoirs and the capillary tubing was approximately 
1000 to l. The manometer fluid used was methyl alcohol. 
Instead of using a liquid drop to observe the movement, an 
air bubble was inserted in the capillary tubing by means of 
a syringe through a rubber cap on the side . One reservoir 
was connected a t the top to the pressure tap in the reactor 
headG The other reservoir could be connected to either the 
pressure tap or the pitot tube by means of two stopcockso 
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Any pressure difference between the pressure tap and the 
pitot tube was measured in terms of the bubble movement. 
Silicone grease was used for the stopcocks since it does not 
readily dissolve in methyl alcohol. To insure a minimum of 
fluctuations in temperature, the micromanometer was covered 
with a Lucite hood. 
Sampling and Vacuum Systems 
Figure 1 shows that the sampling line leaving the reactor 
led to a vacuum valve . A sampling bulb having a capacity of 
250 cc could be placed between the valve and a vacuum line to 
collect samples from the reactor. A total of 15 sampling 
bulbs was available . Samples used for chromatographic 
analysis were drawn from these bulbs by means of a separate 
manifold system . 
The upper part of the reactor head was a stainless-steel 
nozzle which converged to a minimum diameter of 1/ 8 inch. 
A sampling port with a diameter of 0.03 inch was located 2 
inches downstream from the nozzle and also connected to the 
sampling line. Samples were taken both from the sampling 
port and from the pitot tube. 
In operation of the reactor, gases were pulled past the port 
and into the atmosphere by way of a water-jet exhauster, a 
stripping column, an air compressor, a heat exchanger and a 
refrigeration unit. 
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III. REACTION KINETICS 
Behavior of a Tubular Flow Reac tor 
A flow system, in roost cases, is defined if its temperature, 
pressure, density, composition and velocity are known at 
every point in the system. For a system of n components flow-
ing in a tubular flow reactor with radial symmetry, therefore , 
there will be a total of 5 + (n-1) variables. These variables 
are governed by the same number of equations, namely , the 
energy balance equation, the equation of continuity, equation 
of state , two momentum balance equations in longitudinal and 
radial directions respectively, and material balance equations 
for n-1 components. These equations are all interrelated 
and highly non-linear. Although they have been discussed in 
some detail in many standard textbooks on transfer phenomena, 
no solution of the complete set of these equations has ever 
been attempted. 
If the fluid is a perfect gas and the flow is under laminar 
and steady-state conditions, the set of governing equations 
for the system in quest ion c an be written as follows: 
(a) Equation of State 
p - PM/ RT (15) 
(b) Equation of Continuity 
1 a (r p ur) a (p ux) - 0 - or + ox r (16) 
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(c) Material Balance for Component k 
(d) Energy Balance Equation 
c ( oT oT) 1 a (k r oT) P p ur or + ux ox - r or c or 
0 (k oT) - AR - 0 
- ox c ox 
(e) Momentum Balance in x-direction 
au au 
P (ux oxx + ur orx) -
aP l o aux a2u 
- g ax + ~ [r or (r ar-> + ~] 
ox 
(f) Momentum Balance in r-direction 
au au 
(u r r p ox + ur ar-> -X 
oP 1 a au a
2
u 
(r r + __ r] 
- g or + 1-dr or ar-> 
ax
2 
A number of assumptions have been made in writing down some 
of these equations. For example, in the momentum balance 





the component material balance equation, diffusion other than 
molecular i s not considered. In the energy balance equation, 
only the conductive and convective thermal energy transports 
plus the heat sink due to chemical reaction are considered 
important. 
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Theoretically, equations 15 to 20 c an be solved for the 
5 + (n-1) variables, provided the boundary conditions are 
given. In actual c ases, so far, suc h a task has not been 
achieved. Some simplified approaches are usually adopted. In 
connection with the present investigation, a project has been 
initiated to solve this complete set of equations by some 
numerical method for the thermal decomposition of n- butane in 
a tubular flow reactor . Only partial success has been a c com-
plished so far, mainly due to instability of the numerical 
schemes used. 
Simpl ified Tubular Flow Reactor Equation 
In the study of chemical kinetics by means of a tubular flow 
reactor, simplifications are usually made to reduce equations 
15 to 20 to only one equation. In the simplified approach , 
the reactor is considered to be isothermal as well as iso-
baric, and the composition of the reacting mixture is assumed 
to be uniform with respect to the radius. Further, longi-
tudinal diffusion is neglected. Under these conditions, only 
equation 17 has to be considered, which now assumes the form 
(21) 
Equation 21 is equivalent to the more widely used design 
equation for flow reactors under steady-state conditions, 
F dXk - ~ dV (22) 
Equation 22 can be integrated to give 
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(23) 
If the relationship between ~ and ~ is known, equation 23 
can be used to determine the dependence of X on the ratio V/ F. 
On the other hand, equation 23 can also be used to determine, 
by trial and error, a proper expression for ~ in terms of Xk 
if a set of data of X vs V/ F is available. In the latter case, 
several expressions for ~ are usually derived based on theo-
retical considerations. Each of these expressions is sub-
stituted into equation 23. The resultant relation between 
V/ F and Xk is then compared with the experimental data to 
determine which expression for ~ gives the best fit and hence 
is probably correct. Presently, the relationship between X 
and V/ F had been obtained experimentally for n-butane, equation 
23 was then used to determine the correct rate expression. 
Two Possible Rate Expressions for Butane Decomposition 
Experimental evidence indicates that the thermal decomposition 
of n-butane proceeds through a free-radical chain mechanism. 
A free-radical chain reaction generally consists of four major 
steps, namely , 
(b) Chain-carrying: 
R . . 
1 
kb 
---- R.H + R. · 
k 
c 










---- R.R. 1 J 
(27) 
In these steps, R. · and R.· are free-radicals, R.R. and R
1
. H 
1 J 1 J 
are stable molecules and M is an unsaturated compound such as 
an olefin . In a system in which n-butane is the only stable 
species existing in abundance, the rate of decomposition of 
n-butane proceeds, therefore, according to equations 24 to 21, 
(28) 
assuming that the contribution from the chain-terminating step 
is negligible. The order of the overall reaction thus depends 
directly on the relationship between the butane concentration 
and the free-radical concentrations. 
The determination of the concentrations of the free-radicals 
usually involves the assumption that these concentrations are 
in the steady state, or 
d(R. ·) 
1 
dt ... 0 (29) 
For j free-radicals, j equations can be set up to be solved 
for the j concentrations. These equations are in general 
second-order algebraic equations, however, and are very dif-
ficult to solve when n is larger than three. Even if a 
solution is obtainable for a system with more than three free-
radicals, the resulting expressions for the free-radical 
concentrations would be usually too complicated to be helpful 
in determining the order of the overall reaction. This 
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happens to be the case for the thermal decomposition of n-
butane, which reaction involves five free-radicals from hydro-
gen to butyl . 
On the other hand, it may be surmised that at a given tempera-
ture, the dependence of free-radical concentrations on butane 
concentration varies between zero and first order. The order 
of the decomposition reaction then lies somewhere between 1 
and 2 according to equation 28. To verify this surmise, two 
reaction rate expressions were tested, one a first-order re-
action and the other a second-order reaction. 
In the analysis, Xb was taken as the conversion of n-butane at 
a point. For each mole of n-butane decomposed, (1 + Z) moles 
of products were formed. A total of (1 + ZXb) moles for each 
mole of initial feed were then present at a given point. The 
mole fraction of butane at that point was thus (1 - Xb} / 
(l + ZXb) and its density 
(30) 
For a first-order reaction, the reaction rate can be written 
as 
where k;b is the first-order reaction rate constant . Sub-
stitution into equation 23 gives 
(31} 
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V RT ,.. Xb l + Z~ 
F = M__ Pk t J 1 - X. d~ o rb 0 --b (32) 
When a value of unity was used for Z in accordance with the 
results shown in Tables VIII to X, equation 32 can be 
integrated to give 
or 
1 
- ~ + 2tn 1 - xb 
F 1 <v) (- xb + 2jn 1 - x ) 
b 
Similarly, when the reaction is second-order, 
2 2 
R = k" 2 = ( Mb P) ( 1 - xb) k" 
b rb Pb RT 1 + X'b rb 
Equation 23 then assumes the form 
or 
k" = ( RT )2 (F) [x_ + 4~ + 4tn (1 - X_ ) ) 
rb MbP v -o 1 - xb --b 






given, the reaction rate constants k;b and k~b can be evalu-
a ted for that run using equations 34 and 37 respectivelyo The 
reaction rate constant, k , is in general a function of 
r 
temperature only and can be related to tempera ture by the 
Arrhenius equation 
k = Ae-E/RT (38) 
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IV EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Analysis of Feed Butane 
The feed butane was instrume nt grade (99.5% minimum purity) 
obtained from the Matheson Company in No. lA cylinders in 
110 pound lots. Three such cylinders were used for the 
thermal decomposition studies. Four or more samples had 
been withdrawn from each tank before use and the samples 
analyzed by gas chromatography. The average compositions 
of the samples from each tank are listed in Table I . The 
impurities were mostly trans-2- butene, isobutane , propylene 
and propane. 
Calibration of Equipment 
The two Rotamete rs used were calibrated for butane against 
a wet test meter over their entire ranges. Calibration was 
performed at room temperature for several pressures. The 
flow rates thus obtained were converted to flow rates for 
0 
standard conditions, which were taken to be 70 F and 760 mm Hg 
pressure. The data was then plotted as flow rate of butane at 
standard conditions against Rotameter readings for given pres-
sures. 
The 0.003-inch Pt and Pt-10% Rh wires used in making the probe 
thermocouple were calibrated by the National Bureau of 
0 
Standards over the range of 0 - 1100 C. Calibration was 
0 
reported to be accurate to within 0.5 C. The Pt-Pt-10% Rh 
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thermocouples at the mixing chamber had not been calibrated , 
but were assumed to behave identically as the probe thermo-
couple. Chromel and alumel thermocouples were also made 
using a single batch of wire. Seven the rmocouples made from 
these wires were compared directly with the calibrated Pt-
P t -10% Rh thermocouple in a furnace over a temperature range 
0 0 
of 380 - 600 C. At a given temperature, the deviation in emf 
readings among these seven thermocouples was less than 0.1 mV 
0 
or roughly 2.5 C. Average values of these emf's were plotted 
against temperature , and the results were used in obtaining 
reactor temperatures from thermocouple readings. 
Inside diame ters at both ends of the reactor tube were 
measured with a micrometer and were 0.981 inch at the upper 
end and 1.020 inches at the lower end. An average value of 
1.00 inch was adopted. 
Relationship among the positions of the thermoc ouple and 
pitot tube probes and the corresponding micrometer readings 
were determined with a c athetometer , each with an estimated 
error of + 0.1 mm . The thermocouple was able to reach within 
0.03 inch of the adjacent reac tor tube wall and the pitot 
t ube to within 0.15 inc h. The bend in the pitot tube was 
0 
slightly more t han 90 , thus preventing it from reaching 
closer to the wall. When installed , the length of the 
thermocouple probe inside the r e actor t ube was 2.25 inc hes 
and that of the pitot tube was 2 . 0 inches. 
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Surface effects of the reactor tube wall , both in cata-
lyzing the reaction and in terminating the free - radical 
chains have not been investigated experimentally . The 
catalytic effects of porcelain were surmised to be small 
due to consistency of the experimental results. 
Operating Procedure 
To start the reactor , high-purity nitrogen was allowed to 
flow through the reactor at a slow rate and exit into the 
room through a valve in the vacuum line. The variacs which 
controlled heaters on the reactor as well as the preheating 
section were turned on. Each variac was set at a voltage 
which would give approximately the desired temperature of 
operation . The temperature of the reactor wall, as well as 
the inlet gas temperature , was recorded continuously on a 
Micromax recording potentiometer. When steady-state was 
approached, the variacs were regulated whenever necessary 
in order to obtain a uniform operating temperature. Final 
adj ustment generally required two to three hours . 
An hour or so before starting a run , the flow of nitrogen 
was stopped and butane flow was started at a predetermined 
flow rate. The vacuum system was then turned on and the 
pressure in the reactor adjusted to be slightly above atmos-
pheric (usually a head of l / 4 inch of methyl alcohol or less). 
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When steady. uniform temperature was reached, the velocity 
profile was first measured , followed by a complete set of 
temperature measurements. Samples of the reaction gases 
were then obtained, followed by a second set of temperature 
measurements. This completed one run. Each run usually 
required eight to ten hours. At the end of a run , the butane 
flow and the vacuum s ystem were turned off. The heaters , 
however, were left on with nitrogen flowing slowly through 
the reactor. The heaters were turned off only when no runs 
were to be made over a period of several days or when repairs 
were required. 
The velocity measurements at any traverse position in the 
reactor required measurement of the static and velocity 
heads. One arm of the micromanometer was permanently con-
nected to the pressure tap. The other arm was also connected 
to the pressure tap when measuring the static head and was 
connected to the pitot tube for measuring the velocity head. 
The difference between these two readings gave the relative 
magnitude of the velocity at that point. Each static-head 
reading took about three minutes , while a velocity head 
required fifteen to thirty minutes, depending on the distance 
over which the air bubble had to travel. 
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Due to fluctuations in line pressures, flow rates , 
atmospheric pressures , etc. , which all greatly affected 
the micromanometer readings , several sets of velocity 
traverse readings were taken for each run. 
Thermocouple readings were usually obtained by means of 
a Type K-3 Universal Potentiometer. When the butane 
flow was low, however , fluctuations in thermoc ouple probe 
0 
readings up to 10 C were observed. It is suspected that 
such phenomenom was associated directly with fluctuations 
in butane flow . For these cases, the traverse readings 
were recorded continuously on a Speedomax recording 
potentiometer , with a period of five minutes for each 
reading. An average temperature was then determined for 
that position from the recording chart. 
For a regular run, six gas samples were collected , four 
through the pitot tube at different traverse positions , 
one from the sample port at the reactor head, and one 
which was a duplicate s~1ple of any of the first five. 
In runs during which no velocity measurements were made, 
usually only two samples were taken through the pitot 
tube, one at the center of the reactor and one 0.15 inch 
from the reactor wall. 
In order to take a gas sample, the vacuum valve between 
the sampling bulb and the sampling line was closed. 
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The sampling bulb and attached tubing were evacuated by 
means of a vacuum pump. The vacuum pump was then cut off 
and the vacuum valve opened to let the reaction gas flow 
into the bulb. This procedure was repeated twice for 
purging purposes before a sample was taken. 
In order to avoid leakage of air into the reactor and the 
sampling line and to obtain a representative sample at a 
given position , gas was throttled through the vacuum valve 
at a desired rate observable on a 30-inch mercury manometer 
attached to the sampling system. Two to three minutes were 
required to fill a bulb of 250 cc capacity to a pressure of 
one atmosphere. At that rate, the gas sample was withdrawn 
from the reactor fast enough to minimize further reaction , 
and yet slow enough to represent the actual composition at 
the point of sampling. 
Samples thus collected were occasionally stored in the 
sampling bulb for 24 hours before analysis. Several 
duplicate samples taken up to 24 hours apart from the same 
bulbs were analyzed . No noticeable difference in composition 
within each set of duplicate samples was detected as may be 
noted in Table II. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Temperature, reactor length and feed rate of butane we re the 
variables invest igated. Pressure was held constant at 
approximat ely 745 mm Hg , the atmospheric pressure in the 
Laboratory. 
Temperature 
The thermal decomposition of n-butane was investigated in 
essentially an isothermal reactor wit h temperatures centering 
0 0 0 
about three values , namely , 460 , 510 and 560 C. In each 
group , about twenty runs were performed. Despite efforts t o 
attain reaction temperatures exactly at these three values , 
0 
there were deviations up to 11 C . These deviations , however , 
were taken into considerations in t he determination of the 
reaction kinetics. 
Reactor Length 
For each run , the reactor length was either 18 inches or 
22 l / 4 inches , which was the distance between the reactor 
inlet and the pitot tube opening . The reactor length was 
varied to observe e n d effects and possible variations in the 
reaction products and velocity profiles for the same retention 
times. About one-fourth of the runs was made at a reactor 
length of 22 l / 4 inches and the rest at 18 inches. In general , 
no appreciable differences between t he results of the two sets 
of runs were observed. 
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Flow Rates 
The flow rates of butane were set at values which for t he 
particular temperature levels of ope ration would allow 
reasonable amounts of reaction. For each temperature , t he 
feed rates were varied several-fold to give a spread in the 
degree of decomposition. The range of nominal retent ion 
times for the three temperatures, in terms of reactor volume 
divided by the initial volumetric feed rates , and the amounts 
of butane decomposed were: 
0 
!.:._g_ Retention Time , sec Butane Decomposition , % 
460 4 - 40 0.05 - 0 . 65 
510 3 - 15 0.5 - 2.3 
560 3 - 7.3 3.7 - 7.8 
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VI. RESULTS 
Temperature and Its Control 
Because the rate constant of a chemical reaction varies ex-
ponentially with the inverse of absolute temperature, it is 
very important in conducting rate experiments to have precise 
temperature control. In the present work, attempts were made 
to maintain the reactor isothermally at a predetermined tem-
perature by adjustment of the variacs controlling all the 
heaters. The voltage input to these variacs was controlled 
at 115 + 0 . 5 volts by an electromechanical voltage regulator, 
which thus eliminated possible variations in reactor temper-
ature with time due to fluctuations in line voltages. 
The reactor wall temperature at any section could be controlled 
to within + 2°C. Because of end effects and the long time re-
quired to reach a new steady state after each adjustment of 
the variac settings, however, the maximum difference in temper-
atures among different sections of the wall for a run usually 
amounted to 5°C or higher. Wall temperatures for several 
typical runs are given in Table III. It can be seen in 
Table III that the temperature at the No. l thermocouple was 
often several degrees higher than the others. This situation 
was due to the intentional overheating of the section of the 
reactor tube above the No . l thermocouple to compensate for 
end effects due to the reactor head. Moreover, the wall tem-
perature recorded by the thermocouple just below the reactor 
inlet usually varied considerably from the average reactor 
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wall temperature. This temperature was an indication of pre-
heating rather than reaction. 
Gas temperature at the inlet of the reactor was controlled by 
the preheaters and the heaters on the reactor wall below the 
inlet nozzle. Heating of the feed gas in the preheating sec-
tion was done gradually and mildly to avoid pyrolysis and 
carbon formation . Stainless steel begins to catalyze the de-
composition of butane into carbon and hydrogen at about 600o-
7000C (22) . Butane, therefore , was heated to about 4000- 5000C 
in the preheating section before the guide tube and was brought 
to the reactor temperature in the section enclosed i n the 
guide tube. This latter section had a volume of 0 . 1 cu . in. 
compared with a reactor volume of 14 cu.in . with a reactor 
length of 18 inches. Reaction in the preheater was thus neg-
legible. Lack of pyrolysis in the preheating sect i on was 
evidenced by the cleanness of the preheating tubing which was 
inspect ed after each series of runs . The gas inlet temperature 
was controlled to within + 5°C of the average reactor wall 
temperature and ocassionally deviated as much as 10°C. In a 
number of runs~ i. e . runs 20 , 21, 28, and 34, the inlet tem-
peratures were intentionally set at values up to 38°C lower 
than the average wall temperatures to study the effect of in-
let temperature on the chemical reaction. 
appreciable effects we re noticed. 
In all instance, no 
The thermocouple probe mounted on the reactor head measured 
the temperature trave rses across the reactor at a depth of 
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~ l /4 inches below the top of the reactor. At low flow rates, 
the traverse temperatures read low compared with the average 
wall temperature. The difference was as much as 40°-50°C at 
the lowest flow rates. At higher flow rates, the traverse 
temperature approached that of the wall. This is illustrated 
in Figures 8 - 10. Furthermore, three types of temperature 
traverses can be observed . In one case, the temperature is 
high at the center and decreases toward the wall. Another 
type of temperature traverse has a W-shape. The third type, 
on the other hand, has an inverse W-shape. These phenomena 
are due to end effects, which are discussed in detail both in 
Appendix C and the Discussion section. 
Flow Rate 
The flow rate was measured with a Rotameter. Errors in flow-
rate measurements were mainly due to uncertainties in obtain-
ing the Rotameter reading. The maximum error was estimated 
to be from + l~ at high flow rates to + 3~ at low flow rates. 
Fluctuations in flow rates were observed for all the runs. 
One type of fluctuation was a high-frequency oscillation 
(~ 100 cycles per minute). This was attributed to oscillations 
in vacuum-line pressure due to vibration . Another type was 
a long-period drifting mainly due to variations in feed-tank 
temperature because of changing temperature in the hot water 
used to control the tank temperature. The drift in flow rate 
was corrected by occasional adjustment of the flow rate. 
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Velocity Measurement 
Velocity measurement by means of a pitot tube and a micro-
manometer involved great uncertainties. For instance, Table El 
in Appendix E shows that the micromanometer reading corres-
ponding to a 1.02 ft/sec linear velocity of butane at 560°C is 
only 0.77 em. This was of the same order of magnitude as the 
noise level in the readings estimated at 0.1 em. Despite this 
uncertainty, the taking of velocity measurements over a long 
period of time (up to eight hours or more) for each run and 
the making of duplicate runs gave consistent data. 
Since the static-head pressure was measured at the pressure 
tap approximately three inches above the pitot tube, the 
velocity head was not that usually obtained with a pitot-
static tube, but a combination of the velocity head at the 
pitot tube and the static pressure drop between the pressure 
tap and the pitot tube. The pressure drop, though unknown, 
was assumed to be independent of the pitot tube position for 
each run. The difference between the pitot-tube reading and 
the static-head reading, therefore, represented a relative 
measure of the linear gas velocity at the pitot tube. 
Chromatographic Analysis 
Gas samples withdrawn from the reactor were analyzed by gas 
chromatography. Description of the chromatographic system, its 
calibration, method of interpreting data, as well as its 
sources of error, are given in Appendix A. A gas sample 
stored in a sample bulb was transferred to a sampler before 
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the sample was analyzed. The volumes of the samplers were 
calibrated with mercury and were nominally either 1.3 cc. or 
0.8 cc. The pressure of the sample in the sampler was usually 
about 40-45 em Hg and was measured accurately on a mercury 
manometer with a cathetometer. The exact amount of each 
sample was therefore known. After a sample had been analyzed, 
the area of each chromatogram peak was measured and the ab-
solute amount of each component on the sample calculated. 
From the amount of each component and the total amount of the 
sample, the percentage composition of each component, with the 
exception of n-butane, was computed. The percentage of n-
butane was obtained by difference since n-butane was present 
in more than 85~ in all cases. In all these runs, the con-
centration variations across the reactor were usually very 
small and independent of radius. 
Small amounts of air (< 0.1~ by volume) were quite often found 
in analysis of the samples. Since the ratio of nitrogen to 
oxygen agreed with that of atmospheric air, this air was be-
lieved to be introduced into the samples during transferring 
operations and, therefore, was not considered as part of the 
actual reaction mixture. 
The accuracy of the chromatographic analysis was indirectly 
demonstrated by analyzing duplicate samples withdrawn from 
the same sample bulb. A number of these duplicate analyses 
were made. Some typical results are shown in Table II . The 
results also indicated that the storage of a sample in a bulb 
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up to 24 hours did not affect the composition of the sample. 
In order to check the steady-state assumption of the reactor 
operation, duplicate samples were collected from the same lo-
cation in the reactor at different times during some runs. 
The chromatographic analysis of some of these samples are 
given in Table IV. 
Summary of Results 
A total of 58 isothermal runs were made for the thermal decom-
position of n-butane. Of these runs, 19 were made centering 
around 460°C, 20 around 510°C, and 19 around 560°C . The oper-
ating conditions for these runs are listed in Tables V to VII . 
The given conditions for each run are the arithmetic average 
of the wall temperatures, the gas-inlet temperature, butane 
feed rate, length of the reactor, number of samples collected, 
and finally an indication of whether the velocity profile was 
measured for the run. The composition of the samples with-
drawn from the reactor through the pitot tube are listed in 
Appendix B. The compositions of several samples withdrawn 
from the sampling port are also given in Appendix B. Because 
these samples were taken after the gas passed through a 
relatively cold region near the exit of the reactor their 
compositions are listed only for comparison purpose. 
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VII. CORRELATION OF DATA 
Temperature 
For a run, the traverse temperatures, wall temperatures and 
gas-inlet temperature, in general, were not identical. For 
the purpose of studying the reaction kinetics, the arithmetic 
average of the wall temperatures was used as the reaction 
temperature . This determination of the reaction temperature 
was justified by the following considerations: 
(1) The measured temperature traverse was not a good 
representation of the gas temperature inside the 
reactor at low flow rates due to end cooling near 
the exit. 
(2) Radial transport of thermal energy in the reactor 
was very rapid. For one thing, the thermal con-
ductivity of n-butane is quite large at the oper-
ating temperatures as shown in Table G2 in 
Appendix G. Moreover, radial convection probably 
was even more important than conduction . Radial 
velocities were developed by expansion of gas due 
to chemical reaction and by the transformation of 
velocity profile from flat to parabolic due to 
viscous effects . Radiation, however, was relatively 
small at these temperatures. Since the difference 
between the gas-inlet temperature and the average 
wall temperature was usually small and the heat of 
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reaction was not significant at low conversions, 
the gas temperature at any depth inside the reactor 
was considered approximately the same as the wall 
temperature at that depth. 
(3) If (2) is true, the actual reaction temperature 
was then the "reaction-rate average" of wall 
temperatures, an average based on reaction-rate 
considerations. If the wall temperatures did not 
differ from each other considerably, however, the 
arithmetic average of the wall temperatures 
approximates the "reaction-rate average" very well. 
See Appendix D for information on the method to 
calculate the "reaction-rate average" temperature 
and a comparison between the "reaction-rate 
average" and the arithmetic average. 
Velocity Profile 
The velocity data were collected in the form of kinetic-head 
and static-head readings at different radial positions . The 
difference between a kinetic-head and the corresponding 
static-head reading was a sum of two terms: the actual 
kinetic head and the difference in static pressure between 
the pitot tube and the pressure tap. Direct conversion of 
the manometer readings into velocities was hindered by the 
fact that the latter term was an unknown, a lthough it was 
probably a constant in each run independent of radial posi-
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tion. In the determination of velocities, therefore, a 
velocity profile was first assumed, and the corresponding 
kinetic-head profile calculated. This kinetic-head profile 
was then compared with the experimentally-obtained profile 
to determine whether the assumed velocity profile was the 
correct one or noto It was found that in all cases the 
assumption of parabolic velocity profiles agreed well with 
the experimental results. Further detailed discussion on 
reduction of the pressure data to obtain velocities is given 
in Appendix Eo 
Reaction Products 
From the composition of the reaction mixtures, the followi ng 
information was obtained for each run at two radial positions, 
r/r = 0.0 and Oo7: 
0 
(1) the number of moles of butane decom-
posed per 100 moles of feed, (2) a carbon-hydrogen balance 
for the reaction mixture excluding butane, and (3) the number 
of moles of each product formed per mole of butane decomposedo 
The method of calculation is shown in Appendix Fo In these 
calculations, the presence of impurities in the feed was neg-
lectedo The values of the number of moles of butane decom-
posed, the carbon-hydrogen mole ratio, and the total number 
of products formed per mole of butane decomposed for each run 
are listed in Tables VIII to X. For each set of runs at a 
given temperature, the number of moles of each product formed 
per mole of butane decomposed, P., was found to be independ-
1 
ent of the degree of decomposition for the low-conversion 
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ranges investigatedo A plot of several Pi's vs. degree of 
decomposition of butane is given in Figure 11. The average 
values for Pi and their standard deviations are listed in 
Table XI. 
Reaction Kinetics 
It has been surmised in the Reaction Kinetics section that 
the order of reaction for the thermal decomposition of 
n-butane lies between 1 and 2o For the purpose of determin-
ing the kinetics, two rate expressions, one a first-order 
and the other a second-order, had been developed. For each 
run, the reaction rate constants corresponding to each of 
these two rate expressions were calculated from equations 34 
and 37 respective ly for radial positions r/r = 0.0 and 0.7o 
0 
The radial position r/r = Oo7 was as close to the wall as 
0 
the pitot tube could reacho Difference between these two 
sets of data thus represents the variation in results across 
the reactoro A total of four sets of rate constants were 
thus obtainedo A least-squares fit between ln k and 1/T 
was then carried out for each of the four sets according to 
equation 38, 
ln k = ln A - E/RT (38) 
Values of A and E thus determined, together with their 
standard deviations, are given in Table XIIo Plots of ln k 
vs 1/T for r/r = Oo7 for both rate expressions are shown in 
0 
Figures 12 and 13o 
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Table XII shows that the experimental data agree with both 
first- and second-order rate expressions equally well. This 
is partly because the present work was performed only at one 
pressure with low conversions. Under such conditions, the 
concentration of butane varied slightly both within a run 
and from run to runo The effect of concentration on reaction 
rate was thus not easily detectableo On the other hand, the 
agreement does indicate that the order of the reaction lies 
somewhere between 1 and 2, as predicted. 
The values of rate constants obtained by the least-squares 
fits are also given in Table XII. It can be seen that for 
a given rate expression, the difference between the rate 
constants at different radial positions increases with 
temperature, with those near the wall being the larger. 
This shows that more reactions occurred near the wall than 
at the center, even at low conversions probably because of 
the finite rate of heat transfer, although the difference is 
very smallo 
Reaction Mechanism 
A reaction mechanism for the thermal decomposition of n-butane 
is now proposed based on the present experimental results. 
This mechanism describes the reaction behavior of n-butane 
for low conversions in the temperature range of 460° to 
560° C. The following restrictions have been imposed: (1) In 
this reaction, the formation of molecules or free radicals 
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with more than four carbon atoms is neglected. Such 
formation occurs when either two free radicals recombine to 
form a stable molecule or a free radical is added to a stable 
molecule to form a larger free radical. The former will pro-
duce no molecules with more than four carbon atoms according 
to (4). The latter case occurs only when the stable molecule 
is an unsaturated compound (23). At low conversions, the 
presence of butenes is smallo Their reactions with free 
radicals thus are negligibleo Propylene reacts more readily 
with hydrogen or methyl radicals than with ethyl radicals, 
thus forming free radicals with no more than four carbon 
atomso Reactions of ethylene with free radicals do not 
produce free radicals with more than four carbon atoms, 
again according to (4)o 
(2) Only five free radicals, ioeo, Ho, CH~, c2H5, C3H7, 
c4H9, are of importanceo Their concentrations are at 
steady-stateo Formation of free radicals such as CHi is 
not likely due to energy considerationso 
(3) Free radicals larger than c2H5 will decompose into an 
olefin and a smaller radical rather than react directly 
with another free radical or a molecule (24)o 
(4) Chain-carrying reactions involving the splitting of a 
carbon-carbon bond in a butane molecule such as 
(39) 
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are considered not very probable and thus can be omitted (2)o 
(5) At low conversions~ reactions involving stable reaction 
products, with the possible exception of propylene, are not 
important and are thus neglectedo This is because methane 
and propylene are the most important reaction products and 
yet methane is very stable at the temperature range investi-
gated. 
With these restrictions in mind~ the proposed mechanism may 
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In the above rate constant expressions, R is the universal 
gas constant with a value of 1.gs7 cal/g mole ° K, T is the 
absolute temperature in °K, and the rate constant, k, has 








(sec) for a second-order reactiono The activation energies 
and frequency factors are either experimentally-measured 
values or are estimated from information available for 
similar reactions. Further information on how these rate 
constants were obtained is given in Appendix H. Values of 
the rate constants k 1 through k 11 together with k 18 and k 19 
have been evaluated at three temperatures, i . e., 460° , 510° , 
0 
and 560 C, and are listed in Table XI II . 
Based on the above reaction scheme, the rate expressions for 
the free radicals are, in accordance with the steady- state 
assumption, 
_d +:(H_·.:-) = 
dt 
dt 
k 6 (c2 H5 · )+k7 (C3H7 • )+k9 (c 4 H9 · ) - k 3 (H·)(C4 H10) 
2 
- k 12 (H · ) - k 13 (H·)(CH3 ·) - k 14 (H· ) (C2 H5 · ) 
- k18 (H·) (C3H6) = 0 
(59) 
kl (C4HlO)+k8(C3H7•)+klO(C4H9 · )-k4(CH3·)(C4HlO) 
2 
-k13 (H·)(CH3 · )-k15 (cH3 · ) -k16 (CH3 ·) (C2 H5 ·) (60) 
-k19 (CH3 ·) (C3 H6 ) = 0 
= 2k2(C4Hl0)-kll (C4H9 • )-k5(C2H5 • )(C4Hl0) 
-k6 (C2H5 ·) -k14 (H · ) (C2 H5 ·) -k16 (CH3 ·) (C2 H5 ·) (61) 
2 
-kl7 (C2H5.) = 0 
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kl (C4HlO)+kl8(H·) (C3H6)-k7(C3H7·) 
-k8 (C3 H7 ·) = 0 
+kl9(CH3·) (C3H6)-k9(C4H9·)-kl0(C4H9·) 
-kll (C4H9·) = 0 
Similarly, the rate expressions for the stable species are, 
neglecting the chain-initiating and the chain-terminating 
steps, 












It is of interest to note here that equations 64, 65, 66 and 
70 can be combined to give 
(71) 
or the rate of decomposition of butane is equal to the sum of 
the rates of formation of hydrogen, methane and ethane. 
For a quantitative discussion of the mechanism, the relation-
ship given by equation 71 is first checked. The first-order 
rate constant, k', for butane decomposition has been obtained 
r 
from experimental data and its values at different tempera-
tures are tabulated in Table XII. Since at any given 
temperature the number of moles of each product formed for 
each mole of butane decomposed, P., is approximately con-
1 
stant and independent of conversion, the rate of formation 
of any product i is given by 
d(i) 
dt- P. k' 1 r 
For equation 71 to hold, 





temperatures, (PCH + PC H ) is approximately 0.95. Values 
4 2 6 
of PH are 0.097 at 560° C and not known experimentally for the 
2 
other two temperatures. At 560° C, therefore, the experimental 
value for (PH + PCH + PC H ) is 1.05, which compares well 
2 4 2 6 
with the predicted value of 1.0. The value of 0.097 for PH 
2 
at 560°C is, however, probably a little too high because of 
some butane cracking at the walls. For the purpose of test-
ing the reaction mechanism , therefore, the va lues of PH 
2 
were calculated from equation 73 by difference to be 0.056, 
0.047 and 0.046 for the three temperatures of 560°, 510°, 
and 460°C respectively. 
From the rates of format i on of hydrogen, methane and ethane, 
the concentrations of H·, C~·, and c2H5 ·, can be readily 
calculated from equations 64 to 66 respectively. For 
example, 
(H·) = PH k ' /k 
2 r 3 
(74) 
The evaluation of (C3H7 ·) and (C4H9 ·), however, are more 
difficult. These values can be computed from equations 62 
and 63, provided the concentration of propylene is known . 
Since the concentration of propylene is a function of 
butane conversion, the concentrations of c3H7 • and c4H9 • 
are also dependent on butane conversion and should be treated 
as such. This, however, complicates the situation beyond 
possible solution. As the main interest in the present work 
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is to determine the mechanism of butane decomposition, the 
effect of secondary reactions due to the presence of 
propylene may be approximated, at least at low conversions. 
Two approaches were used for approximation . In the first 
approach, the presence of propylene is neglected. This is 
called Case I. In the second approach, which is called Case 
II from now on, the reaction mixture is considered to be 
mainly butane with a small but constant percentage of 
propylene independent of conversion. Case I should apply at 
very low conversions, such as those for 460° C runs. Case II, 
on the other hand, should approxima t e the actual situation 
0 0 
reasonably well for the 510 and 560 C runs, with less than 
10% conversion. For Case II, the percentage of propylene is 
chosen to be 0.2% at 460°, 1% at 510° , and 3% at 560° C, 
approximately half of the average percentages of propylene 
found in the reaction mixtures at these temperatures. The 
concentrations of c3H7 • and c4H9 · are then calculated from 
equations 62 and 63 for both cases . The free radical con-
centrations thus determined are given in Table XIV. 
It can now be seen that the assumption which neglects both 
chain-initiating and chain-terminating steps in the rate of 
formation or decomposition of stable species is justified. 
At 560° C, for example, the rate of formation of ethane due 
to reactions XIV and XV is 2.6 X 10-ll gm mole/ (cc) (sec) 
compared with that of 5.6 x 10-8 gm mole/ (cc) (sec) calculated 
from equation 66. 
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The rates of formation of the other three products, i.e., 
ethylene, propylene and butylenes, can now be predicted from 
equations 67 , 68 and 69 respectively. The agreement between 
the predicted and experimental values is surprisingly well, 
especially for Case II. These rates are tabulated in Table 
XV. With the exception of butylenes which existed only in 
small amounts in the reaction mixtures, the difference be-
tween the predicted and experimental rates are only 5~ or 
less. The validity of the proposed mechanism is thus firmly 
established. 
A further test of the mechanism is provided by calculating 
the rates of formation and disappearance of H·, CI~:J·, and 
c2 H5 · . If the steady-state assumption is to be valid, the 
rate of formation of a free radical has to be equal to its 
rate of disappearance. The rates of formation of these 
three radicals are the sums of all positive terms in equa-
tions 59, 60 and 61 respectively. Similarly, their rates 
of disappearance are the sums of all the negative terms in 
the same equations. These rates thus calculated are given 
in Table XVI. The agreement is again better than 5~, with 




The reactor consisted of a reactor tube and heater tube. Use 
of a separate heater tube provided a gas jacket between the 
heater and the reactor tube wall. Due to natural convection , 
the temperature of the gas in the jacket and consequently the 
temperature of the reactor tube wall became more uniform than 
the case in which the reactor was directly heated. The re-
actor had an I.D. of one inch which was larger than most flow 
reactors used for laboratory studies of butane decomposition. 
but was needed to enable traverse measurements . 
The thermocouples used in this investigation were made either 
of platinum and platinum-10% rodium wires or of chromel and 
alumel wires. These wires tend to disintegrate in butane at 
high temperatures. For the purpose of extending their useful 
lives , therefore , these thermocouples were sealed off from the 
surrounding atmosphere as well as possible. This was done 
satisfactorily with the probe and inlet thermocouples. The 
reactor-wall thermocouples , on the other hand, broke down 
quite regularly at their junctions. For one thing , t hey were 
made of chromel - alumel wires which are unstable even at 460° 
to 560° C. For another , the amount of Astroceram cement that 
could be put over the junction was limited due to the small 
size of the thermocouple holes in the wall of the outer tube. 
Probably there was not enough cement to seal completely the 
thermocouple junctions from the surrounding butane. 
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End effects due to the reactor head were observed at low flow 
rates, even though both the thermocouple and pitot-tube probes 
were approximately two inches inside the reactor. One way to 
reduce these end effects would be to make these probes longer 
so that they could reach farther inside the reactor. Lon g 
probes with very small diameters, however, are both difficult 
to make and structurally very weak. A better way would be to 
redesign the reactor and mount the probes between two pieces 
of soapstone which in turn would be sandwiched between two 
porcelain tubes. The bottom tube would be used as the re-
actor tube. The top tube would serve no other purposes than 
to maintain the flow pattern of the gas in the reactor tube as 
well as to avoid any end cooling of the reactor tube. 
Both thermocouple and pitot-tube probes had an O.D. of 0.06 
inch which was as small as possible to avoid any possible dis-
turbance of the flow pattern. The probe thermocouple was 
made of wires having diameters of 0 . 003 inch to minimize con-
duction losses along the wires. 
For a pitot tube to measure the correct total pressure, its 
axis has to be aligned properly with the gas flow . Since the 
flow at the exit of the reactor was Poiseuille, the axis of 
the tube should have been parallel to the axis of the reactor 
tube. In the present case, the bend in the pitot was approx-
imately 920 corresponding to an angle of yaw of 2°. This, 
however, did not cause any diffic ulty in data reduction since, 
in general , an angle of yaw of 5° or less produces little or 
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no error in the reading (24). On the other hand, this devia-
tion from a right angle did prevent the pitot tube from reach-
ing within less than 0.15 inch of the wall. 
The static pressure was measured at a distance 3 inches down-
stream from the pitot tube opening. It certainly would be 
more desirable to measure the static pressure at a point in 
the reactor tube wall at the same height as the pitot tube 
opening. The positioning of the static pressure outlet was 
not critical, however, due to the method used for correlating 
velocity data. 
The micromanometer described in Apparatus was capable of 
measuring pressure differences as low as 0.0002 em of methyl 
alcohol. Although the sens i tivity could be improved by in-
creasing the area ratio between the reservoir and t he cap-
illary tube, such an increase was not justified because of 
fluctuations in manometer readings. 
Experimental Errors 
The operating variables were reactor length, butane feed rate, 
and temperature. The reactor length was measured to within 
0.01 inch and thus introduced practically no errors. The error 
in measurement of flow rate might have been as high as 3 % at 
the lowest flow rates. This error was due to uncertainties in 
reading the Rotameter scale. It was also observed that the 
feed rate of butane was subject to fluctuations. These fluc-
tuations were combinations of high-frequency oscillations and 
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long-period drifting. Drifting in flow rate was quickly 
noticed by making frequent checks on Rotameter readings and 
corrected by adjustment of the feed-tank pressure. The high-
frequency oscillation was inherent to the system and could not 
be eliminated. Its effect on conversion and velocity measure-
ment was not known, but was probably insignificant due to the 
high frequency (- 100 cycles per minute). On the other hand, 
this oscillation did induce considerable oscillation in probe 
thermocouple readings at low flow rates, as noted in the 
Result section. 
The main source of error was the control of temperature. Tem-
perature at different sections of the wall for a run varied as 
much as 5°C. An end effect caused by the relatively cold re-
actor head cooled the gas near the exit at low flow rates. 
Inlet gas temperatures differed in many cases up to 10°C from 
the average wall temperatures. And finally, chemical reaction 
had an effect in keeping the gas temperature lower than the 
wall temperature. These effects are now examined individually. 
In consideration of the endothermic nature of the reaction, it 
should be noted that the heat of reaction for the decomposi-
tion of n-butane is only 574 Btu/ lb butane at 560°C. At that 
temperature, butane has a heat capacity of 1.56 Btu/ lb °K. If 
the reaction occurs adiabatically, the temperature drop for a 
5~ conversion would be 18°C. Because the conversions for 460° 
and 5100C runs were much smaller than 5% and the reaction was 
far from adiabatic, the effect due to chemical reaction at 
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0 
these temperatures can be safely neglected. At 560 C, the 
conversion was of the order of 5%. The effect of heat of 
reaction then became more significant. 
The inlet temperatures for four runs , i.e., runs 20, 21 , 28 
0 
and 34 , were intentionally maintained 15 to 38 C lower than 
the wall temperatures to study the effect of inlet temperature 
on conversion. Runs 20 and 21 were operated under the same 
0 
conditions except that the inlet temperatures were 491 and 
0 
483 C respectively. The conversions for these two runs were 
practically the same as noted in Table IX. Similarly , run 34 
0 0 
had an inlet temperature of 530 C compared with 560 C in run 32 . 
Although the retention time in both cases were the same , run 
34 actually had a conversion of 6.6% at r / r 0 0.70 compared 
with that of 4.9% for run 32, mainly because the average wall 
0 
temperature of run 34 was 4 higher than that of run 32. This 
agrees with the fact that within the temperature range studied 
the rate of decomposition of butane double approximately every 
0 
15 C. It was thus concluded that the actual temperature of the 
reaction was not , within reasonable limits , affected by the gas 
inlet temperature. 
The e nd effects due to the cold reactor head have been investi-
gated in detail as described in Appendix C. It has been shown 
that the reactor head cooled t he top part of the reactor wall, 
which in turn cooled the gas next to that portion of the wall, 
mainly by conduction and convection . 
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Since the wall temperature three inches below t he top of the 
reactor was known to be approximately the same as the average 
wall temperature, t he cooled portion of the reactor wall could 
not have been more than three inches in height. The reaction 
samples, on the other hand, were withdrawn with the pitot 
tube at a distance of two inches inside the reactor tube. 
The portion of the reactor length in which the gas temperature 
could have been lower than the wall temperature was thus less 
than one inch. Since the reactor length in the present work 
was at least eighteen inches, the possible error due to neg-
lecting end effects is 5% or less. 
The gas temperature in the reactor was closely related to the 
wall temperature because heat transfer inside the reactor was 
very fast. If the gas were a perfect conductor , the gas 
temperature and the wall temperature would then be identical 
at any height in the reactor. This was the basic assumption 
made in calculating the average reaction temperature accord-
ing to Appendix D. In practice , the gas was not a perfect 
conductor , and the reaction temperature thus calculated would 
be subject to error. It is estimated that the maximum devi-
ation between the calculated and actual reaction temperature 
0 
was 2 C , equivalent to a 10% error in the reaction rate. 
Another major source of error, especially at low conversions, 
was the chromatographic analysis. The minimum detectable 
amount of a component in a l-ee sample at atmospheric pressure 
and room temperature was about 0.3% by volume for hydrogen 
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and 0.005% for all of the other components. Appendix B shows 
0 0 
that for runs made at 460 and 510 C, no hydrogen was detected. 
This probably means that for these runs, hydrogen was present 
to less than 0.3% by volume rather than totally absent. 
Another component that often escaped detection was 1-butene. 
For the chromatographic unit that was used, the retention time 
of 1-butene was 1129 seconds and that of n-butane 800 seconds. 
Since the n-butane peak had a pronounced tailing, the peak of 
1-butene sometimes was not distinguishable, especially when 
1-butene existed in very small quantities in the sample. Other 
small peaks, such as those of propane, trans-2-butene and cis-
2-butene, were probably also missed occasionally. Even when 
small quantities of a component were detected the percentage 
error involved in determining the absolute amounts was high. 
For a component present to the extent of 0.01% by volume, the 
maximum possible error was estimated to be 30% or more. For 
this reason, composition data at low conversions are much less 
dependable than those at high conversions as evidenced by the 
0 
scattering of rate constants around 460 C in Figures 12 and 13. 
When a feed tank was initially acquired, the composition of its 
contents was determined by gas chromatography. The results are 
listed in Table I. Very small amounts of impurities were often 
found. These impurities consisted mainly of isobutane, trans-
2-butene, propylene and propane. These components have larger 
vapor-liquid equilibrium constants than n-butane. Therefore 
the per cent by volume of all of them except isobutane, whose 
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equilibrium const ant is nearly the same as that of n-butane , 
decreased rapidly in the discharge from the tank. That was 
observed experimentally. Since isobutane was not a reaction 
product , it was treated the same as n-butane in determining 
the conversions, and the presence of other impurities in the 
feed was then neglected. 
Experimental Results and Their Correlations 
Experimental results here refer to the temperature and 
velocity profiles as well as the composition of the reaction 
mixture at the exit of the reactor. Samples of the reaction 
mixtures were also withdrawn through the sampling port in the 
reactor head. Since these samples were obtained after the 
stream had passed through a distance of about four inches of 
"cold " region , they only served to show the distribution 
pattern of the product in an overall sample . From these 
samples, it was found that the product distribution was 
practically independent of radial position, as can be seen in 
Appendix B. 
The measured temperature profiles for several runs at each 
0 
temperature are shown in Figures 8 to 10 . For runs at 460 
0 
and 510 C having an average linear velocity greater than 
0.2 ft / sec , the temperature is nearly uniform and equal to the 
wall temperature in the central portion of the reactor , but be-
comes lower toward the wall. These curves are similar in shape 
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to those shown in Figures Fl and F2 for cases where heat 
transfer is dominated by conduction and forced convection. 
0 
The average linear velocities for all of the 560 C runs were 
greater than 0.2 ft / sec. For these runs, the temperature 
profiles were lower at both the wall and the center, and 
higher in between. The conversion for these runs ranged 
from 3.7 to 8.2%. At these conversion levels , the heat of 
reaction apparently became significant. This accounts for 
the lower temperatures at the center. Otherwise , conduction 
and forced convection still prevailed. When the average 
linear velocity of a run was much smaller than 0.2 ft / sec . , the 
gas flowed slow enough to allow a considerable density dif-
ference to develop between a point close to the reactor head 
and a lower point in the isothermal region. Furthermore, 
forced convection decreased because of lower flow rates . 
Natural convection thus overshadowed all other modes of heat 
transfer, and the temperature profile changed to a concave shape. 
0 
For average velocities around 0.2 ft / sec. (Run 53 at 460 C and 
0 
Run ll at 510 C) , both natural and forced convection were im-
portant; the resulting temperature profiles are thus a com-
promise between t he profile for a higher velocity and that for 
a lower veloc ity as can be seen in Figures 8 and 9. 
Thirty-six runs with velocity measurements were made. Of these , 
only sixteen velocity profiles were determined. There are sev-
eral reasons why data for more t han half of the runs were bad . 
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Many of those runs were made at low flow rat es , with average 
linear velocities less than 0.2 ft / sec. The bubble displace-
ment in the manometer corresponding to a velocity of 0.4 ft / sec 
is only 0.2 em. Since the noise level in the manometer reading 
was of the order of 0.1 em because of the high sensitivity, it 
was very difficult to obtain meaningful velocity data for 
these low flow rate runs. As the manometer reading approxi-
mately varies with the square of the velocity , the accuracy 
of measured data would rapidly improve with increasing flow 
rate. Another factor that worked against reliable velocity 
data at low flow rates was natural convection. It was rea-
soned in the last paragraph that due to end cooling , natural 
convection began to appear at an average linear velocity 
around 0 . 2 ft / sec . As natural convection caused c irculation 
in the exit end of the reactor , t he flow pattern there was 
probably distorted. As a matter of fact . all sixteen good 
runs had average linear velocities greater than 0.2 ft / sec. 
Leakage was mainly responsible for bad runs with high flow rates. 
A one-centimeter bubble displacement is equivalent to a head 
of less than 0.001 inch of methyl alcohol. If a tiny leakage 
existed either in the connecting lines between the pitot tube 
or the pressure tap and the micromanometer or in the stopcocks 
on the micromanometer , considerable error could have been intro-
duce d into t he velocity data. Leakage in the stopcocks was 
most bothersome because it occurred frequently. The silicone 
grease that was used for these stopcocks did not seal well 
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comparing with many other commonly used stopcock greases such 
as Kel-F, but was the only one not readily dissolvable in 
methyl alcohol. Leakage occurred not only during bad runs, 
but also sometimes during good runs. The only difference was 
that for a good run, leakage did not occur for a period long 
enough to allow a sufficient number of data points to be 
collected. 
Although only sixteen out of thirty- six runs had enough 
velocity data for the determination of velocity profiles, the 
fact that all these sixteen runs had parabolic velocity dis-
tributions at the exit of the reactor is significant. These 
sixteen runs covered a wide range of conversion and their 
average linear velocities varied from 0.25 to 0.60 ft / sec . 
It can thus be concluded that for all the runs in the present 
work, the velocity profiles were parabolic a t the exit in the 
absence of end cooling. 
The conversion and material balance for each run are given in 
Tables VIII to X. The composition data and hence conversions 
and ma terial b a lanc es were subject to two possible errors : 
chromatographic analysis and fluctuations in operating condi-
tions with respect to time, as have been discussed. 
In general, the composition data and their derivatives, with 
the exception of conversion, do not seem to vary in any 
definite pattern with respect to the radial position of the 
sample. More conversion, however, was observed at points 
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nearer to the wall than to the center of the reactor . This is 
expected because of the endothermic nature of the reaction as 
well as the shorter retention time of gas molecules flowing at 
the center of the reactor. The interesting point is rather 
that such differences in conversion are smaller than expected. 
Even with high-conversion runs at 560°C, differences in con-
version between r / r 0 • 0.70 and the center was usually smaller 
than 5%. Furthermore, the composition of any component quite 
often varied randomly with respect to radius. It thus seems 
that (1) heat and diffusional transfer in the reactor were 
rapid and (2) the transformation of velocity profile from flat 
to parabolic was probably slower than the case without chemical 
reaction. In any event, the reactor may be treated as essen-
tially an isothermal, plug-flow reactor based on conversion 
and composition data. 
Material balances were checked by computing for each sample 
the mole ratio LC/LH for all the components other than the 
butanes. If the presence of impurities is negligible, this 
ratio has a theoretical value of 0.400 . 0 For runs at 460 and 
0 510 C, the c a lculated values are usually a little higher than 
0.4, with a maximum deviation of 2%. For runs at 560°C, the 
calculated ratios become lower than 0.4 and have a maximum de-
viation of 3 %. Considering the low levels of conversion, such 
a greements are quite satisfactory. Furthermore , the deviation 
from the theoretical value of the ratio C/ H at lower 
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temperatures can be attributed to the presence of small amounts 
of hydrogen in the samples which were not detected by the 
analysis. 0 For runs at 560 C, hydrogen was detected, and the 
ratio drops below 0.4, possibly because of some carbon forma-
tion due to cracking at the walls. For run 60 with a conver-
sion of 4.6 moles of butane per 100 moles of feed with a C/ H 
ratio of 0.392, the calculated carbon deposit is 0.4 mole of 
carbon per 100 moles of feed or 2.1% of the conversion . 
The number of moles of products formed per mole of butane con-
verted also varied with temperature. Its value increased from 
an average of approximately 1.95 to 460°C to 2.1 at 560°C. If 
a butane molecule is decomposed into two free radicals, a 
butyl radical is decomposed into a free radical and an olefin , 
the presence of propyl radicals is negligible, and free radi-
cals smaller than propyl do not further split into two fraction~ 
the number of moles of products formed for each mole of butane 
decomposed will be two. If some of the ethyl radicals also 
decompose into an ethylene molecule and a hydrogen radical, as 
shown in equation 45, this number will be larger than two. The 
reason that this number is found to be slightly less than two 
at lower temperatures is again the lack of detection of hydro-
gen. Values for PH
2 
have been estimated to be 0.046 and 0.047 
at 460° and 510°C, respectively, based on the proposed reaction 
mechanism. 
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When these values are adopted, the number of products formed 
per mole of butane decomposed becomes two at 460°C and slightly 
higher than two at 510°C. 
The number of moles of a product formed per mole of butane 
converted, P . , is also found to be a constant at each temper-
l. 
ature for each product, independent of conversion. These 
average values together with the standard deviations are given 
in Table XI. Propane in very small quantities was found, 
mainly at 560°C. Its value of P was not calculated due to the 
large uncertainties involved. It is of interest to note that 
P ' s for methane and ethane remain almost constant with respect 
to temperature while those for propylene and butenes decrease 
with increase in temperature. PC
2
H4' on the other hand, in-
creases with increase in temperature. 
The fact that within the temperature range of 450° to 650°C 
the relative amounts of the products remain fairly constant has 
been reported (8, 12). Most investigators (10, 11, 13), how-
ever, reported their results as the mole ratio of (CH4+C3 H6): 
Since values of P . 's are different 
l. 
for different species, the use of such a ratio is not only 
semi-quantitative but also misleading . 
Reaction Kinetics 
The reaction-rate c onstant, k , for both first-order and 
r 
second-order rate expressions has been fitted to an 
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Arrenhius-type expression by the least-squares technique . 
The values of kr ' used in the fit were computed with equation 
18 or 21 for each run. For each rate expression , the rate 
constant was obtained using the conversion data both at 
r / r
0 
= 0.7 and 0 .0. The activation energies and frequency 
factors thus determined are listed in Table XII 
In using equations 18 and 21 , the reactor was assu med to be 
isothermal , and isobaric. the composition of the reacting mix-
ture uniform with respect to the radius, and longitudinal 
diffusion negligible . How well did the actual operating con-
ditions agree with these assumptions? 
The reactor was essentially isobaric. It was isothermal at 
low conversions with the possible exception of a very short 
length at t he end. At conversions of 5% or higher , the 
temperature at t he center of the reactor was several degrees 
lower than the wall temperature because of the heat of reaction. 
For these runs , data at r / r = 0.7 should be used as the tem-
o 
perature at that point approximated that of the wall . At 
lower conversions, the conversion data do not differ appre-
ciably across the reactor . 
The composition of the reacting mixture is fairly uniform in 
the radial direction , as illustrated in Appendix B. Longi-




For the decomposition of n-butane at 560 C in a reactor two 
feet in length with an average velocity of 0.1 ft / sec, the 
conversion was calculated to be 23.66% when neglecting 
longitudinal diffusion compared with a conversion of 23.65% 
with diffusion. 
With all these considerat ions , therefore , the validity of 
equations 18 and 21 has been proved . Furthermore, the rate 
constants for both first and second-order r eactions are, 
respectively, 
54,600 
I 12 RT k 3.34xl0 e 
r (75) 
II 14 - 56,800 k 2.55xl0 e RT 
r 
(76) 
using the conversion data at r / r = 0.7. Both constants 
0 
agree with the experimental data equally well. This is be-
cause within the temperature and conversion ranges studied , 
the concentration of butane varied only to a very small ex-
tent . In order to determine the order of the overall reac-
tion accurately, data at several pressures are needed. 
Most of the previous investigations reported the rate con-
stant corresponding to a first-order rate expression. Their 
values for the activation energy ranged from 43 to 74 kcal. 
Some of these results are given in the Introduction section . 
The generally a c cepted value was that of 58,700 kcal by 
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Steacie and Puddington (9) which agrees reasonably well with 
the present result. Previous results , however , were based on 
data at 20 to 50% conversions. At such high conversion 
levels , secondary reactions , as well as mass and heat trans-
fer in the reactor, could have been of considerable importance 
in making these results less dependable. 
Reaction Mechanism 
A free-radical reaction mechanism for the thermal decomposition 
of n-butane has been proposed in the section of Correlation of 
Data. Most of t he activation energies and some of the fre-
quency factors for the e lementary reactions involved in this 
mechanism were chosen from experimental data collected by 
Steacie (1) after critical review. The remaining activation 
energies and frequency factors were estimated from the nature 
of the reaction , bond-energy considerations, and from values 
available in Steacie's book for similar reactions. The actual 
determination of these quantities is described in Appendix H. 
Because of uncertainties in experimentally measuring or esti-
mating the activation energies and frequency factors , the rate 
constants for the elementary reactions calculated from these 
quantities c an at best be regarde d as semi-quantitative. 
One feature of this mechanism is the consideration of second-
ary reactions due to propylene in the thermal decomposi t ion of 
n-butane at low conversions. In order to demonstrate the 
effect of secondary reactions , two c ases we r e investigated. 
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Case I neglected the presence of propylene. Case II assumed 
that a constant percentage of propylene existed in the reac-
tion mixture at each temperature independent of conversion. 
As the amount of propylene in the reaction mixture depends di-
rectly on conversion, Case II does not represent any actual 
situation, but was used to study the effect of propylene as a 
product on butane decomposition. At low conversions, Case II 
should still approximate the actual behavior of the reaction 
mixture reasonably well. 
Quantitative discussions of both cases are g iven in Correlation 
of Data. The predicted results for both cases based on the 
proposed mechanism are given in Tables XIV to XVI. The agree-
ment between the predicted and experimental results shown in 
Table XV is surprisingly good for both cases, in view of the 
uncertainties in the rate constant data used for the elementary 
reactions. Case II , nevertheless, agrees with the experi-
mental data better than Case I at higher temperatures where 
more propylene was present in the reaction mixture because of 
higher conversions. Furthermore, it has been experimentally 
observed that more methane existed in the reaction mixture 
than propylene on a molar basis even at the lowest conversion 
levels. This is not explainable by Case I which predicts equal 
amounts of methane and propylene according to equations 60, 65 
and 68. Case II, on the contrary, does predict a preponder-
ance of methane over propylene because of the secondary reac-
tions XVIII and XIX. The inclusion of these two reactions in 
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the proposed mechanism is thus j ustified. 
In view of the good agreement between experimental and pre-
dieted results , the validity of the proposed mechanism , as 
represented by reactions I through XIX , is definitely estab-
lished. This mechanism describes the thermal decomposition 
of n-butane with less than 10% conversion by taking into con-
sideration the secondary reactions of propylene. At conver-
sions higher than 10% , secondary reactions due to ethylene 
and butenes should also be considered. According to this 
mechanism, the initial product distribution of butane decom-
position is 2.73% H2 , 33.53% CH4 , 12.15% C2H6 , 15.86% C2H4 , 
0 
33.53% c3H6 , and 2.20% c4H8 at 560 C. These values were cal-
culated from equations 64 to 69 with free radical concentra-
tions given in Table XIV for Case I. 
According to the present mechanism, the overall reaction is 
first-order with respect to butane and first-order with re-
spect to a combination of hydrogen, methyl and ethyl radicals 
as given by equation 70. The dependence of free radical con-
centrations on butane concentration are not known, but are sur-
mised to vary between 0 and 1 depending on the radical. The 
overall reaction then has an order between 1 and 2 . This 
agrees wit h the observations of Echols and Pease (10). 
The first free-radical mec hanism proposed for the thermal de-
composition of n-butane is that of Rice (2), as described in 
the Introduct ion. 
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Rice, however, did not attempt to discuss his mechanism 
quantitatively. Most recently, Purnell and Quinn (26) in-
vestigated the formation of the products of the reaction in 
a static system in the temperature range of 420° to 530°C 
and at initial pressures between 10 and 150 mm Hg. With the 
help of a very sensitive gas chromatographic unit , these 
investigators were able to study the reaction at low con-
versions up to 10%. On the basis of their exper imental re-
sults, Purnell and Quinn proposed a free-radical mechanism 
similar to that of Rice, which gives a quantitative account 
of the elementary reactions occurring. They, however, did 
not try to quantitatively discuss the overall reaction, as 
was done in this thesis. 
Purnell and Quinn found that the distribution of the major 
products of the reaction, i.e. CH4 , c2H6 , c2H4 , and c3H6 , 
was independent of conversion at any temperature and initial 
pressure. These distributions agree with the present results 
very well. For example, the mole ratios of CH4 : c2H6 : c2H4 : 
c3H6 obtained by Purnell and Quinn at a pressure of 150 rom Hg 
0 
are 37.7: 12.0: 12.6: 37.7 at 460 C and 36.0: 11.0: 17.0: 36.0 
at 518°C. In the present work, these ratios were found to be 
37.5: 13.3: 13.3: 35.9 at 460°C and 35.8: 13.5: 16.0: 34.7 
0 
at 510 C, both at one atmosphere. Purnell and Quinn, how-
e ver, found that the yields of methane and propylene were 
virtually identical, in contrast with the present work. 
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Because of this fact, they did no t incorporate the secondary 
reactions of propylene in their mechanism, but claimed that 
the preponderance of ethy l ene over ethane and the formation 
of hydrogen were solely due to reaction VI. Purnell and Quinn 
further claimed that t he butenes were not formed by any pri-
mary reaction step , s u ch as reaction IX , but were secondary 
products. They nevertheless failed to show how the butenes 
were formed. 
By varying the initial pressure , Purnell and Quinn were able 
to s h ow that the overall orders for the formation of the major 
products lay between 1.4 and 1.6. This would result in an 
order for the overall decomposition of n-butane somewhere 
around 1 . 5, as surmised previously. 
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IX CONCLUSIONS 
Thermal decomposition of n-butane has been studied in a 
homogeneous flow reactor at atmospheric pressure and in the 
0 0 
temperature range of 460 to 560 C. The gas temperature in-
side the reactor in general remained fairly constant and was 
equal to the wall temperature for each run. The velocity in 
the inlet of the reactor was flat across the tube and by 
measurement was found to be parabolic at the exit. Within 
the range of convers ion of 0.05-8%, concentration gradients 
across the reactor were found to be insignificant. It was 
thus concluded that under the operating conditions, the re-
actor could be treated as essentially an isothermal reactor 
with plug flow. 
The reaction-rate data were then correlated by a least-squares 
fit to obtain an Arrhenius-type expression for the reaction-
rate constant. For a first-order rate expression, the con-
stant is 
12 3.34xl0 e 
54,600 
RT 





= 2.55xl0 e 
56,800 
RT 
Both constants fit the reaction data equally well. The order 
of the overall reaction thus lies somewhere between 1 and 2. 
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More like ly , the actual ove rall reaction expression is a com-
bination of first and second-order terms. such as: 
k 
a 
Based on the reaction-rate data as well as the product dis-
tribution, a Rice-type, free-radical mechanism has been pro-
posed for the thermal decomposition of n-butane. Using care-
fully chosen values of activation energies for the e lementary 
reactions, as shown in Appendix H, t he proposed mechanism 
compares well with the present experimental results. It seems 
that even at very low conversions (-5%) , secondary reactions 
between propylene and free radicals should be considered , as 
have been done in the present work. This once again stresses 
the importance of studying free - radical reactions at very low 
conversion leve ls . 
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X RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
1) It is recommended that the present reactor be modified 
to eliminate the end effects due to the reactor head. 
2) It is proposed that an experiment be designed which would 
enable the measurement of free radical concentrations in 
the reacting stream. Such a measurement , if possible , 
testifies in a direct manner t he validity of the pro-
posed mechanism. 
3) It is proposed that the work on the thermal decomposition 
0 
of n-butane be extended to temperatures above 600 C at 
different pressures and with very low conversions. The 



















- 1 frequency factor . sec for a first - order and cc/ 
(gm mole) (sec) or cu.ft . / (lb) (sec) for a second- order 
rate constant 
heat capacity at constant pressure, Btu; (lb) (°K) 
diffusion coefficient , sq.ft. / sec 
activation energy, cal/ gm mole 
mass flow rate, lb / sec 
gravitational acceleration , ft ; sec2 
reaction-rate constant, same unit as A 
thermal conductivity , Btu (sec) (sq.ft.) (°K) 
-1 first-order rate constant , sec 
second-order rate const ant , cu . ft. ' (lb) (sec) 
molecular weigh t , lb ; lb mole 
tot al pressure , atm or lb ; sq.ft . 
partial pressure , atm 
number of moles of component i forme d per mole of butane 
decomposed, dimensionless 
R gas constant , 1.987 Btu/ (lb mole)(0 R) 
Rk reaction rate for component k, lb / (cu.ft.) (sec) 








radius of t he reactor 
temperature , OK or oc 
velocity component in 
velocity component in 
t ube. ft or 
r-direction , 
x -direction , 
V volume of the r e actor, cu .ft. 
in 
ft ; sec 
ft / sec 
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X moles of butane converted per mole of feed, 
dimensionless 
x longitudinal distance , ft or in 
Z increase in number of moles for each mole of butane 
decomposed, dimensionless 
heat of reaction, Btu/ lb 
viscosity, lb / (sec) (ft) 
density, lb/ cu.ft . 
Subscripts: 
b bulk or butane 
k component k 
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Figure 2 . Schematic cross-sect ion of gas-mixing 
























Figure 3. Schematic cross-section of inlet end of reactor 
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(a) Top View 
(b) Side View 
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TABLE I. FEED ANALYSIS 
TANK 1 
Runs 




I so butane 
Trans-2-butene Trace 
n-Butane** - 100% 
* 
** 
Less than 0.005%. 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XI. VALUES OF P . 
1 
0 Temperature, C 460° 510° 560° 
r / r 0.7 0.0 
0 
0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0 
(a) CH4 
p 0.704 0.700 0.691 0.705 0 . 695 0.709 
tf, Std deviation 6.73 5.11 3.65 4 .50 5.05 3.72 
(b) C2H6 
p 0.250 0.258 0.262 0.261 0.249 0.248 
<f; Std deviation 5 . 02 7.02 3.98 4 .06 2.60 2.08 
(c) C2H4 
p 0.250 0.252 0.309 0.302 0.371 0.371 
tf, Std deviation 5 .77 10 .20 5.50 5 . 07 3.04 3 .21 
(d) C3H6 
p Oo671 0 . 671 0 .. 670 0.660 0.632 Oo631 
tf, Std deviation 8 . 32 7 .26 3.73 3.39 3.29 2 . 98 
(e) C4H8 
p 0.086 0 . 087 0 . 037 0 .040 0 .026 0 . 026 
'f, Std devia tion 27 . 4 35.1 22 . 8 22o0 15 . 8 16.3 
(f) H2 
p 0 . 097 0 . 093 
tf, Std deviation 15.1 27.7 
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TABLE XII. FIRST- AND SECOND-QRDER REACTION 









r/r 0.7 0.0 0.7 
0 
A* 3.34xlo12 2.49xlo12 2.55xlo14 
Std deviation 
of A 2.41 2.50 2.12 
E, cal/ gm-mol 54,600 54,200 56,800 
Std deviation 
of 6.E 1. 96 2.03 1. 91 
(b) Values of k *Calculated From 
r 







0 Temperature, C 
r / r 0.7 o.o 0.7 
0 
460° 1.7lxlO -4 lo70Xl0 -4 2.92xlO -3 
510° 1.89xlO -3 1.83xlO -3 3.52xlO -2 
560° 1.54xlo-2 1.48xlO -2 3.15xlO -1 
* A and k have the unit of sec-l for first-order and 
r 






TABLE XIII. NUMERICAL VALUES OF SOME REACTION RATE 
CONSTANTS COMPUTED FROM EQUATIONS 40 
TO 50 AND EQUATIONS 57 AND 58 
k * 
REACTION 460°C 510°C 560°C 
I 2.80x10-11 8.93x10-10 1. 88x10 -8 
II 3.57x10-12 1.30x1o-10 3.07x10 -9 
III 1.69x1010 2 . 69x1o10 3.63x1010 
IV 3.35x10 8 4.82x10 8 6.64x10 8 
v 8 .19x10 8 1. 01x10 9 1.46x10 9 
VI 1.67x10 2 0.94x10 3 0.43x10 4 
VII 85.5 
VIII 1. 77x10 6 5.54x10 6 1.51x10 7 
IX 2.26x10 4 8.05x10 4 2.46x10 5 
X 4.96x10 5 1.45x10 6 3.73x10 6 
XI 1. 77x10 5 5.54x10 5 1.51x10 6 
XVIII 3.23x1011 4.02x1011 4.88x1011 
XIX 3.23x10 9 4.02x10 9 4.88xl0 9 
*k has the unit of sec-1 for a first-order reaction and 
cc/ g-mo1e sec. for a second-order reaction. 
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TABLE XIV. FREE RADICAL CONCENTRATIONS CALCULATED 
FROM THE PROPOSED REACTION MECHANISM 
Relative Concentration, (R) / (C4Hlo)o * 
R Case 460°C 510°C 560°C 
H 1 and 2 2.8lxlo-11 2.10xl0-10 1.63xl0 -9 
c~ 1 and 2 2.16xl0 -8 1.74xl0 -7 l.lOxlO -6 
C2H5 1 and 2 3.15xl0 
-9 3.15xl0 -8 1.80xl0 -7 
c3~ 1 l. 58xl0-17 1.6lxlo-16 l. 25xlo-15 
2 1.7lxl0-13 2.63xl0-12 2.30xl0-ll 
C4H9 1 2.46xl0-
10 9.06xl0-10 2.8lxl0 -9 
2 2.49xl0-10 9.60xl0-10 3 . 23xl0 -9 
* This is the ratio of free radical concentration (R) to that of 
pure butane (C4H10) 0 , both in gm-mole/ cc at 1 atm and the 
given temperature. 
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TABLE XV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
AND THOSE PREDICTED FROM THE 











. d(M) * -1 Rate of Format1on , -ar-/ (C4 H10) 0 ,sec. 































d~~) is the rate of formation of M at zero conversion in 
gm-mole, where M is ethylene, propylene, or butenes. (C4H10) 0 cc sec. 
is the concentration of pure butane in gm-mole/ cc. Both at 
1 atm and the given temperature. 
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TABLE XVI. RATES OF FORMATION AND DISAPPEARANCE 
FUR SOME FREE RADICALS AS CALCULATED FROM 
THE PROPOSED REACTION MECHANISM 
rate, d(R) -1 dt /(C4H10)o*, sec. 
Temperature Case I Case II 
formation disappearance formation disappearance 
(a) H" 
460°C 0.61x10 -5 o.79x1o -5 0 .62X10-5 o.s2x1o -5 
510° c 1. 02x1o -4 o.ssx10 -4 l. 07X10 - 4 l. 01)(10-4 
560° C 1.47x10 -3 o.s6x10 -3 1.57x1o -3 1. 21x10 -3 
(b) CH • 3 
460° C 1.22x10 -4 1. 20x1o -4 1. 22x10 -4 1. 22x1o - 4 
510° c 1. 32x10 -3 1.31x1o -3 1.33x10 -3 1. 42x10 -3 
560° c 1. 05x10 -2 1.07xlO -2 1.39x10 -2 1. 31x10 -2 
(c) C2H5· 
460° c 4.35)(10 -5 4.33x1o -5 4.41x10 -5 4.33x10 -5 
510° c 5.04x10 -4 5.25X10 -4 5.32x1o -4 5.25x1o -4 
560° c 4 .24x10 -3 4.60x10 -3 4.8Sx10 -3 4.60x10 -3 
* d~~) is the rate of formation of R in (~)(~!~.) where R 
gm-mo1e pure butane in ~----­
cc 
tempera ture. 
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APPENDIX A: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF LIGHT 
HYDROCARBONS BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
ABSTRACT 
A three-stage gas chromatograph was developed to allow quanti-
tative resolution of light hydrocarbons through c4 components 
along with oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and 
carbon dioxide. The system selected, however , did not allow 
complete resolution of !-butene and isobutylene. In the 
analysis, the response of a component in terms of g. moles 
per unit of chromatogram area relative to that of nitrogen 
was found useful. The individual response is designated as K 
and the ratio of responses as N. Within experimental accuracy 
moderate variations in operating conditions did not change the 
value of N. 
A least-squares analysis of the experimental data was used to 
determine the value of N for each component. By establishing 
the value of K for nitrogen each day, it was then possible to 
compute the amount of each component from its chromtogram area 
and its value of N. In the calibration of eighteen gases, an 
average standard deviation of points from the least-square 
plots was 1.23 ~ 
INTRODUCTION 
Much work has been done on the analysis of hydrocarbons by 
gas chromatography. One of the outstanding studies is that 
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by Bloch (Al). By use of a four-stage co lumn he was able to 
separate more than 70 hydrocarbons from c1 through c7 as well 
as permanent gases. Work reported here is a less extensive 
study on possible products from the thermal decomposition of 
butane, but the data was analyzed s t atistically and constants 
were obtained for use in the ready computation of the amounts 
of substances present. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Several partition liquids carried on firebrick were studied 
qualitatively. These were tetraisobutylene, didecyl phthalate, 
di-n-butyl maleate, tetraethylene glycol, dimethyl ether, 
dimethyl sulfolane, and saturated silver nitrate solution in 
benzyl cyanide . Also, with particular concern for the very 
low boiling gases, molecular sieves, silica gel, and acti-
vated alumina were studied in their roles as absorbent solids . 
On the basis of the preliminary data, a three-stage column was 
developed, in whic h the first two stages consisted of two 
sections each. The first section of the first stage was an 
8-ft. length of copper tubing with an inside diameter of 
3 / 16 in. It was packed with 30 to 60 mesh firebrick which 
was coated with 30% by weight, on a dry basis, of di-n-butyl 
maleate. A second part of that same stage was a 35-ft. 
length of tubing packed with 30 to 60 mesh firebrick which 
was coated with 33% by weight of dimethyl sulfolane and 3.5% 
didecyl phthalate. The first section of the second stage 
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was a 9-in. length of tubing packed with 35 to 48 mesh basic 
activated alumina. That was followed with an 18-in. length 
containing 35 to 48 mesh silica gel. The third stage was a 
20-ft . length of tubing packed with 28 to 48 mesh molecular 
sieve, type 13X . 
A dual-thermistor thermal conductivity cell was used as a 
sensing element at the discharge of each stage. The ther-
mistors were matched within 0.1~ , and the resistance of each 
was 8000 ohms. at 25°C. Cells and columns were mounted in an 
air thermostat in which the temperature was controlled at 
0 30 + 0.5 c. 
Helium was used as the carrier gas. Its inlet pressure was 
varied from 18 to 22 psig. and was maintained to within 
+ 0.2 psig. The gas flowing through the final stage was dis-
charged directly to the atmosphere. Under these conditions 
a flow rate of 45 to 60 cc./min., as measured at 1 atm. and 
0 70 F., was maintained. For a given rate the variation in 
flow was not greater than + 1 cc. / min. 
The signal from the first stage was recorded on a Brown 
continuous recorder with a full-scale deflection of 1 mV and 
a response time of 1 second. The recorder was equipped with 
a disc integrator. Signals from the second and third stages 
were each recorded on a Varian G-10 recorder with a full-
scale deflection of 10 mV and a response time of 1 second. 
Before entering the recorder, each signal passed through a 
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seven-step attenuator with a maximum attenuation of 200. A 
signal was generally attenuated to yield a maximum record-
able voltage for the recorder. 
The sample cells for the multicomponent mixtures were similar 
to the design used by Sakaida (A2) with volumes of the order 
of 1 cc . which were calibrated to within + 0.001 cc. For 
quantitative calibration of the chromatograph, standard 
mixtures were prepared in a 10-liter bottle. In the prepara-
tion, the bottle was first evacuated, and each component was 
then added through a manifold system. The change in total 
• pressure for each gas was observed on a mercury-filled mano-
meter by means of a cathetometer. Finally helium was used 
to fill the bottle to slightly above atmospheric pressure. 
A calibration mixture usually consisted of no more than three 
components besides helium, wherein one of those was always 
nitrogen which was present as the internal standard. Dalton's 
law was used in combination with individual compressibility 
factors in the computation of the composition of the gas in 
the bottle. The assumption of Dalton's law for the conditions 
studied was verified experimentally by the fact that each 
component gave the same response in pressure whether in a 
mixture or in its pure form . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Preliminary runs on the three-stage column showed that it was 
capable of completely separating the components formed in the 
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thermal decomposition of n-butane, except for isobutylene and 
1-butene which were only partially resolved. Relative re-
tention times and volumes for the various components are given 
in Table AI. Hydrogen was the basis for comparison. 
Samples of five calibration mixtures were analyzed in a mass 
spectrometer. The analyses are shown in Table All and agreed 
to within 4~ or less with the computed compositions. 
In the calibration of the chromatographic system, four or more 
runs were made for each mixture. The area of each chromato-
gram was measured with a planimeter, and the response, K, 
defined as g . moles per unit of chromatogram area, was com-
puted. In the use of nitrogen as an internal standard, the 
ratio of K for a component to that of nitrogen, defined as 
the normalization factor, N, was not found to vary with modest 
variations in operating conditions. Average values of N for 
the first nine components shown in Table Alii were found to 
be constant with respect to varying amounts of the components. 
That was not the case for components 10 to 18, and here N was 
assumed to be a linear function of a normalized chromatogram 
area. Coefficients in the function were determined by a 
least-squares fit. The normalized areas used in the correla-
tion were calculated according to the expression: 
normalized component area, ~ 
(observed component area) (KN2 ) 




where ~ is a standard response for nitrogen arbitrarily 
2 
-8 
selected as 0.0300 x 10 g. moles/ unit chromatogram area. 
In applying the above equation, the value of ~ was deter-
2 
mined in the same run for which the observed component areas 
were obtained. 
By use of the value of N for a given component, the amount of 
that component in an unknown sample can be determined by the 
following equation: 
Amount of component A in g . moles 
- (observed chromatogram area for A) (NA)(~) 
2 
Expected standard deviations for the results are included in 
Table Alii and were determined from the calibration studies 
where for most of the components the range of amounts was 
varied over six to eight-fold and in some cases as high as 
twenty-fold. 
In order to test the invariance of N, the operating conditions 
were varied over a moderate range. For example, the carrier-
gas flow was varied between 45 and 60 std. cc./min ., and the 
thermistor current between 8 and 10 rna. Under these condi-
tions ~ varied 3-fold but with no c hanges in N within 
2 
experimental error. 
Although the minimum amount of the calibration samples 
analyzed corresponded to 0.7~ by volume for isobutane in a 
1 cc. sample at atmospheric pressure and 25° C. , the minimum 
detectable amount corresponded to approximately 0 . 005% or 
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50 ppm . by volume for all the components except hydrogen which 
had a minimum of about 0.3~ . These low concentrations pro-
duced signals ranging in maximum from 0.1 to 0.4 mv. in order 
of decreasing retention times of the components. 
DISCUSSION 
In the calibration of eighteen gases, the maximum percent 
standard deviations from the least-squares fit were 7~ or less 
except for 1,3-butadiene. The average maximum percent stand-
ard deviation was 4.77~ . Relative to an average value for 
amount of component present, the average percent standard 
deviation for all eighteen components was 1.23 ~ . 
Among the possible sources of error, an important one was the 
variation in partition efficiency which resulted from varia-
tions in the volume of the gas-sample pellet impinging upon 
the first plate of the column. For the same amount of a 
component, small pellet volumes gave lower values of N than 
larger pellet volumes. 
There were other errors of less significance than those re-
sulting from feed problem. Sources for the added variability 
were in the preparation of calibration mixtures, variations 
in operating conditions during each analysis of a mixture, in-
accuracies in area measurements, and finally in the insen-
sitivity of the recorder near the level of zero signal. 
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It is interesting to note that the results obtained in this 
study agree very favorably with those of Messner, et al. (A3). 
A comparison is presented in Table AIV. In their work, the 
ratios of the relative response of nitrogen to that of other 
components correspond to the values of N presented here. As 
shown in the table, however, the relative responses obtained 
by Messner for components 10 to 18 are constants which agree 
to within 5~ of values of N obtained in this work for zero-
values of chromatogram areas. The fact that such values of N 
obtained from entirely different chromatographic systems agree 
so well gives added validity to their universal applicability. 
Because of changes with time in the character of the component 
parts of the chromatographic system, daily calibration is re-
quired for quantitative studies. The method presented here, 
wherein a calibration is based upon the daily response of the 
system to nitrogen in combination with previously determined 
constants, is very satisfactory in lieu of a calibration for 
every component, especially if a system with a large number 
of components is being analyzed each day. 
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TABLE AI. RELATIVE RETENTION TIMES AND RETENTION VOLUMES 
COMPARED WITH HYDROGEN FOR POSSIBLE PRODUCTS 
FROM THE THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF n-BUTANE 
* H2 + air + CO 
+ methane 

















































































TABLE All. COMPARISON OF COMPUTED ANALYSES OF CALIBRATION 
SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT BY MASS SPECTROMETERa 
Mixture Component Mole ~ Computed Mole ~ Reported 
No. 
1 methane 9.84 9.5 
ethylene 5.87 5.9 
propylene 4.05 4.0 
nitrogen 80.25 80.4 
propane 0.2 
2 propane 4.85 4.9 
isobutane 5.10 5.0 
nitrogen 90.05 90.1 
3 trans-2-butene 4.96 5.0 
1,3-butadiene 2.03 2.0 
nitrogen 93.02 93.0 
4 ethane 1.04 1.0 
acetylene 1.09 1.1 
nitrogen 97.87 97.9 
5 & 6b methane 2.85 2.7 
propane 3.08 3.0 
nitrogen 94 . 07 94.1 
ethane 0.2 
aCourtesy of the California Research Corporation 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Messner (3) ) 
* 
N2 1 
1 02 1.071 
2 Methane 1.112 
3 Carbon Monoxide 1.016 
4 Ethane 0.761 
5 Ethylene 0.805 
6 Carbon Dioxide 0.848 
7 Propane 0 . 640 
8 Propylene 0.663 
9 Acetylene 0.947 
10 Hydrogen 32.29 
11 I so butane 0.523 
12 n-Butane 0.512 
13 1-Butene 0 . 522 
14 Isobutylene 0.511 
15 Trans-2-Butene 0 . 503 
16 Cis-2-Butene 0 . 519 
17 Methyl Acetylene 0.678 

















For components 10-18, the value of the normalized area, A, was 
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0 . 70 
0.40 
0 












0 . 70 
0.50 
0 . 25 
0 
Coapoait ion ot Saaplea, Mole 1t 
1 . 275 0 ... 4 0.559 1.081 
1.133 0 . 430 0.535 1.084 
1.243 0 . 424 0.523 1.119 
1.200 0 . 425 0.529 1.073 
1.101 0.425 0.507 1.081 
o. 711 0 . 265 0.308 0.847 
0.686 0.247 0.301 0.839 
0.870 0 . 241 0.298 0.830 
0.685 0.248 0.297 0.814 
0.658 0 . 257 0 . 296 0 . 848 
0 . 313 0.087 0.091 0.205 
0.214 0.085 0.082 0.218 
O.l88 0.076 0.074 0.210 
0.229 0.088 0.083 0.207 
0 . 204 0 . 078 0.068 0.201 
0 . 324 0 . 122 0 . 123 0.287 
0.283 0.103 0.102 0.281 
0.278 0.111 0.111 0.271 
0 .289 0 . 109 0 . 104 0.275 
0.309 0~119 0.111 0.297 
0.839 0.320 0.385 0.884 
o. 783 0 . 304 0.373 0. 798 
0.844 0.320 0.391 o. 770 
o. 783 0.283 0.341 0 . 741 
0.768 0.291 0.353 0.782 
0.755 0.293 0.360 0.787 
0 . 762 0.280 0.334 0.759 
O.:lM 0 . 093 0.098 0.258 
0.245 0 . 079 0.082 0 . 233 
0.235 0.085 0.083 0.232 
0.219 0.087 0.090 0.230 
0.154 0 . 057 0.059 0.188 
0.159 0.056 0.058 0.135 
0 . 148 0.058 0 . 055 0.158 
0.173 0.056 0.081 0.184 
o. 729 0.269 0.328 o. 728 
0 . 684 0.284 0.311 0.809 
0 . 674 0.253 0 . 308 0.599 
0.628 0.246 0.281 0.820 
0.683 0 . 244 0.299 0 . 852 
0.626 0.228 0.286 0 . 804 
0.590 0.237 0.301 0.831 
















0 . 027 
0.023 
0.020 
0 . 024 











0 . 021 
0.024 
0.024 

























































































































0 . 7 0 
0.50 
0. 2 5 
0 
0. 7 0 


























0 . 608 0 .202 0 . 267 O.H3 
0.577 0.215 0 .258 0.556 
0 . 555 0. 2 09 0.2~8 0. 523 
0.539 0 .200 0.2 38 0.556 
0.600 ~.665 1.~99 2 . ~20 ~.046 
0.600 4.274 1. 488 2.39~ 4.168 
0.444 4 . 102 1.453 2 . 346 3.867 
0.656 4 . 252 1 . ~94 2 . 413 3.994 
0.619 4.083 1.425 2.318 3.859 
0.187 0.069 0.062 0.173 
0.193 0. 073 0.073 0.169 
0.208 0.075 0 . 0 74 0.189 
0.191 0 . 073 0 . 074 0.183 
0.170 0 . 058 0.057 0.145 
0.175 0 . 062 0 . 060 0.149 
0. 172 0 . 067 0.059 0.149 
0.175 0 . 062 0 . 052 0.166 
0.271 0.088 0 . 077 0.2~ 
0.241 0.092 0.088 0.223 
0.265 0 .085 0.095 0.221 
0.257 0 . 092 0.096 0.219 
0.121 0.044 0.~1 0.115 
0.127 0.~9 0.042 0.115 
0.125 0.~2 0.042 0.114 
0.119 o.~4 0.036 o.u6 
0 . 668 0.259 0.299 0.675 
0.6~9 0.259 0.303 0.649 
0.698 0 . 243 0.269 0.661 
0.580 0. 211 0.238 0.541 
0 . 535 0. 218 0.236 0.529 
0.557 0.20-4 0.230 0.507 
0 . 519 0.187 0.205 0.-496 
o. 763 0.311 0 . 3 80 o. 786 
0.734 0 .299 0.336 o. 75 1 
0.731 0.298 0.332 0 .739 




0. 0 51 
0.046 
0.546 0 .214 0.217 0. ~90 0 . 0 21 0. 020 
0.555 0 .212 0 . 223 0 .463 0.023 0.011 
0.533 0.215 0.218 0.471 0.022 0.016 
0.551 0.209 0. 220 0 .472 0.021 0.019 
0 . 0 2 0 
0.02 0 
0 . 020 
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0.141 






















































































































o. 751 3.329 
0 . 584 3.282 
0,605 3, 20 2 
0.757 3.267 
0.738 3.221 
1.208 1.753 2.910 0.046 0.034 
1.164 1.689 2,962 0.041 0.040 
1.188 l. 739 2. 945 0. 045 o. 041 
1.193 l.7H 2.931 0.040 0.039 
1.156 1.690 2.915 0.039 0.046 
0. 411 2.574 0.997 1.460 2.628 0.040 0.047 
0.393 2.688 0.950 1.413 2.457 0,030 0,039 
0.398 2.677 0.958 1.415 2,381 0.030 0.038 
0.610 4 .126 1.475 2 . 377 3.993 0.049 0.063 
0.648 4.059 1.416 2,242 3 .905 0.045 0,067 
0 ,611 3.989 1.474 2.287 3,84 7 0.041 0.055 
0.609 3. 8 06 1 . 419 2.235 3.843 0.045 0 . 057 
0 .509 4.262 1 . 592 2.546 •• 083 0 .040 0.071 
0.522 4 .336 1.589 2.504 4 .214 0.042 0 . 063 
O.-l8-l 4.138 1.583 2 . 507 3.998 0,035 0 .081 
0.439 4.361 1.590 2.493 4.123 0,042 0.058 
0.511 3.433 1.309 2.049 3.554 0.028 0.046 
O. H7 3.347 1.284 2. 022 3.H6 0.033 0 , 051 
0 .422 3.34_8 1.288 2.050 3 .593 0,033 0,051 
0, 416 3 .427 1.275 1,935 3, 495 0.031 0 . 055 
1.545 0.643 o. 761 1.476 0 , 036 0.011 
1.546 0.601 o . 725 1.517 0 .024 0.010 
1.236 0,475 0 .584 1.190 0.012 0 , 009 
1.259 0.488 0.588 1.203 0 .010 0.015 
0.875 0.351 0. 448 0.845 
0,936 0.342 0.399 0 . 842 ,. 
0.007 
0.006 
1.076 0.416 0.501 1,037 o.o12 o.o11 
1.130 0 .408 0.492 1.055 0.012 0.013 
1.061 0. 438 0.527 1.001 0 , 016 0.017 
1.107 0 .438 0.510 1,119 0.010 0.012 
0.334 0.127 0.149 0.328 
0,321 0.119 0,145 0 .283 
0.338 0.112 0.142 0 ,315 
0.320 0.130 0.126 0.287 
0.380 0 .146 0.166 0.364 
0,355 0.130 0 . 148 0 . 321 
0.398 0.149 0 ,167 0.363 
0,369 0.135 0.167 o . 361 
0,391 0. 140 0,168 0 .367 
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0 .271 0.088 0.092 0.240 0.030 0,009 
0.274 0 . 095 0.098 0.24 0 0 . 0 31 0,004 
0.287 0,102 0,117 0.282 0.036 
0 .277 0.094 0 .103 0.222 0.030 
0,4!18 0.149 0 . 186 0. 418 0.038 0.019 
0.27 3 0.092 0.095 0.239 0,024 
0. 282 0 . 104 0,106 0.273 0.027 
0 . 258 0.100 0.104 0.246 0.028 
0 .233 0 . 081 0,081 0.204 0,006 0 , 005 
0 .222 0 . 083 o . 08o o.2o3 o.004 o.oo5 
o.111 o.oes o .o65 o . l75 o.o11 
0.182 0,084 0.062 0,172 0,003 
0.149 0,048 0.042 0.137 
0,140 0,062 0,051 0,137 
0.109 0.038 0.040 0.117 
0 ,097 0.04 0 0 . 032 0.100 
0 .094 0.043 0,039 0.097 
0.097 0.041 0,039 0 , 094 
0.028 0.014 0.014 0.038 
0 . 025 0 , 013 0 . 013 0,033 
0.030 0,012 0 . 012 0 . 037 
0,042 0.016 0 . 015 0,047 
0,041 0,015 0,01!1 0.04!1 
0 .049 0.020 0.020 0.055 
1,182 0,424 0, 4 99 1.087 0,010 
1.137 0,431 0 .615 1,102 0,005 
0 ,894 0.319 0.372 0,941 0.003 0,009 
0 . 915 0,338 0,393 0 .766 0,004 0 . 008 
0 . 838 0,309 0.355 o. 722 0,008 0.009 
0.420 3.4 33 1.339 1.918 3.357 0,018 0.033 
0. 422 3.508 1.252 1.767 3,164 0,017 0.033 
0.376 3,073 1.071 1.556 2.830 0.011 0 . 027 
0.287 3.056 1.054 1.507 2.6V2 0,011 0 . 027 
0,379 3,285 1.112 1,5 50 2.848 0.033 0 , 031 
0.387 3.316 1.165 1.6~3 2.834 0.030 0,036 
0,380 3.240 1.109 1.579 2 ,741 0.026 0 . 031 



























0 . 003 
0 . 004 
0.004 
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0.012 
0,008 
0 . 008 
0.003 
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0 . 25 
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0 . 70 
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0.578 4 . 740 
0.552 4 .951 
1.635 2.464 3.918 0.206 0.058 
1.717 2.621 4.101 0.218 0 . 063 
0.727 5 . 232 1.849 2.750 4.690 0 . 227 0.073 
0.749 5 . 133 1.798 2 . 691 4.340 0.190 0.076 
0.553 4.458 1 . 578 2.355 4 . 119 0.221 0 . 062 
0.598 4.665 1.535 2.329 3.850 0 . 211 0.046 
0.842 3.901 
0.618 3 . 981 
0.685 3.881 
1.411 2.095 3. 4 44 0.211 0.050 
1.412 2.061 3.633 0.220 0.063 
1.348 2.051 3.478 0 . 216 0.047 
0.696 3.888 1.376 2.078 3.418 0.217 0.048 
0.525 4.362 1.502 2.273 3.746 0.170 0.044 
0. 489 4 . 225 1.388 2.103 3.605 0 . 169 0.047 
0.500 4 . 122 1.541 2.303 3.816 0.167 0.043 
0.509 4.151 1.434 2.142 3.606 0 . 173 0.045 
0.~5 2 . 788 0.965 1.423 2 .395 0.127 0 . 027 
0.225 3.014 1.058 1.566 2.843 0.139 0.036 
0.228 3.017 1.036 1.522 • • 573 0 . 135 0.031 
0.179 2. 785 0.971 1 .435 2.461 0.128 0.033 
0.393 3.227 1.126 1.621 2.843 0.142 
0.347 3.107 1.087 1.580 2.686 0.137 
0 . 275 3.066 1.033 1.529 2.689 0.148 
0 . 041 
0.038 
0 . 035 
0.253 2.960 1.001 1.498 2.626 0.139 0.039 
0 . 695 4.385 1.555 2.270 3.784 0 . 120 0.062 
0 . 700 4 . 5 7 3 1. 485 2 . 276 3 . 830 0 . 120 0 . 058 
0.724 4.573 1.544 2 . 312 3.784 0.120 0.046 
0 . 705 4 .396 1.547 2 . 427 3 . 918 0 . 132 0 . 046 
0.372 2.647 0.934 1.297 2 . 107 0.106 0 . 031 
0.382 2.738 0.953 1.356 2.335 0.119 0 . 033 
0.341 2.832 0.933 1.34 3 2 . 353 0.120 0 . 039 
0 . 301 2.699 0 . 891 1.279 2.187 0.115 0 . 033 
0. 4 98 3.193 1.126 1.641 2.821 0.112 
0 . 504 3 . 148 1.041 1.518 2.580 0.115 
0.582 2.933 1.015 1.465 2.530 0.122 
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APPENDIX C: END EFFECTS AT THE EXIT OF THE REACTOR 
End effects on temperature traverses were observed for many 
runs. Specifically , the temperature traverses were found 
to be a strong function of the flow rate. At high flow rates , 
t he temperature traverses were approximately the same as the 
wall temperatures. As the flow rate was decreased , the 
0 
temperature traverses read up to 50 C lower than the average 
wall temperatures . This was illustrated in Figures 8 to 10. 
The reactor head temperature was selected as the cause of 
this temperature effect . The head was made mainly of steel 
and was connected to t he vacuum system by cast-iron piping. 
As steel and iron are excellent thermal conductors, the 
temperature of the reactor head remained considerably lower 
than the wall temperatures when the reactor was heated. This 
low reactor head temperature , in turn , affected the gas 
temperature inside the reactor both directly and indirectly. 
Directly , the gas temperature was lowered due t o conduction , 
convection and radiation. Indirectly , the reactor wall 
temperature was lowered by conduction and radiation. More-
over , the traverse thermocouple reading was lowered as much 
0 
as 5 C because of conduction loss along the leads. These 
effects are discussed qualitatively in this appendix. 
Wherever possible , quantitative est imates are also made . 
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In these discussions , the dependence of the fluid propert ies 
on both temperature and composition will be neglect ed. 
Furthermore , the effect of the reactor head will be considered 
as equivalent to an imaginary boundary four inches above the 
top thermocouple in the reactor wall. The gas and wall 
temperatures at this boundary were at a constant temperature , 
Th ' which was much lower than the average reactor wall 
temperature for any run. Also this imaginary boundary does 
not affect the flow pattern of the fluid. Under such circum-
stances a fairly general energy balance equation for a moving 
fluid can be written as follows (Cl): 
u V T - :K V 2T + s + 4aa E F. (T4- T . 4) Cpp 9 i 1 W1 0 (Cl) 
In equation Cl , the first term describes the hydrodynamic 
transport , the second term thermal transport due to conduct ion , 
the third term an energy source term , and the fourth term 
thermal transport due to radiation. It should be pointed 
out that in this equation , a is the absorption coefficient 
over the entire wavelength range. This absorption coefficient 
will be discussed later in connection with thermal radiation. 
Consider now the situation under which conduction and forced 
convection prevail. For simplicity , u is neglected , 
r 




2T 1 a aT u 








a (2RaT) ) 
- 0 + aR oR (C2a) 
where R- 0.5 r 2 and :K is the thermal diffusivity. If the gas 
temperature is consta nt and identical with the average wall 
temperature, T , at a distance x
0 
below the reactor head, 
av 
the boundary conditions at both ends are then 
T - Tav for x - 0 
X -X 
0 
At the side walls, it will be assumed that the temperature 
(C3) 
(C4) 
varies linearly with distance in the section between the top 
thermocouple and the reactor head, i . e., 
T - T , for r - r , 0 ~ x ~ (x -4) - x 1 av o o 
(C5) 
Finally, the flow is assumed to be Poiseuille, i.e., 




Equation C2a can now be solved for the boundary conditions C3, 
C4, and C5. Because of the presence of the convective terms, 
however, an analytical solution is not readily obtainable. 
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Instead, a numerical method of solution has been devised. 
This method called for the transformation of equation C2a 
into a finite-difference equation. The difference equation 
was then solved by an iterative procedure. In the finite -
difference equation, the derivative (}T/ ox was replaced by 
a backward-difference formula whi l e all the other first and 
second derivatives were substituted with central- difference 
formulas. It has been found that the numerical solution of 
equation C2a by an iterative procedure would be stable for 
all values of u only when a backward- difference formula 
xm 
was used for oT/ ox. A computer program was then written and 
the actual computations performed on a Datatron 220 computer 
at the Computing Center of California Institute of Technol ogy . 
Solutions were obtained for various values of u and Th. 
xm 
For all these cases, the following quantities were used: 
x • 6 inches, 
0 
inch and 6R • 
0 -3 2 T • 510 C, ~ • 0 . 232xl0 ft. , 6x -o.2 
av 
0.025 inch2 . The value of thermal diffusivity 
~ was calculated based on butane properties at 510° C. Two 
values of Th were used: 310° C and 360° C. Values of T as 
function of r for various values of u are plotted in 
xm 
Figures Cl and C2 for x • 2 inches and x • 3 inches . The 
l atter value of x represents approximately the position of 
the thermocouple probe. The plot at this height therefore 
demonstrates the effect of wall cooling on the gas temperature 
at the probe thermocouple. It can be seen that at low flow 
rates, the gas temperature would drop considerably at the probe. 
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At x = 2 inches, however, the gas temperature remains 
essentially the same as T for even the lowest flow rate. 
av 
The above analysis admittedly is not a rigorous one. A 
number of assumptions have been made. It nevertheless 
demonstrates the strong dependence of gas cooling on the 
flow rate due to a cold reactor head. Moreover , the effects 
of coo ling due to radiant and natural convective t ransfer 
will be considered . These effects, when superimposed on 
t he results obtained in the above analysis, improve the 
visualization of t he actual situation. 
When a gas flowing in a vertical tube under laminar 
conditions is heated or cooled by the walls, both natural 
and forced convection occur. Due to changes in viscosity 
and density , radial flow is de ve loped. In the case of gas 
be ing cooled, the gas will flow from the center t owards the 
wall , resulting in a flatter velocity profile (C2) . 
Martinell and Boe lter (C3) analytically treated the case of 
fluid flowing vertically in heate d or cooled tubes having 
uniform wall temperature and obtained the relation 
wcpb D 0 . 75 1 Nu 1.75 Ml [kL + 0.0722 L GrPr (M2) ] 3 (C7) 
b 
where the Grashof numbe r Gr , is based on tube diameter and 
initial 6 t, which is positive for both heating and cooling. 
In equation C7, t he first term in the c ubic root is the 
contribution due to forced convection and the second te rm 
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due to natural convection. For butane flowing in the 
reactor at an average linear velocity of u at 510°C and X 
1 atm with L taken to be 4 inches, the first term has an 
approximate value of 70 u . On the other hand, if a value X 
of 50°C is used for 6t, the Grashof number is calculated 
to be 19,000 while the Prandtl number is 0.955. The second 
term thus has a value of 39.7 based on M2 • 1.0. Since ux 
ranged from 0.05 to 0 .6 ft / sec. in the present work, it is 
apparent that natural convection is at least of the same 
order of magnitude as forced convection for these velocities. 
This analysis, of course, does not necessarily apply to the 
present situation. For example, the wall temperature in the 
present work is not uniform. It does, however, point out the 
importance of natural convection in heat transfer at the exit 
of the reactor. 
What effect will natural convection have on the temperature 
traverse then? Figure C3 shows a schematic diagram of the 
portion of the reactor tube next to the reactor head. It is 
assumed that at a height x • 0 , the gas and wall temperature 
are uniform and equal to the average wall temperature. Above 
x • 0, the end effects due to the reactor head begins to 
become significant and the gas temperature will drop as the 
flow moves upward. At high flow rates, the gas does not have 
time to cool much before it exits through the reactor head. 
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Under such circumstances , natural convection will be 
suppressed. On the c ontrary , sufficient cooling of the 
gas occurs when the flow rate is low enough , and consequently, 
natural convection takes place. As the gas at x = 0 is hot , 
the reactor head cold and the reactor wall relatively warm, 
some circulation of the gas in a pattern shown in Figure C3 
will be induced due to natural convection. Consider now the 
temperature at a height x slightly over the x = 0 line. Cold 
gas comes down from the top at some radius r between the 
center and wall , the temperature there is therefore quite low. 
From this radius , gas flows radially both towards the center 
and the wall and in doing so is heated by the hot gas at x 0. 
The temperature of the gas thus becomes higher the farther 
the gas moves away from r. As the gas moving toward s the 
wall is also heated by the wall , its temperature rises more 
sharply than the gas moving towards the center . The resulting 
temperature profile thus will be similar to the one shown in 
Figure C4. 
Radiant transfer of energy of gases differ from that of 
solids and liquids. Gases absorb and radiate energy only 
within certain limited wavelength ranges. Moreover , gases 
need great thickness to absorb the major part of incident 
energy , if any absorption occurs . The absorption and radiation 
of gases are caused by changes in the energy levels of the 
gas molecules in accordance with Planck's law. 
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0 
At temperature up to 5000 F , say, the bulk of radiation is 
connected with changes in the rotational or vibrational 
energy of the molecules in the infrared region. An infrared 
absorption spectrum of n-butane i s available (C4) . The 
absorption by a gas of a monochromatic beam with wavelength A 
is described by the equation 
- a ds A (C8) 
where s is the distance in the gas the beam has travelled, 
I A the intensity of the beam at s and a A is the so-called 
absorption coefficient. The quantity a A is roughly pro-
portional to the number of molecules per unit volume and it 
increases with temperature. Furthermore , a A depends strongly 
on wavelength (C5) . 
When the temperature and gas concentration are constant, 




is the intensity of the beam at s = 0. By 
definition , the absorptivity of a gas layer of thickness s 
is then 
- a s ~ = 1 - e A (ClO) 
The emissivity EA is equal to the absorptivity according to 
Kirchhoff's law. 
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Equations C8 to ClO apply to radiation at some particular 
wavelength only. In practice, however , only the total 
radiated heat integrated over all wavelengths is of importance. 
Theoretically , a~ for any gas can be evaluated as a function 
of temperature, pressure and wavelength from the molecular 
structure of the gas. Such evaluation, even if possible, 
is usually impractical for other than diatomic molecules (C6). 
Recently , Bevans and Dunkle (C7) pointed out the applicability 
of band measurements for engineering calculations. The band 
absorption of a band is defined as the absorption 
A. 
1 
associated with a certain transition in the vibrational 
(Cll) 
molecular energy and simultaneous rotational energy changes. 
Empirical band absorption correlations for co2 based on 
experimental measurements have been given by Edwards (C8) . 
Work (C9) has also been performed to determine the overall 
emissivity E for a gas at different temperatures as a function 
of the product ps , where p is the partial pressure of the 
particular gas and s the thickness of the gas layer. Data 
are available for co2 , H2o , so2 , CO , NH3 and mixtures of 
co2 and H20 at a total pressure of 1 atmosphere. For C02 at 
0 
510 C and a ps of 0 .25 ft. atm , the value of Eat 1 atm total 
pressure is given to be approximately 0.09. This overall 
approach , however , applies only to gray surfaces. 
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The role of radiant thermal transfer in the end effects will 
now be examined. This transfer is represented by the term 
4acr L: 
Cpp i 
F. (T4 - T4 .) 
1 W1 
in equation Cl. The significance of this term will be deter-
mined by comparing its order of magnitude with that of 
oT at the th 1 b ux x ermocoup e pro e. 
however, the values of F., a, T ., T 
1 W1 
In order to perform this, 
and ~~ have first to be 
obtained. Since the overall emissivity of n- butane is not 
0 known, that of co2 at 410 C and ps - 0.25 ft. atm will be 
used as an approximation. The reactor is now divided into 
two parts. The first part is the reactor head which is 3 
inches above the probe thermocouple and has a uniform tem-
perature of 310°C. The second part consists of the rest of 
the reactor and is at a temperature of 510°C. The value of 
F.'s can now be obtained 
1 
1 144 - 0.00694 
F2 - 1 - F1 - 0.99306 
The absorption coefficient a can be calculated from E by the 
-as 
relation E - 1 - e 
E - 0.09, 
Since for s - 0.25 ft and p- 1 atm, 
1 -1 
- ln (1-E) - 0.372 ft a - - s 
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The value of T and oT/ ox will be obtained from Figure Cl 
at x • 3 inches and r • 0 for u • 0.08 ft / sec, 
xm 
T • 499° C 
At 499° C, 
p • 0.0571 lb/ cu.ft. 
Cp • 1.51 Btu/ lb ° C 
The radiant transfer term becomes 
-8 4 
4x0.372x0.173xl0 (9) [(712 l)4 -0.00694(583.1)4 0.057lxl.5lx3600 5 · 
- 0.99306 (783.1) 4 ] • -0.01644° C/ sec. 
The longitudinal convective term is, on the other hand, 
0.08x( -266) • -21.3 ° C/ sec. 
It can thus be seen that even at very low flow rates, the 
radiant transport is only 0.1% of the longitudinal convective 
term. Even if the absorption coefficient of n-butane is 
actually much larger than that of co2 , the effect of thermal 
radiation can still be readily neglected. 
Finally, possible errors in probe thermocouple readings 
are to be investigated. In general, the reading of a 
thermocouple in a flowing fluid is determined by three 
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factors: heat transfer from gas to the thermocouple, heat 
conduction along the thermocouple leads, and radiant ex-
c hange of energy between the thermocouple and the surround-
in g surfaces. The net gain of energy is zero at steady-
state. Mathematically, 
In equation Cl2, ~; is the temperature gradient in the ther-
mocouple wire. When the thermocouple probe is at the center 
of the reactor with u • 0.08 ft / sec. 
X 
has been shown that T - 499°C, T -g wl 
and T • 510°C, it 
av 
0 0 310 C, Tw2 - 510 C, 
F 1 • 0.00694, and F2 • 0.99306. The heat transfer coeffi-
cient he can be calculated from the following equation ClO: 
Btu 
(Cl2 
0.44 G0 · 8 T0 · 5 cP (rh - 0.081) 
- MO.l (rh - 0 . 027) 
(Cl3) 
whter T is in °R. For butane, h • 2.61 under the prevailing 
c 
conditions. As an approximation A1 and A2 are both taken to 
be equal to the surface area of a sphere having the same 
diameter as the probe quartz tubing. Thus 
7T 
- 256 sq . in. 
~ is the cross section of the wires. Its value is 
2(7TX0.00152 ) • 4.5xl0-6 sq . in. For quartz, E - 1. For 
Pt at 500°C, k is approximately 50Btu/ (hr) (sq ft) (°F/ ft). 
c 
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Finally, the temperature gradient in the gas is used for 
that in the wires, or oT/ox .. -266 °C/ft. Equation Cl2 can 
now be written as 
9 -8 9 4 4 2.61(5)(772.1- Tt) + o.l73xlO <s> [0.00694(583.1) 
+ 0.99306(783.1) 4 -Tt4 ] -50(1.152xl0-3 )(266)(;) .. 0 
and can be solved for Tt. Tt thus obtained has a value of 
approximately 767.1°K or 494 °C. The thermocouple therefore 
0 
reads about 5 C lower than the actual gas temperature . 
Since the temperature gradient in the wires is actually smaller 
than that in the gas, the actual difference is also smaller. 
The end effects due to the cold reactor head have been dis-
cussed in detail. Because of the cold reactor head, the temper-
ature of the adjacent reactor walls is lowered, which then 
cause gas flowing past to be cooled by conduction and con-
vection. Radiant transfer, however, is insignificant. Also, 
errors in thermocouple readings are not excessive. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A1 area of gas film around the thermocouple, sq.in. 
A2 surface area of thermocouple junction , sq.in. 
A3 cross-sectional area of thermocouple wires , sq.in. 
a absorption coeff icient for thermal radiation, ft.-l 
0 
















diamater of reactor tube , ft. 
view factor 
2 
mass velocity , lb / ft. hr 
2 gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft / sec. 
Grashof number , L3 p2g~ ~t/~2 , dimensionless 
heat transfer coefficient, Btu/ hr ft. 2 0 R 
2 intensity of radiation beam, Btu/ ft. hr 
0 
thermal conductivity, Btu/ hr ft. R 
characteristic length , ft. 
molecular weight 
a unique function of temperatures 
another unique function of temperature 
Nusselt number, hD/ k, dimensionless 
partial pressure , atm 
Prandtl number , Cp ~/k, dimensionless 
2 0.5 r , sq ft or sq. in. 
radius , ft. or in. 
rh hydraulic radius of the thermocouple , ft. or in. 
r radius of the reactor , ft. or in. 
0 
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s distance , ft. 
0 0 
T temperature K or R 
0 0 
t temperature , C or F 
u average linear velocity , ft / hr 
u velocity ft / hr 
ui component velocity , ft / hr 










mass flow rate , lb/ hr 
longitudinal distance , ft or in. 
absorption, dimensionless 
0 - 1 
thermal expansion coefficient, F 
difference 
emissivity , dimensionless 
wavelength , microns 
2 thermal diffusivity , k / C p , ft. p 
viscosity , lb/ hr ft. 
density , lb/ ft . 3 










A at wavelength A 
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Figure C I . Temp eratu re profiles for Th=310°C at 
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Figure C2. Temperature profiles for Th=360°C at 




















Fioure C4. Temperature proti le in the reactor 
where natura I convection predominates 
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APPENDIX D: EVALUATION OF AVERAGE REACTION 
TEMPERATURE IN A NON-ISOTHERMAL FLOW REACTOR 
In a non-isothermal flow reactor, the average reaction 
temperature should be evaluated based on reaction-rate 
considerations. Specifically, the thermal decomposition 
of n-butane following a first-order rate will be discussed. 
The same discussion, however , applies to many other reactions. 
Only one case will be considered here . In this case, the 
extent of butane decomposition in the reactor is very small. 
The flow is uniform in the axial direction, x. Finally, the 
fluid temperature at any distance, x, is taken to be the same 
as the corresponding wall temperature. The reactor is now 
divided into m sections of equal length 6x, with each section 
maintained at a c onstant temperature Ti. The rate of reac tion 
at a ny section i is thus: 
E 
r. - k . (B). - Ae- RTi (B) . 
1 r1 1 1 
(Dl) 
Since the flow is uniform and the concentration of butane 
practically constant, the average rate of reaction for the 
entire reactor is then 
E 
l m - RT . 
r 
-
A(B) L: e 1 (D2) 
av m i-1 
or the average reaction temper a ture, 
T 
rav = -







e 1 (D3) 
T in equation D3 is called the "reaction-rate average" 
rav 
temperature , as it is calculated from the average reaction 
rate. 
In many cases the T. 's differ from each other only slightly. 
1 
Under such circumstances , 
T 
rav 





or the "reaction-rate average " temperature can be approximated 
by an arithmetic average. The validity of this approximation 
can probably be demonstrated most clearly with some numerical 
examples. Let the reaction rate constant be 
29 , 000 
k 
r 
Ae T (D5) 
0 0 0 
(I) If m = 3, T = l 738.1 ' T = 2 732.6 and T3 730.6 ' from 
0 
equation D3 Tr = 733.9 C compared with the approximation of 
av 
0 
733.7 C calculated from equation D4. 
0 0 
(II) Again let m = 3 with T1 = 782.1 , T2 = 777.6 and 
0 
T3 = 779.1 , the "reaction-rate average " temperature is 
0 0 
779.7 compared with the arithmetic average of 779.6 Note 
that the arithmetic average is always lower than the "reaction-
rate average ' '. 
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APPENDIX E: CORRELATION OF VELOCITY DATA 
The correlation of velocity data consisted of assuming a 
velocity profile 1 calculating a kinetic-head profile corre-
sponding to the velocity profile and comparing the calculated 
kinetic heads with the measured kinetic heads. 
The feed entered in reactor with a practically flat velocity 
distribution. If no chemical reaction occurred~ and since 
the reactor was essentially isothermal 1 the velocity would 
gradually change into a parabolic distribution. Nikuradse 
(El) measured the velocity distribution in the inlet portion 
of a pipe under isothermal and laminar conditions with a 
flat inlet velocity profile and found that the flow was 
practically Poiseuille at a distance !- = 0.16 Re• where the 
r 
0 
Re ynolds number, Re 1 was based on the radius of the pipe, 
r • The maximum average linear velocity for all the runs 
0 
were 0.60 ft./sec. for Run 33 at 566°C. This corresponded 
to a Reynolds number of 103 or x/r = l6o As the minimum 
0 
reactor length was 18 inches, the reactor was long enough 
for the flow to become parabolic at the exit of the reactor. 
Two possible effects on the flow pattern of the gas in the 
reactor a re now considered. The first one is that due to 
chemical reaction. Because the reaction was endothermic 1 
the gas temperature at the center of the reactor would be 
lower than that close to the wall. Furthermore 1 as boundary 
layers began to develop 1 the retention time of the gas 
became longer near the wall. More reaction, therefore, 
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occurred in the boundary layero The result was a larger 
increase, percentagewise, in the number of molecules present 
and consequently, a relatively higher linear velocity in the 
boundary layer than the case without chemical reactiono The 
second effect was that due to end cooling. It is shown in 
Appendix C that when the gas flowing through a tube is cooled 
by the wall, radial flow in the direction of the wall will 
develop. This also would result in a relatively higher 
velocity near the w~llo Although both effects probably were 
insignificant, the discussion here indicates that the 
velocity profile at the exit of the reactor could not be 
steeper than a parabolic distributiono As an initial esti-
~ate, a parabolic velocity distribution was thus assumed for 
each run regardless of temperature, flow rate, and other 
operating conditions. 
KINETIC HEAD PROFILE 
The pitot tube measures the total pressure, P0 , of a moving 
streamo It was shown experimentally (E2) that 
1 2 
+ C <rg pu ) 
where C is a numerical factor dependent on the Reynolds 
(El) 
number and the shape of the probe. C is nearly constant and 
equal to unity for most cases except at very low Reynolds 
numberso When the Reynolds number is small, C increases 
rapidly with decreasing Reynolds number due to viscous 
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effect. 
Miss Barker (E3) measured the velocity of a water stream at 
the center of a lol-cm diameter pipe and found that the 
viscous effect could be neglected when Re > 30. The Reynolds 
number here was based on the inside radius of the pitot tube,. 
r • For Re < 30, she surmised that the viscous effect p 
showed itself in the form of an additional pressure, com-
parable with that at the nose of a sphere of radius equal to 
that of the pitot openingo 
P addition = ~ 11u/r ~g ~ . p (E2) 
Such a supposition was supported by the experimental resultsG 
Later, Hormann (E4) investigated for an incompressible fluid, 
the effect of viscous force on pitot tube readings both 
theoretically and experimentally. He obtained the correction 
factor C as a function of the Reynolds numbero The agreement 
between theoretical and experimental results was good even 
for very small Reynolds numberso For a source-shaped tube, 
which is a tube having a surface contour corresponding to 
the stagnation stream line of a combination of a point source 
with a uniform flow, the value of C is given by 
(E3) 
If the kinetic head, 6P, is defined as the difference 
between the total pressure a nd the static pressure, from 
e quations El and E3, 
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(E4) 
The kinetic head for any given velocity can then be readily 
evaluated. 
In equation E4, ~p has the unit lb/fto 2 while the measured 
kinetic heads were expressed in terms of air bubble displace-
ment, 6D em. The relationship between ~P and 6D can be 
obtained as follows: The manometer fluid used was methyl 
alcohol which has a density of 50 lb/cu. fto at room tempera-
tureo Any pressure difference ~p between the two sides of 
the manometer would result in a difference in liquid levels, 
H , 
m 
if the effect of gas density is neglected. As the area 
ratio between the cross sections of the reservoirs and the 
bore of the capillary tube was 1000, the resulting air 
bubble displacement is 
6D = (~ Hm)(l000)(30.48) = 
Combining equations E5 and E6, 
15240 H 
m 
The velocity profile at the exit of the reactor is repre-
sented by the formula 
2 










ux = -g-~·K [1 + (Z-l)X] ri 
s 
As a numerical example, the kinetic head profile for runs 
32, 34 and 36 will be obtainedo These three runs were 
replicate runs at 560°C with a feed rate of Oo0549 cuo fto 
per minute measured at 70°F and 760 mm Hg. The conversion 
correction term (Z - l)X is calculated from Table X to be 
0.056. From equation E9, 
u = 0.512 ft. /sec . 
X 
By substituting the value of u into equation E8, point 
X 
velocities across the reactor can now be calculated. The 
bubble displacements, ~' corresponding to these point 
(E9) 
velocity are then obtained from equations E4 a nd E7. These 
values, together with values of C, are given in Table El. 
In evaluating C, the viscosity is calculated to be 1.303 X 
10-5 lb/ ft. sec . ba sed on a composition of 4.126% CH4 , 
1.475% c2H6 , 2.377% C2H4 , 3.993% c3H6 and 88.029% c4H10• 
This composition corresponded to that of run 34 at r / r = 
0 
0.70. The results of a similar calculation for runs 21 and 
31 are also given in Table El. Since the conversion of 
these two runs was only 0.8%, the correction due to conver-
sion is neglected . 
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COMPARING EXPERIMENTAL AN~ CALCULATED 6D 
Two difficulties arise in reducing the experimental data to 
obtain ~D. The first one is that the static-head reading 
fluctuated. This difficulty was removed by plotting the 
static head reading as a function of time. For each kinetic 
head reading, the corresponding static head reading was read 
from the plot at the same time the kinetic head reading was 
obtainedo Figure El shows a typical static head reading -
time plot. 
The second difficulty lies in the fact that the difference 
between the kinetic head and static head readings was a 
combination of two things: the actual kinetic head 6D plus 
the aifference between the static head at the pressure tap 
and that at the pitot tube 6D o As the pitot tube could not 
s 
travel to within 0.15 inch of the wall, 6Ds could not be 
obtained by extrapolation without considerable erroro To 
overcome this difficulty, the measured readings (6D + 6Ds) 
were compared with the calculated kinetic heado If both 
profiles were similar in shape, the value of 6Ds could then 
be easily determined by forcing the measured profile to 
superimpose on the calculated curve. Part of the measured 
readings for runs 32, 34 and 36 are listed in Table E2. 
For these runs, the values of 6D were obtained by comparison 
s 
to be Oo735 1 lo90 and 2ol0 em respectivelyo The resulting 
values of 6D are then plotted in Figure E2, together with 
the calculated profileo A similar plot for runs 21 and 31 
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is shown in Figure E3. 
Figures E2 and E3 show that the experimental data agree well 
with the calculated kinetic head, which suggests that 
velocity profiles for these runs were parabolico Such agree-
ments have been found for sixteen runs out of a total of 
thirty-six runs in which velocity measurements were made. Of 
the remaining twenty runs, either the data scattered too much 
to enable any correlation or the velocity was too low to 
result in detectable bubble movemento Some typical data for 






















cross sectional area of the reactor, ft 
a correction factor due to viscous force, dimensionless 
manometer bubble movement due to kinetic head, em 
manometer bubble movement due to difference in static 
pressure between the pressure tap and the pitot tube, 
em 
3 
volumeric feed rate measured at T and P 1 ft /min s s 
gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/sec2 
methyl alcohol head, ft 
2 pressure, lb/ft or em Hg 
standard pressure, 76 em Hg 
kinetic head measured by the pitot tube, lb/ft2 
radius, ft 
radius of the reactor, ft 
radius of the pitot tube opening, ft 
Reynolds number, pur/u, dimensionless 
temperature, °K 
standard temperature, 294o2 °K {70° F) 
point velocity in the direction of the pitot tube 
axis, ft/sec 
u longitudinal velocity, ft/sec 
X 
u average longitudinal velocity, ft/sec 
X 
X conversion of butane, dimensionless 
x distance from the inlet of a tube, ft 
z moles of products formed per mole of butane converted, 
dimensionless 
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p density, lb/cu.ft. 
~ viscosity, lb/ ft.sec. 
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TABLE E1. VELOCITY AND KINETIC HEAD PROFILES 
F'0R SOME RUNS BASED ON A PARABOLIC 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
r/r u , ft/sec c liD em 
0 X 
(a) Runs 32, 34 and 36 
0 1.024 3.,12 Oo774 
0.,2 0.933 3 .. 21 0.735 
0.4 0.860 3.,46 0.607 
0 .. 6 0.655 3.,89 0.394 
0 .. 8 0.369 4.,48 0.145 
1.0 0 5.,25 0 
(b) Runs 21 and 31 
0 0 .692 3 .50 0.447 
0.2 Oo664 3.,57 0 .. 419 
0.,4 0.581 3.78 0.340 
0.,6 0.443 4.,13 0.216 
0.,8 0 .. 249 4.,62 0.102 



































































































































































































































































































TABLE E3. MEASURED KINETIC HEAD READINGS 
FOR TWO "BAD RUNS II 
Run 65 Run 26 
(U = 0.359 
X 
ft/see.) ~ = 
X 
0.101 ft/seeo) 
Time (.6.D+b.Ds) em r/r Time (.6.D+LW ) em 0 s 
3:34 2.04 0.70 4:01 1.15 
3:59 1.83 0.40 4:13 1.15 
8:20 3.22 0.30 4:35 1.15 





APPENDIX F: METHOD FOR CALCULATING CONVERSION 
AND CHECKING MATERIAL BALANCE 
The compositions of samples obtained by chromatographic 
analysis are listed in Appendix B. From the compositions, 
the conversions in terms of number of moles of butane con-
verted per 100 moles of feed were calculated for samples at 
r / r 0 - 0.0 and 0.70. Material balances for these samples 
were also checked by computing the C/ H ratio. The results 
are shown in Tables VIII to X. The method of calculation is 
given in this appendix. 
The basis of calculation is 100 moles of feed with 6 moles of 
components other than butanes. In this treatment, n- and 
iso-butanes are not distinguished. After the reaction, X 
moles of butanes are converted into ZX moles of products. 
The total number of moles now is 100 + (Z-l)X with (100- 6-X) 
moles of butanes and (ZX + 6) moles of other components. The 
total mole percentage of these other components in a sample 
is thus 
zx + 6 ( ) 
y • 100 + (Z-l)X lOO (Fl) 
If the ratio C/ H in the 6 moles of impurities is R6 , the 
overall ratio C/ H in the sample excludin g the butanes should 
then be 
o.4 zx + &6 6 (C/ H)T - ZX + 6 (F2) 
If the values of Y, Z, 6 and &6 are known or calculable for 
each sample, equation Fl can be used to calculate X and 
equation F2 to calculate (C/ H)T. (C/ H)T is the theoretical 
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value of the ratio C/ H which provides a basis for checking the 
material balances . The analysis is rigorous and the computa-
tions straightforward . 
In practice, however, both values of Z and 6 were not easily 
determinable. The amount of impurities in the feed was 
noticed to decrease rapidly with time due to favorable equili-
brium conditions. Since the initial amount of impurities was 
small, it was assumed that the presence of impurities could 
be neglected for the present calculations. The value of Z, on 
the other hand, varied slightly from run to run around an 
average value of approximately 2.0 (Tables VIII to X). Since 
X is almost inversely proportional to Z in equation Fl, the 
use of a constant value for Z (say 2 . 0) to calculate X would 
introduce undesirable errors. X, therefore, was calculated 
by another approach. 
For 100 moles of a sample, there were Y moles of products and 
(100 - Y) moles of butanes. The values of ~C and ~H were 
calculated for the Y moles of products. Since the products 
were formed due to butane decomposition, ~C/~H h as a theor-
etical value of 0.4. The actual values of the ratio ~C/~H 
varied around this theoretical value due to errors in chroma-
tographic analysis and possible carbon deposits on the walls. 
The number of moles of butanes equivalent to Y moles of 
products was thus ~C/4 and the value of Z was 4Y/~C. From 
equation Fl , with 6 - 0 and Z - 4Y/~C, 
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100 (L:C/4) 
X • (100-Y) + (L:C/4) (F3) 
Equation F3 was used in actual computations to obtain values 
of X. 
The number of moles of any product formed for one mole of 
butane decomposed, P. was computed from the formula 
1 
P. • Y. / (L:C/ 4) 
1 1 
(F4) 




APPENDIX G: SOME EMPIRICAL FORMULAS FOR CALCULATING PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES OF n-BUTANE AND ITS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS 
Much work has been done in measuring and correlating physical 
properties of pure hydrocarbons. The correlations usually re-
suited in empirical formulas with some theoretical basis. 
Work concerning mixtures has been much less extensive. The 
properties of hydrocarbon mixtures are invariably obtained 
from the properties of pure substances by assuming the latter 
are additive either on a molal or weight basis. After a care-
ful literature survey, the following empirical formulas were 
chosen to be used in the evaluating of physical properties of 
n-butane and its main decomposition products, i . e . , methane, 
ethane, ethylene and propylene. The choice was based on the 
simplicity of the formula without appreciable sacrifice of 
agreement with experimental data. 
I) Heat capacity (Gl) 
II) Viscosity (G2) 
2 Cp - a + bT + cT 
~~ • (0.291 TR- 0.058) 31 4 
Ill) Thermal conductivity (G3) 
5R 
k - ~ (Cp + 4M) 
IV) Diffusion coefficient (G4) 






V) Heat of reaction (G5) 
I T + D.C 
Ts P 
dT (G5) 
where 6~ is the heat of reaction at a standard temp-
s 0 
erature (usually 25 C) and can be calculated from the heat of 
formation or heat of combustion data. 
Values of the coefficients and other qualities needed to 
evaluate these properties are given in Table Gl. Numerical 
0 0 0 
values for n-butane at 460 , 510 and 560 C are shown in 
Table G2. For a mixture, the heat capacity is additive on a 
weight basis while the viscosity is additive on a molal basis. 









coefficients used in equation Gl 
heat capacity at constant pressure, Btu/ lb°K 
2 diffusion coefficient between gases l and 2, ft / sec 
enthalpy, Btu/ lb 
2 0 thermal conductivity, Btu/ (sec)(ft) ( K/ ft) 
molecular weight, lb/ lb mole 
pressure, atm 
universal gas constant, 3.5766 Btu/ lb mole°K 
0 temperature, K 
critical temperature, °K 
reduced temperature, T/ T , dimensionless 
c 
molecular volume of a gas at its normal boiling 
point, cc/ g-mole 
~ viscosity, lb/ft sec 
~ a constant for each compound 
~Cp change in heat capacity of a reacting system due to 
chemical reaction at constant pressure, Btu/lb°K 
~H.r heat of reaction at temperature T, Btu/ lb 
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TABLE Gl. NUMERICAL VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS AND OTHER 





























bx103 -cxlO 6 
2.007 0.4666 
2.503 0.8273 
1. 875 0.3645 
2.131 0.7273 






















tilic , heat of combustion 








TABLE G2. SOME PROPERTIES OF n-BUTANE 
Temperature, oc 460 510 560 
cP, BTU/ 1b°K 1.449 1.509 1.564 
1-l X 105, 1b/ ft sec. 1.143 1.204 1.269 
105 
0 
k X BTU/ sec. (ft2) (__!_) 1.744 1. 910 2.082 , ft 
D X 103 2 
' 
ft / sec. 
n-butane-methane 0.4013 0.4430 0.4862 
n-butane-ethane 0.2977 0.3286 0.3607 
n-butane-ethy1ene 0.3206 0.3539 0.3885 
n-butane-propy1ene 0.2490 0.2748 0.3017 
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APPENDIX H: RATE CONSTANTS FOR ELEMENTARY 
REACTIONS I THROUGH XIX 
The rate constants for elementary reactions I through XIX are 
given in equations 40 to 58. The frequency factors A and 
activation energies E in the Arrhenius equation 
k = A e -E/ RT (38) 
for t hese rate constants were obtained from experimental in-
format ions collected by Steacie (l) either directly or in-
directly. The choice of these quantities is described here. 
The page numbers which are referred to in this appendix cor-
respond to those in reference (1). 
In a reversible reaction, the activation energies for the for-
ward and reverse reactions, E1 and E 2 , c an be related to the 
0 heat of reaction at 0 K, Q , by 
0 
(Hl) 
For chain-initiating steps such as reactions I and II, the 
0 heats of reaction at 0 K are equal to the bond dissociation 
energies, which are given on page 98. The activation ener-
gies for the reverse reactions in which two free radicals 
combine are zero . Therefore, the activation energies for re-
actions I and II are equal to the corresponding bond dis-
sociation energies, i.e., 79 and 82 kcal respectively . 
Re actions III and IV are described on pp. 473 and 561 respec -
tively . The first one has an activation energy around 9.3 kcal 
and the second reaction 8.3 kc al. These values were adopted. 
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The heats of reaction for III , IV and V are -10 , -7 and -3 
kcal respectively. As the difference in E between reactions 
III and IV is 1 kcal, that between IV and V was surmised to 
be 1.3 kcal orE for reaction V to be 7.0 kcal. 
The activation energy for reaction VI is given on p. 142 to 
be 39.5 kcal. Those for VII and VIII are found on p. 585 to 
be 46 and 26 kcal respectively. The activation energies for 
reactions X and XI are found to be 23 kcal as shown on p. 588. 
For the proposed mechanism , values of 24.5 and 26.0 kcal were 
assigned to these two reactions. A value of 29.0 kcal was 
estimated for reaction IX , which is more endothermic t han 
reaction X and XI. 
Reactions XII through XVII are radical-combination processes , 
the activation energies of which are negligible. For re-
actions XVIII and XIX, the activation energies are also very 
small, as discussed on pp. 442 and 557 respectively. They are 
both around 5 kcal. Other reactions between propylene and 
free radicals, such as 
c3H6 + H· 
c3H6 + CH3 · 
Hz+ C3H5· 
CH4 + c3H5 · 
(H2) 
(H3) 
are described on pp. 442 and 556. They have activation ener-
gies 2 to 3 kcal higher than those of reactions XVIII and XIX. 
As the propylene concentration was low, they were neglected. 
Experimentally-determined frequency factors are even less de-
pendable than activation energies. A for reaction VI has a 
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value of 3xl014 sec-l as shown on p. 142. For the present 
14 -1 purpose , a value of 10 sec was used. This value was 
carried over to reactions VII and VIII. For reactions I, II, 
IX , X and XI which involve a larger moleclue or radical , A 
13 -1 
was estimated to be 10 sec , in agreement with the theo-
retical value shown on p. 489. 
The rest of the reactions are bimolecular reactions with 
the exception of reactions XII and XIII. A for these reac-
tions has a unit of cc / (gm mole)(sec) . For these reactions , 
a value of 1013 for A was used for reactions involving a 
hydrogen radical and 1011 for reactions without hydrogen 
radicals, in accord with the arguments given on p. 493. 
Reactions XII and XIII probably occur only at triple col -
lisions as discussed on pp. 137 and 511. Their rates are 
therefore negligible . 
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PART TWO 
FLOW IN ENTRANCE SECTION 
OF PARALLEL PLATES 
- 189 -
I. INTRODUCTION 
The general equations of motion for a Newtonian fluid are the 
Navier-Stokes equations. Because of the non-linear nature of 
t hese equations, very few exact solutions have been derived; 
and these are generally for the cases in which the non-linear 
convective terms vanish . A number of approximate solutions 
have been obtained by neglecting various terms in the equa-
tions, such as those obtained by use of boundary layer theory, 
and the Stokes equation for very slow motion. Although these 
approximate solutions hold well for some cases, there are 
still a large number of cases for which no appropriate ana-
lytical solutions exist, for instance the flow near the 
leading edge of a flat plate. Furthermore, few numerical 
methods for attacking the Navier-Stokes equations are known. 
The main reason is that there exist no general criteria con-
cerning the stability and convergence of numerical solutions 
to non-linear partial differential equations, and when con-
ventional numerical methods are applied to the Navier-
Stokes equations, the solutions often are unstable. In the 
present work, a numerical method has been devised for 
solving the Navier-Stokes equations for the two-dimensional 
steady-state flow of an incompressible viscous fluid in the 
inlet length* of two parallel plates under isothermal, 
laminar conditions. 
* The inlet length is defined here as the distance inside the 
plates over which the flow pattern changes from potential 
flow to parabolic velocity distribution. 
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Two cases have been studied. In the first case, potential 
flow conditions were assumed to exist at the inlet of the 
plates. In the second case, these conditions were taken to 
exist only far upstream from the inlet. Numerical solutions 
were obtained for both cases with a Reynolds number of 300 . 
Results were computed in terms of stream functions and 
vorticities. From these, the point velocities and pressure 
gradients were calculated. 
Schlichting (1) obtained an approximate solution for the 
first case using boundary layer theory. He assumed that the 
velocity distribution at the inlet was uniform over its 
width. Owing to viscous effects, boundary layers formed on 
both walls, and their thickness increased in the downstream 
direction. Eventually, at a large distance downstream, the 
velocity profile became parabolic. At small distances down-
stream from the inlet, the boundary layers grew in the same 
fashion as those along single plates, with a flat velocity 
distribution in the center core. In order to satisfy the 
continuity equation, the velocity in the center had to in-
crease at a rate such as to compensate for the decrease in 
the rate of flow in the boundary layers. Hence the boundary 
layers were formed under the influence of an accelerated ex-
ternal flow and their growth was calculated on this basis. 
This concept was first suggested by Prandtl (2). Farther 
down the stream, the assumption of a flat velocity distri-
bution in the center core no longer held. Schlichting, 
however, found it possible to analyze the progressive 
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deviation in the upstream direction of t he velocity profile 
from its asymptotic parabolic distribution. Having obtained 
both solutions in t he form of series expansions. he then 
joine d them together at an intermediate location whe r e both 
analyses were applicable. In t his way , the flow pattern 
for the whole inle t length was obtained. Schlicht ing found 
that the inlet length was approximately (0.04) (2a) (Re), 
where 2a is the distance between t he plates and Re the 
Reynolds number based on 2a . The acceleration of the flow 
near the axis in t his region gives rise to a pressure drop 
in addition to that corresponding to Poiseulle 's flow , which 
was evaluated to be - 0. 601 (l / 2 p U 2 ) where U is the 
xo xo 
potential flow velocity . Both t he influe nce of friction in 
the intake and pressure gradients along the width were 
neglected . * Another approximate solution for t his problem 
based on t he momentum equation as well as experimental results 
has also been reported (3 ,4) . 
Work has also been done on the flow c haracteristics in t he 
inlet length of a cylindrical tube . Again , potential flow 
conditions at the inlet were always assumed . Boussinesq (5) 
was t he first to conduct a t heoret ical investigation of t his 
subject . He linearized the Navier-Stokes equation in t he 
direction of bulk-flow and applied it to the whole inlet 
*Recently, Schlichting's solution has been modified and a 
numerical solution for t he problem h as been obtained. These 
are mentioned in t he Discussion Section. 
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length. His calculated velocity profiles were in agreement 
with the experiments of Nikuradse (6) only at some distance 
away from the entrance. Based on the momentum equation of the 
boundary layer, Schiller (7) obtained an approximate solution 
which agreed with Nikuradse's results for the first one third 
of the inlet length. It is of interest to note here that 
Schlichting' s approach, as outlined above, was in essence a 
combination of Boussinesq 's and Schiller's techniques. Appli-
cation of Schlichting's method to flow in the inlet length of 
a cylindrical tube has been carried out by Atkinson and 
Goldstein (8). 
Still another study of the case of a cylindrical tube is that 
of Langhaar (9), who linearized the Navier-Stokes equation in 
2 the direction of bulk flow, x , by assuming Du / Dt • v ~ u X X 
where u is the x-direction velocity and ~ is a function of 
X 
x alone. D/ Dt is the substantial derivative with respect to 
time. In addition, his basic assumptions, which were common 
to the theories of Boussinesq, Schiller and Atkinson-
Goldstein, were: 




(2) the pressure gradient oP/ ox is a function of x alone, 
(3) 2 2 neglected. the term v a u / ox may be X 
His resulting velocity profiles agreed well with Nikuradse's 
experiments. 
In all the analyses mentioned above, certain assumptions were 
made which are not valid in a reg ion close to the leading edge 
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of the solid boundary, i.e., Carrier 
and Lin (10) have investigated the nature of the boundary 
layer near the leading edge of a flat plate. Briefly, their 
efforts were aimed at modifying Blasius' solution of the 
boundary layer equation to include the effect of the leading 
edge. Carrier and Lin obtained solutions applicable to the 
region of very slow flow near the leading edge. They pointed 
out, however, that there was another region between those of 
very slow flow and potential flow in which it was doubtful 
that any reasonably simple analytic solution could be found. 
They suggested that some field solution might be possible for 
that region. In order to obtain a truer picture of what 
happens in the inlet length of two parallel plates, expecially 
near the leading edges, numerical solution seems to be the 
only feasible approach. 
Numerical analysis dealing with partial differential equations 
has progressed rapidly recently. Most of the work in this 
field, however, considers only linear partial differential 
equations. As yet, there exist no general criteria concern-
ing the stability and convergence of solutions to nonlinear 
partial differential equations by numerical methods. Of the 
comparatively small number of papers on this subject, the one 
by de G. Allen (ll) is of particular interest. In that paper, 
he described a special technique for solving the Navier-
Stokes equations by the relaxation method. It was pointed 
out that the special treatment was necessary because of the 
"latent exponentials". Since exponentials cannot be closely 
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represented by polynomials except within a very narrow range, 
the customary finite difference formulas for derivatives would 
not work satisfactorily. This difficulty is likely to arise 
in most problems concerning motions of viscous fluid and to be 
serious. 
Another possible approach to the solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations is by means of analog computers. Janssen (12) used 
this method to investigate flow past a finite flat plate at 
Reynolds numbers of 0.1 to 10.0, with the exact nonlinear for-
mulation. The solution gave the stream f u nction and the 
vorticity in the flow field. From these, the pressure distri-
bution along the plate, the local coefficient of friction and 
the total drag coefficient were calculated numerically. The 
difference between the computed and experimental drag coef-
ficient for the most part was attributed to truncation error. 
Numerical solution of partial differential equations involves 
the use of finite difference methods. With the finite dif-
ference method, a boundary value problem F(u) • j for the 
continuous operator F is transformed into a matrix equation 
AU - B (1) 
Equation 1 can be solved either by a direct or iterative 
procedure. For non-linear partial differential equations, an 
iterative method is always used. The number of iterations 
required for a solution is roughly proportional to the 
square of the dimension of matrix A. When A is large, 
acceleration of the rate of convergence is very desirable. 
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More information on the finite difference method for treating 
boundary-value problems and methods of accelerating the rate 
of convergence for iterative procedure is provided in 
Appendix A. 
Review of literature revealed that very few exact solutions of 
the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations existed. Existing solu-
tions were obtained either by linearizing these equations or 
neglecting some of the nonlinear terms in these equations. 
The purpose of this work was to solve by a numerical method 
the Navier-Stokes equations for a simple problem without making 
any assumptions. The problem concerned the flow of an in-
compressible fluid in the inlet length of two parallel plates 
under isothermal, steady-state conditions. Due to singularity 
at the leading edges of the plates, the boundary layer equa-
tion does not apply to regions near these singular points. 
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II. FORMlJLATION OF THE PROBLEM 
For an incompressible, viscous fluid flowing isothermally 
under steady-state conditions, the problem of flow in the 
inlet length of parallel plates can be formulated as follows: 
Let there be an infinite number 0f flat plates of semi-
infinite length, all lying parallel to the x-axis between 
x = 0 and x = + ooG The free-stream* velocity U is independ-
xo 
ent of y and parallel to the x-axiso If the flow is independ-
ent of z, the two-dimensional equations of continuity and 
motion are respectively: 
dU dU 
X+ y 0 
'dX ~ 
dU dU () p 4 V 2u X+ X u u dY -dx + Re X 'd'3C y X 
()p 4 2 
+ \1 u dy Re y 
Equations 2 to 4 are in dimensionless forms. Re is the 





The definition of symbols and the relationship between a 





Nomenclature section. Throughout this thesis, dimensionless 
expressions are used unless otherwise spec ified. 
*The term "free-stream" is used throughout the text to 
represent the region in which the effects of the plates on 
the flow are negligible. 
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Let the distance between any two adjacent plates be 2 and 
consider the two plates at y = + 1 and y = - 1. Because of 
symmetry about the x-axis, it is necessary to be concerned 
only with the region bounded by y = 0 and y = + 1 . For con-
venience, this is further divided into two regions: The 
downstream region where x > 0 and the upstream region where 
x ~ 0. They have , of course , the common boundary line x = 0 
at the inlet of the parallel plates. Case I assumes that the 
velocity at the inlet is uniform in the y-direction. Thus it 
is necessary to study the flow pattern in the downstream 
region only. Case II , on the other hand, assumes that free-
stream conditions exists only far upstream from the inlet so 
that the flow conditions in both regions have to be deter-
minedo For both cases, the boundary conditions for the 




u = X 
0 
0 
u y 0 for y = 0 , 0 < x < + oo 
u = 0 y y = 1 , 0 ( X ( + oo 
3 2 
ux = 2 (1-y ) ' u = 0 y X = + oo, 
The boundary conditions for Case I at the inlet of the 
plates are: 
u = 1 
X 









X o, 0 for 0 0 > dY = u = y = > X - 00 y (Sa) 
a u 
X o, 0 l 0 2_X > dY = u y - 00 y (8b) 
u l' u = 0 X = - oo , 0 < y < l X y (Be ) 




av u = - dx y 
(9) 
The continuity equation is thus automatically satisfied. 
FJrthermore, elimination of the pressure terms from equations 
3 and 4 gives a single equation with one unknown: 
4 4 
-v v Re 
Equation 10 can also be written as the vorticity transport 
equation: 
4 2 
--v ru Re 
with the vorticity m defined by 
a u a u 
__:j_ X 0 2 .~ 




In order to avoid difficulties involved in treating numeri-
cally a problem with semi-infinite b~undaries, a transformation 
is used to change the independent va riable x to ~ according 
to the formula 
~ = T) (x) = l 1 
- l+Cx (13) 
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where C is a constant with a positive sign for the downstream 
region and a negative sign for the upstream region . This 
transformation also results in an expansion of scale (in 
terms of x) near the entrance which is desirable for a 
diffusional-type problem such as this. In terms of ~ and y, 
therefore, both the upstream and downstream regions are 
transformed into squares bounded by y - 0, y • 1, ~ - 0 and 
~ • 1. As a result, equations 11 and 12 now assume the forms: 
~ <~ a(.l) - ~aru 4 2 (!!I.) 2 a 2m 2 
a 11 ay> -Re 
[ !___!l am + --+ 0 (J) ] ax ay a 11 ax2 a ll ax a 112 ay2 
(14) 
~ ~ + !!1. 2 4 4 - (J) -
ax2 a ll <ax> + a 11 ay 
(15) 
In terms of 'ljl and ru, equation 6 for the downstream region can 
be rewritten as follows: 
1/1 
-
0 , (J) - 0 for y 
-





~- 0 ay y -1, 0 < ~ < 1 (16b) 
'ljl 3 1 3 w - 3y 
- 1, 0 < y < 1 (16c) -2y - 2y , ~ 
For Case I at the inlet of the plates, equation 7 assumes the 
form 
1/1 - y 
' 
(J) - 0 for 11 - o, 0 < y < 1 (17) 






0 for y 
-
o, 0 < 11 < 1 (18a) 
1/1 - 1 (J) -0 y - 1, 0 < 11 < 1 (18b) 
1/1 
-
y , (J) 
-
0 11 - 1, 0 < y < 1 (18c) 
Equations 14 and 15, with boundary conditions 16a through 
18c, describe the entire problem. 
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III. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
With the differential equations and the boundary conditions 
completely defined in the previous section , the next step 
was to devise a method for solving the differential 
equations numerically. Preliminary investigation indicated 
that an iterative procedure would be in order. The pro-
cedure required the transformation of differential equations 
11, 12, 14, and 15 into difference equations , which are 
listed below: 
I I I I 
cAm A + cB~ + ccmc + cno.n (19) 
2 
A 2 ( ) (b.x) 
uX ~ + 'fB+'J'D + b (20) 
(21) 
2 2 
2 [ c2 (1-~) 4 (~) J 'IE = a 2~ + (~) ('fs+'l'n) 
+ C2 (1-T)E) 4 ('l' A +'l'c) - aC2 (1- TJE) 3 ('l A - 'Ic) (22) 
The complete derivations are shown in Appendix B. Equations 
19 to 22 are the same as equations B23, Bll , Bl9 and BlO in 
I 
Appendix B respectively. The coefficients c 1s are defined by 
equation B20 for equation 21 and B24 for equation 19. 
Equations 19 and 20 are applicable to a rectangular-meshed 
x-y net , while equations 21 and 22 apply to a T)-y net. The 
terms a and b are the mesh length of the TJ - Y net while !5.x and 
b are those of the x-y net. Also, a function with a sub-
script such as 'lE represents the value of that function at 
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point E. The relative positions of points in the net are 
s hown in Figure l. 
The boundary conditions for the finite difference equations 
can be derived from equations 16 , 17 and 18. For the down-
stream region for both cases , they are , referring to 
Figure l , 
'l'E 0 ~ 0 for YE 0 ' 0 < T)E < l (23a) 
'lE l <L]: 2 (l-'fn) /b 2 YE l , 0 < T)E < l (23b) 
'f = 3 1 3 ~= 3yE l , 0 < YE l (23c) 2YE - 2YE' T)E = < E 
The boundary conditions for Case I at the inlet of the plates 
are: 
0 for~ (24) 
For Case II , the boundary conditions for the upstream region 
are: 
'i'E 0 , ~ 0 for YE 0 , 0 < T)E < l (25a) 
'fE 1' mE 0 YE 1 , 0 < T)E < 1 (25b) 
'fE YE '~ = 0 ~= l , 0 < YE < l (25c) 
Because of differences in boundary conditions , the procedure 
for solving Case II was more complicated than that for 
Case I. The two procedures , however , followed the same general 
scheme. For this reason , only Case II is described in detail 
here. 
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In solving Case II, a square-meshed ~-y net was chosen for 
both the upstream and the downstream regionsv Figure 2 shows 
a typical ~-y net together with its corresponding x-y net. 
The square on the right of ~=0 represents the downstream 
region and that on the left the upstream regiono Values of 
~ and ro were assigned to or calculated for the boundary points 
according to the boundary conditions. Initial estimates of 
these functions were made for the interior points. Based on 
equations 19 to 22, new values of ~ and ru were computed and 
used to replace the old values of each interior point in a 
systematic way. This procedure was repeated until the values 
of ~ and ru converged to the desired degree of accuracy, and 
thus to the solution. From the solution, point velocities 
and pressure gradients were calculatedo The actual compu ta-
tions were performed on an IBM 7090 digital computer. 
In carrying out the iterative calculations, the values of ~ 
were first calculated along the ~=0 line from top down. 
Equation 20 was used. As shown in Figure 2, the ~-y net 
is symmetrical about the y-axis when transformed into the 
x-y neto It was thus possible to treat the lines ~=0.2, 
~=0 and ~=0.2, say, as part of a rectangular-meshed x-y net 
and use equation 20 to calculate ~ at ~=0. 
The next step in the iterative process was to compute values 
of ~ in the downstream region using equation 22. This was 
done by temporarily holding the points on the ~=0 line as 
boundary points. The computations were begun from the upper 
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corner of the column next to the ~=0 line, went down to the 
end of the column and moved to the next column in the di-
rection of increasing ~ · In the same manner, the values of 
~ were t hen obtained for the upstream region. Each time a 
new value of Y was calculated, it was substituted for the old 
value by the process of single-step iteration. 
After a new set of y's had been obtained for all the interior 
points , t he same sequence was applied to compute new values 
of ru based on equation 19 or 21. This then completed one 
cycle of iteration. At the end of each cycle, convergence was 
checked to determine whether re-iteration was necessary. 
The computation of point velocit ies and pressure gradients 
from solutions in terms of y and ru was direct and straight-
forward. Equations B34, B35 , B38, B40 , B43, B44 and B45 in 
Appendix B were derived for this purpose . 
In order to accelerate convergence, an overrelaxation method 
which has been described in Appendix A was employed. Let 
y (P) be the value of y at point (m ,n) after P-th iteration and 
m,n 
~(P+l)be the value of y calculated for point (m,n) from 
m,n 
equation 22 during the (P+l)-th iteration. The new value for 
y at (m ,n) would then be: 
!'(P+l) 
m,n 
( ~ (P+l) _ y (P)) 
m,n m,n 
M(P), which is called the overrelaxation factor for y , was y 
chosen to be a constant for each iteration, but could vary 
(26) 
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from iteration to iteration. Similarly , for w , an over-
relaxation factor M~P) was also employed . 
were not necessarily equal for the same iteration , and they 
had values ranged between 0.5 and 1.5. The choice of values 
for the overrelaxation factors was entirely empirical, and 
to some extent, arbitrary. 
The actual computational work was performed on digital 
computers. Case I was solved on a Datatron 220 compu ter at 
the Computer Center of Caltech . Case II was solved on an 
IBM 7090 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The change from 
a Datatron to an IBM computer for Case II was entirely due to 
speed considerations , the latter being approximately 100 times 
faster. A Fortran program for solving Case II is listed in 
Appendix C. 
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IV . RESULTS 
During the early stages of this study, various numerical 
methods were explored for obtaining a stable and rapid solu-
tion of the problem described in the section on Formulation 
of the Problem. A detailed description of this phase of the 
work can be found in Appendix D. In brief, a marching solu-
tion was first tried but soon proved to be instable. An 
iterative method for solving either equation 10 or equations 
11 and 12 in the Cartesian coordinates, on the other hand, 
was found to be stable only for Reynolds numbers less than 
fifty. For Reynolds numbers above 100, the solutions diverged 
very rapidly . Substitution of ~ for x according to equation 
13 allowed for use of a coarser net, and consequently, re-
duced the time required to reach a solution. This sub-
stitution, however, did nothing in improving the stability of 
the solution for any given Reynolds number . 
A new approach was then devised. Based on a technique pro-
posed by de G. Allen (11), difference equations 19 to 22 were 
derived. The method of solution described in the previous 
section was adapted. For Case I, the downstream region was 
divided into a lOxlO ~-y net . Initially, the values of 1 
were taken to vary linearly with ~ for any given y. Iterative 
computations were made with Reynolds numbers of 60, 100, 
300 and 1000 on a Datatron 205 computer at Caltech. The 
value of the constant C in equation 13 was so chosen that 
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the initial values of ~ did not change markedly during 
iteration. The value of C, thus, was varied with the 
Reynolds number. For a Reynolds number of 300, the value 
of C was chosen to be 1.2 . For all four cases, convergence 
was observed. From 40 to 65 stationary iterations were re-
quired to obtain a degree of convergence of 0.001% for ~ and 
0.1% for w ; the number of iterations increased with in-
creasing Reynolds number. The degree of convergence is 
~~~1) - ~~:~ 
max ~ (P) 
m,n 
Each iteration defined in this work as 
took about 120 seconds of machine time. 
At this time, a Datatron 220 computer was acqu ired by 
Caltech's Computer Center to replace the 205 . Further compu-
tational work, therefore, was transferred to the new computer. 
Sixty-seven additional iterations were carried out for the 
case of Re - 300 before the ~ ·s converged to all the eight 
significant digits that are available on the 220. w, being 
the second derivative of ~, was converged only to the sixth 
place or better. Because of the higher speed of the 220, the 
time required for each iteration for the lOxlO grid was re-
duced to 16 seconds. The results in terms of ~ and w are 
given in Table I. The corresponding velocities and pressure 
gradients are tabulated in Table II. 
By means of 4-point Lagragian interpolation, the lOxlO grids 
were expanded to 20x20 grids for both ~ and w. They were 
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used as the starting values for a new series of iterations 
with the 20x20 grids. After 600 stationary iterations or 
approximate ly ten hours on the computer , the solution con-
verged to a degree of 2 x 10-8 for ~ . The final values of 
~ and w are listed in Table III. Point velocities and pres-
sure gradients were also calculated and given in Table IV. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the streamline pattern and constant 
vorticity lines for Case I. The velocity distributions are 
plotted for various values of ~ in Figure 5. In Figures 6 
to 8, uy' - :~ and - :~ are plotted against ~ as functions 
of y respectively. 
At this point, the possibility of using an overrelaxation 
method to accelerate convergence was explored. A trial and 
error procedure was adapted to determine suitable values of 
the overrelaxation factors. Starting with the result of the 
lOxlO grid from Datatron 205 for a Reynolds number of 300, it 
was found that a number of stationary iterations at the be-
ginning would help to orient the values of ~ and w. After 
that, the optimum values for the overrelaxation factors lay 
somewhere around 1.5. These values should then be decreased 
slowly as the iterative process progressed and usually the 
best final values were less than unity. Several runs were 
made during each of which the overrelaxation factors were 
held constant. In all these cases, either oscillation or 
divergence was observed. Although the manner in which these 
factors should be changed was not fully understood , it was 
found desirable to decrease Mw faster than M~ . By 
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manipulating the overrelaxation factors, it was possible to 
reach a converged solution in fourteen iterations as compared 
with sixty-seven iterations in the case of stationary iter-
ations. Overrelaxation , therefore, seemed to be useful in 
accelerating the convergence for this problem. 
Case I assumes that potential flow conditions exist at the 
inlet of the parallel plates. In most actual physical 
situations, however, this assumption can hardly be valid 
since some effect of the solid walls on the upstream flow 
would be expected. In order to explore the effect of the 
leading edge on the upstream flow, Case II was formulated. 
A Fortran program for Case II was written for the IBM 7090 
computer located at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. 
This program consists of three parts . Part 1 does the iter-
ative calculations of y and w, checks and prints out the 
degrees of convergence for the upstream region, the down-
stream region, and points on the 11-o line after each 
iteration, and decides whether to re-iterate or exit to 
Part 2. Part 2 of the program calculates and prints out 
point velocities and pressure gradients from the latest 
values of y and w. Part 3 is actually an independent sub-
program. Its function is to expand the number of nodes of 
a network by means of 4-point Lagrangian interpolation. 
The program is listed in Appendix C. 
In solving Case II with the Fortran program, a square-meshed 
net with mesh length of 0.1 was used for both the upstream 
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and downstream region . The solution for Case I was used for 
the initial estimate of the downstream region. In the up-
stream region, potential flow conditions were first assumed. 
These correspond to ~-y and w-0 at every point. Within 150 
iterations, a degree of convergence of 2 x 10-8 was arrived 
for both ~ and m. Their values are listed in Table V. The 
corresponding velocities and pressure gradients are shown 
in Table VI . The total time required, including the com-
piling of the Fortran program, is 70 seconds. 
The mesh size of the net was then halved to give a 40x20 neto 
Interpolation of the solution with the 20xl0 net again gave 
the initial estimate. To obtain a degree of convergence of 
2 x 10-8 this time, a total of 400 iterations was necessary. 
Of these, the first 200 were stationary iterations. Over-
relaxation factors of 1.3 for ~ and 1.4 for ill were then used. 
these values were decreased by 0.1 and 0.2 respectively each 
60 iterations, thus ending with M - 1 . 0 and M • 0.8. 
~ ill 
Table VII lists the resultant values of ~ and m for Case II 
with a 40x20 grid. Streamlines and lines of constant 
vorticity were constructed from these values and are shown in 
Figures 9 and 10. In Figures 11 to 18, velocities and pres-
sure gradients are plotted against ~ for various y's or 
against y as functions of ~ · In Tables V to VIII, as well as 
Figures 9 to 18, negative signs have been added to all the 
values of ~ in the upstream region in order to distinguish 
them from those in the downstream region. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
The simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations to the 
boundary layer equation by Prandtl proved to be one of the 
most important contributions in the study of fluid mechanics . 
It is also well-known, however, that the boundary layer 
equation , being restricted by certain assumptions, does not 
apply very well to cases such as flow near the leading edge 
of a flat plate, where the term o2u / ox2 is not negligible 
X 
with respect to This is well illustrated in the 
problem of flow in the inlet length of two parallel plates. 
Schlichting solved the problem using the boundary layer equ-
ation. In this work, the same problem was approached by 
solving the Navier-Stokes equations numerically. A compar-
ison of the results in terms of u is furnished in Table IX. 
X 
Near the leading edge (x << 1), the velocity, u , for Case I 
X 
varies more rapidly near the wall than that from Schlichting's 
solution. This is due to the fact that in this region, 
a2u / ox2 is significant and, therefore, cannot be neglected. 
X 
When the upstream disturbance is also taken into consideration, 
(Case II), the velocity gradient, ou / oy, then becomes 
X 
smaller. Plots of ux vs. ~ at y - 0.95 for all three cases 
are given in Figure 19. At a distance from the inlet say, 
(x > 3.0), the resulting velocity profiles for all three cases 
agree very well. It is very interesting to note here that 
different boundary conditions upstream have very little effect 
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on the flow pattern at a distance from the inlet. 
In the calculation of pressure drops, Schlichting took into 
consideration , in addition to the pressure drop due to 
Poiseuille's flow, a pressure drop resulted from the accel-
eration of flow near the center. This additional pressure 
1 2 drop was found to be- 0 . 601 (2 pUx0 ) over the inlet length. 
More recently, Collins and Schowalter (17) improved 
Schlichting's solution by retaining more terms in the series 
expansions for both downstream and upstream solutions and 
1 2 found the additional pressure drop to be- 0.676 (2 pUx0 ). 
This last value agrees with the numerical solution of the 
boundary layer equation for the same problem (18). In all 
these instances, however, the pressure variations across the 
width were neglected. Once again, this assumption is rather 
poor near the leading edges of the plates as witnessed by the 
large pressure gradients in the y-direction in this region 
(Figures 8 and 17). For comparison purpose, the pressure 
differences between the free stream pressure and that at any 
point ~ ' AP , are given in Table X for the present work and 
~ 
Schlichting's case. The values AP , for Cases I and II are 
~ 
obtained by evaluating the integral J :~ d~ for constant y's 
using Simpson's rule. They are in general higher than the 
corresponding values of Schlichting's. Figure 20 plots 
(AP - 6P ) vs. ~ for both Case I and Schlichting's result, 
~ s~ 
where 6P is the pressure drop due to Poiseuille's flow only . 
s~ 
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The streamlines and lines of constant vorticities have been 
constructed in Figures 3 and 4 for Case I, and in Figures 9 
and 10 for Case II. In Case II, deviations from free-stream 
conditions in the upstream direction are significant up to 
approximately x-- 0.5. Because of this, the change in the 
flow pattern for Case II is more gradual as compared with 
Case I, although they are rather similar in general. 
Figures 5 and 11 show the progressive transformation from 
the uniform velocity profile to the asymptotic parabolic dis-
tribution as the fluid moves downstream. It should be noted 
that in Figure 5 (Case I), the central portions of the 
velocity profiles for small ~'s are concave upward. The same 
phenomenon, although less profound, can be observed in 
Figure 11. The difference between the maximum velocity and 
that at the center at the same cross section may be as much 
as 0.04 as compared with a free-stream velocity of 1.0. This 
may be attributed to the finite time required for transporting 
the fluid from near the wall toward the center as the fluid 
enters the plates. This agrees with the fact that near the 
entrance, u is very large near the wall and then drops slowly y 
towards the center (Figure 6). In Case II, however, part of 
the transport from near the wall to center is accomplished in 
the upstream region (Figure 14) and the concavit~ therefore, 
is less profound. Due to the concavity in the center, the 
velocity profiles thus have points of inflexion. By 
Rayleigh's theorem (13), this condition implies instability. 
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It would be interesting to find out whether this phenomenon 
would become self-exciting with increase in Reynolds number 
and hence cause the flow to become turbulent. This concave 
velocity profile was not obtained by Schlichting due to his 
assumption of a flat velocity distribution in the center core. 
The pressure gradient in the direction of flow is zero in the 
free-stream region and has a value of 0.04 for a Reynolds 
number of 300 when the flow approaches the asymptotic para-
bolic velocity distribution. Near the leading edges of the 
plates, very large pressure gradients exist (Figures 7, 15, 
and 16). Figure 15 also shows the presence of positive pres-
sure gradients in the direction of flow before the entrance 
at some distance away from the center. In the upstream 
region, the viscous effect is relatively small. Positive 
pressure gradient, therefore, would be expected where 
deceleration occurs. As soon as the fluid enters the region 
between the plates, the viscous forces suddenly become large 
and the pressure gradient changes sign. Such a region of 
positive pressure gradient can also be found in Case I, ex-
cept that it is now located near the walls inside the plates. 
Since part of the effect of deceleration is now counter-
balanced by the viscous effect, the magnitude of the positive 
pressure gradient is much less in Case I than in Case II. 
Two kinds of errors arise in solving a differential equation 
by finite difference methods: the discretization or trun-
cation error and the round-off error. The latter is 
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insignificant in the present work as eight digits for each 
number were conserved throughout the computations . The dis-
cretization error, which results from the replacement of 
derivatives with finite-difference formulas, depends on the 
size of the grid and the form of the finite-difference for-
mulas used as well as the continuity and smoothness of the 
dependent variables in the region of interest. If a proper 
finite-difference expression has been chosen for the 
differential equation, the discretization error should tend 
to zero with the grid size. One empirical method to deter-
mine the discretization error semi-quantitatively would be to 
compare the solution of the finite-difference equation for 
several grid sizes. Table XI compares the values of ~ and ill 
at several positions for two different grid sizes. It can be 
seen tha~ except for a small region near the leading edge of 
the plate, the values of ~ agree fairly well. The values of 
ill, being the second derivative of ~, differ from each other 
to a much greater extent, especially when they are small. 
Fortunately, when the value of w is small, it has little 
effect on the values of ~, and consequently the velocities 
and pressure gradients . 
The reason that the values of ~ vary with the grid size in 
the region near the leading edge is that there exists a 
singular point (x-0, y-1). The behaviour of the functions ~ 
and ill in this region is, therefore, less smooth as compared 
with regions farther away from this point. If it is desired 
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to obtain comparable discretization errors throughout the 
domain, it would be necessary to use smaller grid sizes in 
this particular region. Although various methods for chang-
ing grid sizes in a network are available, none has been 
tried for the present work. 
That the discretization error is larger near the leading edge 
can also be indirectly verified. For example, the integral 
6 p f 112 oP d T] - 01) T] 
1l:t 
where 111 is in the potential flow region and 
~2 far downstream should have the same value for all y's. The 
values of this integral for several values of y are presented 
in Table X. For both Cases I and II, 6P at y - 0.9 is lower 
than those at smaller y's, and the difference is more than 
can be attributed to round-off errors. 
The transformation of the x into T] proved to be reasonably 
successful. With the introduction of 1) , the original semi-
infinite domain became a square. This not only allowed the 
use of fewer points without losing accuracy but also made it 
possible to treat the boundary conditions at x -~nicely. A 
number of possible transformations, such as arc tan ex and 
e-ax, which have similar properties have been studied. Of 
all these, the present one offered both simplicity and more 
desirable correspondence to x. For small x, T] approximates 
Cx. 1 For large x , 11 approaches 1 - Cx . The value of C can 
consequently be chosen to force the values of ~ to change as 
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smoothly as possible with respect to ~· This has been 
accomplished to a large extent as can be seen in Figures 3 
and 9. 
The discretization of equation ll by the method of de G. 
Allen introduced exponential terms into the finite-difference 
equation 30. It has been shown in Appendix B that when the 
mesh lengths in terms of a and b approach zero, equation 30 
can be reduced to a conventional finite-difference equation 
with forward-difference formulas for the first derivatives 
and the central-difference formulas for the second derivatives. 
When the mesh size increases, however, an exponential cannot 
be closely represented by a polynomial. For this reason, 
finite-difference equations using conventional formulas for 
the derivatives were found to result in instability in the 
present case. On the other hand, use of the conventional 
finite-difference expressions has the advantage of simplicity 
and universal applicability, and the possibility should be 
further explored. 
The use of the overrelaxation method in accelerating conver-
gence of the solution of non-linear finite-difference 
equations was found to be fruitful. It is true that the 
method used in the present investigation is entirely empirical 
and most likely not very efficient. It nevertheless did im-
prove the convergence rate by a factor of 2 to 3. The 
finding that the overrelaxation factors had to be decreased as 
the iteration proceeded is especially interesting. It is 
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known that the optimum value for the overrelaxation factor 
for non-linear boundary value problems would change. The 
fact that it has to be changed, at least in some cases, in 
order to bring convergence, may shed light on the stability 
aspect of the problem. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The two-dimensional flow pattern of an incompressible fluid 
at the entrance section of two parallel plates has been 
obtained for two cases, both for a Reynolds number of 300. 
Using the Navier-Stokes equations, the solutions are presented 
in terms of the stream function t and the vorticity ro. From 
these, local velocities and pressure gradients have been 
calculated. In Case I, potential-flow conditions prevail at 
the entrance. Case II assumes that these conditions exist 
only far upstream from the entrance. In the latter case, 
deviation of the upstream flow pattern from free-stream 
conditions was found to be significant only within a short 
distance from the plates, i.e., up to x = -0.5. For both 
cases, large velocity and pressure gradients normal to the 
wall as well as in the direction of flow are observed in the 
region near the leading edges of the plates, although they 
are comparatively smaller in Case II. Also, the velocity 
profiles for small x were found to be slightly concave in 
the central portion. This is attributed to the finite time 
required for transporting the fluid towards the center. 
Case I has been solved by Schlichting using the boundary 
layer equation. A comparison of the results shows that the 
boundary layer equation does not describe the behavior of 
the system well near the leading edges of the plates. At 
larger distances from the inlet, the velocity profiles 
obtained by Schlichting agree very well with those from Case 
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I, as well as Case Ilo 
Use of finite-difference equations based on the conventional 
difference formulas for derivatives resulted in the insta-
bility of the solution. The finite-difference equations used 
for the computations of the vorticity were derived based on a 
technique suggested by de Go Allen to overcome this diffi-
cultyo The transformation of x into ~ helped to reduce the 
number of nodes and yet retained the accuracy needed. It 
also made it easier to treat the boundary conditions a t 
infinity. 
The use of the overrelaxation method helped to improve the 
convergence rate of the iterative computations by a factor 
of 2 to 3o It has been found that the values of overrelaxa-
tion factors used had to be reduced gradually during the 
process to ensure convergenceo 
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
1) Using the Fortran program listed in Appendix C, work 
should be continued to determine the flow patterns at the 
inlet length of two parallel plates over a range of 
Reynolds numbers. 
2} The theory of hydrodynamic stability concerning plane 
Poiseuille flow in two dimensions has been studied by 
many authors, often with contradictory conclusions. 
Possibilities of numerical approach similar to the one 
described in this thesis should be explored. 
3) As described in Appendix C, numerical solution of the 
present problem using conventional finite-difference 
expressions converged only for low Reynolds numberse 
This information may help in theoretical study of the 




a mesh length in ~ -direction 
b mesh length in y-direction 
C a constant used in equation 13 
C!s coefficients for m~s in equation 20 
1 1 
C!'s coefficients for m!s in equation 18 
1 1 
M overrelaxation factor for function u, dimensionless 
u 
pt pressure, lb/sq ft 
P dimensionless pressure, P'/p u 2 
xo 
6 P pressure difference between a point in the free stream 
~ 
and point ~~ dimensionless 















flow prevails throughout, dimensionless 
Reynolds number, 4y U /v, dimensionless 
0 xo 
velocity component i n x-direction, ft/sec 
dimensionless velocity component in x-direction, u'IU ~ xo 
free-stream velocity, ft/sec 
velocity component in y-direction, ft/sec 
dimensionless velocity component in y-direction, uv;u y xo 
Cartesian coordinate, ft 
dimensionless Cartesian coordinate, x' / y 
0 
Cartesian coordinate, ft 
dimensionless Cartesian coordinate, y'/y 
0 
half width between two parallel plates, ft 
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d part ial differential operator 
D DQ substantial derivative operator 
V2 Laplacian operator in Cartesian coordinates , 
o
2/ ox2 + o 2/o y2 
v4 v2~2 =o 4/ox 4 + 2 o 4/ox 2o y2 + a 4;ay4 
A an expression defined by equation B22 
A an expression defined by equation B26 
K an expression defined by equation B21 
K an expression defined by equation B25 
~ a function of x defined by equation 13 
p density, lb sec2/ ft 4 
v kinematic viscosity , sq ft / sec 
~ dimensionless stream function defined by equation 9 
2 
ru dimensionless vorticity , - V ~ 
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. osoooo , }4 9 62500 , 01 .oooooooo . 00 , 400C'I0000e-Ol . oooooooo. ro 
. oooooo .15000000 . 01 ,oooooooo . 00 , 400f'0000,-('q , onortOt"'rtO • ,, 
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TABLE V. Streaa Functions And Vorticities For Qase II llitb A 20 x 10 Gr id 
f f "• -1. coerce .. 





I . COCCCC t . crcccccc c. I . OCCCCC 1. c•cccccc c. 
C. 9CCCCC C. f<9999H c. C . 9CCCCC C.St"4f:CC11t C . ISS8~<76E-II 
c.eccccc c.E•cccccc c. c.eocccc C . f"!22~tl C. l19911C3E-12 
C.HCCCC C.7'CCCCCC c . C .70CCCC C. 11C<et7S C.248951t9E-11 
c •• ccccc c. ~c~c;sc;c;c; c. c • • occcc c . t11lHI3 C.t4<6CCS9E-ll 
c . sccccc C. ~o rc;c;c;c;c;c; c. c.socccc c . ~ , 1 nc;11 C.t47071!SE-13 
C.4CCCCC c . ••cccccc c. C . 40CCCC c.c.rc;c;~ttEt C. JC71C7!4E-l .. 
0. 3CCCCC C. :!""CCCCCC c. C .!CCCCC c. '!"1(4)1( C.S988919bE-IS 
C . 1CCCCC c . 2rcccccc c. C. 2CCCCC C. 2rS63212 C . IIOHS29E-IS 
O. ICCCCC c . ccc;c;ttc;c;c; c . C . ICCCCC c . tr1e95E9 C. I!8S9117E-'6 
c. c . c . c . c . c. 
E f t • -c.c;ocrcc .. -l.t.c;c;c;c;t; f ' • • -C.20C'CC .. -c.zce~l! 
' 
... C po f(;. A y ... O• H• 
I. CCCCCC 1.c•cccccc c . I . COCCCC l . C'CCCCCC c. C.9CCCCC C. E<H9~~! c. C. 90CCCC c . c;reettC~2 C . l294t JtCE-06 
C .ICCCCC C. }cc;c;-;c;c;c; c . c . ecccc c c . e14eHs7 C.I2212911E-C6 
C . 7 CCCCC c. t<c;c;c;c; c;c; c . C. 7CCCCC c. 7' 778C1S C. JCS2etS1E-C7 
C .6CCCCC (. ~Cfjt;QIIt(jc; c . C. 6CCCCC c.t 'e!c; 3c;c. C. t)SSJH4E-C8 
c.sccccc c. c,cc;c;c;c;c;c;l c . c.sccccc C.!, l'! 1c;.r.2 C. II79CH3E-08 
C . 4CCCCC c. !<ttc;c;c;c;e c . C .4CCCCC 0 .41 SC45E1 C. 2CC892E4E-C9 
C.lCCCCC c. 2<c;c;c;"ic;c; c . C. 3CCCCC C.l1l9lllt C. !lqt.c;2t5E- l C 
C.1CCCCC C. ~"CCCCCC c . C.2CCCCC c. 2'e24t l1 C.4187t9t2E- 11 
c .tccccc c. C<999999 c . C.ICCCCC C.1"4 2Ct!C C. t690CtSCE-11 
c. c. c . c . c. c . 
EU • -c. eOC~'"CC .. -l.JB!J'! [f ,. 
- c .toc•cc . . -c.o~259l 
' 
... CI' E(A 
' 
p< I CHCA 
I . CCCCCC t . c•cccccc c. I .CCCCCC t . crcccccc c . 
C. HCCCC c .. ~f'((((Cj '! c . C.<CCCCC c.c;16 t 64ct4 C. 2881 ~2C1f-C2 
c .eccccc C.f'CCCilt c . C . I CCCCC C.f'4~C245 c . 7tS41 e~6E -c 1 
C . 7CCCCC C .. 7"CCC241 c. C .70CCCC C .1?69H 1e C.l4 '9l'i14lE-Cl 
C .HCCCC c.t•ccczes c . C .60CCCC c . t't'!etl2 C.25COH4SE - C4 
c.sccccc C .. !"CCCzc;c; c . c .sccccc C. 51l9HH C. 318S,l5eE-CS 
C .4CCCCC (., 4 f"CCC2f4 c . c . • occcc ' · "'0 Zle'!! C.~194ll@IE-C6 
C .JCCCCC C. ?~'CCC24C c . C.!CCCCC C.31Sf'l!tS C. t926HCSE- CI 
C.lCCCCC C. 2 'CCC 175 c. C. 20CCCC c .. ntet'!~! C.fS'IIHIE-C8 
C. ICCCCC t. I •CCCC92 c. C.ICCCCC C.! '5485C l C. 9t6111C IE-09 
c . c. c. c . c . c . 
ET ~· -C . ICUCC .. - 1. 944444 E ra• c . .. c • 
• P<f c..-ec• ·' 
pq c•ec• 
I . CCCCCC t . crcccccc c . l . COCCCC 1 . c•cccccc C. IJHt776E C2 
c . sccccc c .. v·ccz7c;s c. C. '<CCCCC (.Cj"'l2ftll C . 26'- l!c;t;4 E Cl 
c . eccccc t . f~"CCS'!lt c . C.IHCCC c.e"'l3.,64t C. 4 l8l5H1E - CC 
C . 1CCCCC C. l""CClZc;c; c . C. I CCCCC C. T'722CSt C . t48Hie4E-CI 
c · """ 
t . t'"CCf!St5 c . c . oocccc C. t'"' 4!4 C! 1 C. !166C lt9E-C1 
 .sccccc c . srccei!E c . C . 5CCCCC C. ~ "' C!ltt 1 C. I C99lCSH - C2 
C . 4CCCCC t .. 4~"CCe~:!l c. C. 4CCCCC ( .. 47 523~47 C. I 29SC4EIE - Cl 
C . !CCCCC C. :!"CCl24.._ c . C. lCCCCC c. '!1'9 .. 2'9lt C .. l441t!4CE - C4 
C.2CCCCC t .. 2"CCS2!t. c. C .lCCCCC c. :Plll9ll C. l 52l!8t.IE-C5 
C.ICCCCC c.trcczH. t c . c . t ccccc C.tr6t5!4f C.I51949E2E-C6 
c . c . c . c. c. c. 
( ft • -c . tacrcc .. - 1. 2!CCCC f U• C.IOC'CC .. C.Ot;2!t;l 
.. ... c•ec• 
' 
pq t • EU 
I . CCCCCC 1 . trcccccc ( . I .CCCCCC 1. c•cccccc C . II04 CE~S£ 02 
C. 9CCCCC c.c;rczzltt c. C .9CCCCC c.c;&4l'S~3 C.41164tttE Cl 
c . eccccc c . trt4tc;cc c. c.eccccc c.e .. tlsz~., C.IC81C9SlE Cl 
C . 7CCCCC C . l"CS ll~~ c . C .7CCCCC C,7491Cl9C C. 2 2429941£-CC 
c . tccccc C.tr(U:H:e c. c . t ccccc C.t<liHCl C.Hl9ClBE-CI 
c . sccccc c ~rce:c;~to 1 c . c.sccccc c . ~•lt,ftt C.t1S9tSflE-C1 
C. 4CCCCC c. V'Ct6Ctt c . C .4CCCCC c • .ft"C lt lll C.!9HE7f2E-C 3 
C . J CCCCC c. ~rc~Stltt c. C. J CCCCC c . ~? l ~~tZttc; C. 11762 HCE-03 
C . 2CCCCC c . ;;rc•c"Cl c . c . z ccccc C. 21Sl !ll4 C. 1439H41E-C4 
C . ICCCCC C. t~"C2 lll ! c. C .ICCCCC c.trlfi:!t.t.Z C.l631ftt9E-CS 
c . c . c . c. c. c. 
EU• -c . scc•cc .. -O. !B:!ll ( f la C.10C'CC .. C. ZCE:!l! 
' 
pq o,..ec• y ... c'" ec• 
I. COCCCC l.t'CCOCCC c . l.CCCCCC t. c•cccccc C.ft1745!1E C l 
c . <ecccc c. ~rceJc; 16 C .1C252l53E-29 c . ~ccccc c . ~• t<.t21:! C.4U12553E 0 1 
c . eccccc c .ert57Ci 2 "- C.UC6SHSE-l0 C . &CC"C C.f"f!ZC lCi C.l l88~CISE C l 
C . 7CCCCC C. l"2DII;f5 C. 463195t4E- lC C . l CCCCC C. H- "- lSC!S C.SC4l!4t9E cc 
c .occccc c . t" 2.ftt~~c c . tc; t 6!ltlE - l O c . occccc C. tct! 5(j t.E C. 1 1821498E- CC 
c .~ccccc ( ,. 51"2~"-125 C. t!6Stl99E-ll c .~ccccc c .. ! ' l42 t t'! C . 2)~914E4E-C I 
C.4 CCCCC C.4'" 2l7Ci21 C. 22J5!9C1E- 31 C .4CCCCC c . ~o "' etQC!Ci c . • Hcc• e3e- c2 
C. lCCCCC c . !"1 Ci"i2ll c .. teo~o!l~~tSE - 32 C . I CCCCC C .. 27@7(j t !3 C. 7C84 1'1 1E- Ol 
C . lCCCCC C.i~'1 4 lCe! C. I96C91l9E-l2 C . l "CCC c . Z l Q2el ~2 C . IC635lteE- C3 
C.ICCCCC C.l"Cl4t.11 C. SICCI6tiE-H C. ICCCCC C. !rHStC9 C. !<SSUI9E- C4 
c . c . c . c . c. c. 
£11 • -c . ... ccrcc .. 
-c. 555SSt EU • C.lOC ' CC .. C.l~ll4! 
' 
f< I O• EGA 
' 
... (j, f(ll 
t. cccccc 1. c•cccccc c . l. CCCCCC t .c • cccccc C. t791ltl4E Cl 
c .~ ccccc C. V11Hte C. tl9CCH9 E-19 C . 9CCCCC c.c; "6C4ttt C . ltctl22~1olE Cl 
c . eccccc , _,,. , , 1' 1E: C. 41CCS14 H-19 C. ICCCCC C. E •4 ll.C. :!:! C. 2Hl2'C4.4E Cl 
C . 7CCCCC C. l'"S"!22lc; C. I6782HS£ -19 C. 7CCCCC c., • • (j54Cj l C. El4QCZJSE cc 
C .tCCCCC C. trtcci5 J C.54S~I7t9E-10 C . t CCCCC c.t719HH c . 26465Cc;be -co 
c . sccccc C. S•HS5C5 C. I548SSSCE-2C c . sccccc c.! • ccc;c!c; C. t864SSt9E-CI 
C . 4CCCCC C.4~"S!47lt C. 4COS!ICi2E-2'1 C .4CCCCC (. 4 4 l(j@'!ES C.I S6921ClE-OI 
C . JCCCCC c . :!"4! 74( l c . <. 6eZ!Sl~e-zz C .lGCCCC C. :!"Sc; l Ci" 1 C. !222 4 1f:CIE-CZ 
C.lCCCCC C. 2' l24Hf C. 22162t ICE- 21 C . 2CCCCC C. 2' )c; l t: lE C. tC21 49lCf - C3 
C .ICCCCC C. lrlte271 C. "t:6SCc;St.E-2l c . I ccccc C.1 1 1c;SC7t: C. I CIOS<!IE-0 3 








F<l O~E CA 
l. OCCCCC l . Cf"CCCCCC C . 5582C~41E 01 I.OOCCCC t . c•cccccc C. 351646!lE 01 
C .9CCCCC C.~' 2C8~5l C. 4 568C 2lOE 01 c .~occcc C. S , 241lt:6 C.30791H6E 0 1 
C .ICC CCC c . e .. 22122 C. 214S.HIE Cl C .ICCCCC c . Cj "41 0~~5t: C . 2602177~E Cl 
0 .7CCctC C. f:f"C 231t 1 ! c .t269C21H c 1 C .JCCCCC ( . fC9U:H:~ C. 2C822111E 01 
0 . t OCCCC C . t: ~ t;Eo\~C~ c . •n .. ene-co C . 6 0CCCC C . 7,.~49~1t2 C. ISS6el21E Cl 
c .sccccc c.~l55eoe~t C . 1 H4l !l9E-OO c .sccccc C. f.C)lli!Cit C. lCI44H6E 0 1 
C .40CCCC C.4"C:!7CC6 C.Hl97H2E-Cl o .•ccccc C. 5"2!C5t:l C. 7048Sl55E cc 
C .JCCCCC C . 34Slt~~ .. C. 116324CSE-Ol C. JCCCCC C.4'let2H C.42617412E-CC 
c .zocccc C. 21SS7lCi! C.2HSH54E-02 c .zocccc C. ;iftC92lC C.2H94624E-CO 
C. lOCCCC C.ll4S5!1t! C. ~6l3•811E-Ol C.HCCCC C. l "' t:C51Sf C.t026 l6lCE- OC 
c. c . c. c. c. c . 
Eft• C. !.CC"CC X• ( . 83!!13 f fi• c . ~oc•cc X• 1. ·~·~·~ 
y .. , OHCA 
' 
.. , ~•H• 
1 .cocccc t.crcccccc C.4U7!14CE 0 1 t . cocccc t.c•cccccc C. !IS65HCE 01 
0.9CCCCC c .c;.,sc; 12"-! C.41195C~4E 0 1 C. 90CCCC c. c;"•2tlt~t C.210941C3E 01 
c .accccc c.ncestH c . 28861 SllE 01 c.aocccc C-~4C3.CH C.24S4444SE 01 
0 .1G~CC c . n n•zcs C.lH 11SC5E 0 1 C. 70CCCC c . ntuu• C. 2C90l3C2E Cl 
C. 6CCCCC C. 7r8El 4 55 C. B49C6~4E CO C. 6 0CCCC C. l • 2t:C2fl C .l 123t~12E 01 
c .sccccc C. 5<Hl21C C. !C4)C5tlE-CO o .socccc C.t'6C522l C.l36B418E Cl 
c.•occcc C. <'515C2l C. l0854C62E-OO c • .ccccc c. ~cse3.c.ss c . tOH1246E 01 
C.JOCCCC C . :!-=6 Jlt.C.t. C.34835161E-O l 0. JOCctC c . -.15276'""' C. 73433H9E co 
c .zccccc C. T' 152lC• C.ICI553HE-O l c.zccccc C. 2 ' l38113 C. 46701!28E-OO 
c.tocccc C-l 1 813Hl C. 25811l36E- 02 c .tccccc C. l 41tf2C!3 c . 226Zttsoe- oc 
' . c. c . c. c . c. 




p q o • ec• 
I.CCCCCC t. crcccccc C.HOOCHH 0 1 t.cccccc 1. c•cccccc C .2999H~9E 01 
C .9CCCCC c .. fi ' 8 .. 997( C. 37131269E 01 0 .90CctC c.s ~5 ~t 9~sc; C. 2699~~~9E 01 
c . eocccc c. SH;9311C C. 2e6049t9E Cl c . aocccc c.c; -. lt;9c;c;e C. 2399~999E 01 
C. 7CCCCC C.f1 2~1132 c.teH•~eze 0 1 C. 70CCCC c . E '1'-99c;e C. 2C99~9~9E 0 1 
C .6 0CCCC C. 1>762e28 C. l Q48t2lCE 0 1 C .6CCCCC c . 7«qc;fi!c;se C . I19~~9~9E 01 
c . sccccc c . t121 59C1 C. 5150CC11E 00 C.5CCCCC c . t ll } .. c;c;c;c; C .1499~~~9E 01 
c .•ccccc C.t.<:tft.Cit) C. 22622HH-OC C .40CCCC c .~,. H9c;c;c; C. IZOOCCCCE 01 
C.!CCCCC c.?~9 !S217 C. 901895CIE-O I C. 3CCCCC C. lt.,t.49c;c;c; C. !999~~~9E co 
c . zccccc C. 24CS2426 C.321895e•E-OI c .zccccc C. 2°HOCCC C. 5~99~~~9E CO 
C .ICCCCC C.l132!4tl C.lOl H6t6E-OI c .tccccc C . 1495CCCC C. JCOOCCCCE-CO 
c . c. c . c. c . c. 
EH• c. 1oc•cc .. 1 . 941t41tlt 
' 
F<l c • eGA 
l.CCCCCC 1. c•cccccc C.!893C~22E Cl 
c .~occcc c . c; ~CS11t~4 C.!l7U5HE Cl 
C . ICC CCC C .. <i , l?2!4t C.2H85151E Cl 
C . 70CCCC c.tc.ttt<li l«~ C. 2C20t252E Cl 
C.6 0CCCC c. l4S'9t:l:!e C. ll2645elE 01 
0.5CCCCC C .61 210~fl C.183245CCE GO 
c . • ccccc C.~1CS674S c.•liOHHE-CO 
C.9CCCOO C. !f t.9H2C C.2C80 4l 24E-OO 
c. z ccccc C.l'1JI1C l C .~3943119E-O l 
c.tocccc C. PE!l'i l C.!5104lllE- Ol 
c . c . c . 
' l.CCCCCC 
o • .ccccc 
c . eccccc 
C. 7CCCCC 
c . tccccc 
C . 5CCCCC 
0 . 4CCCCC 









c •• occcc 
C.5CC~CC 
C .40CCCC 
C .J OCCCC 
C . 20CCCC 





c . eccccc 
c . 70CCCC 
C . t QCCCC 
0 . 50CCCC 
c . .c. ccccc 
0. l CCCCC 






c . ecc c cc 
0 . 7CCCCC 
C.6CCCCC 
C. 5CCCCC 
C .4 0CCCC 
C .1 CCCCC 
0 . 2CCCCC 
C . I CCCCC 
c . 
' l. CCCCCC 
o . sccccc 
C . 80CCCC 
C . 70CCCC 
c • .ccccc 




















0 . 90CCCC 
c .eccccc 
C . 7CCCCC 
c . tccccc 
c . 50CCCC 
c . 4ccccc 





TABLE VI. Velocities And Presaure• Gradients For case II With A 2 0 x 10 Grid 
Ut " t 
c.cc;c;qs~-;-c;e C t 
C.C S'iQ'ic=. c;c; e Cl 
c .cc;c;c;c;t;c;c;e c 1 
c . cc;c;qc;c:c;c;e c t 
c . cc;c;qc;~qc;e c t 
c . cc;c;qc;~sse c t 
c . cc;c;c;c;c:;-, c;e c t 
c . cc;c;qc;c:qc;e ct 
C . C9999<9H C I 
c . csc;qc;c:qc;e c 1 
C . C9 99S<SH C I 
U P ' t 
C.lCCOU'ClE Cl 
c .tccoc•cce Cl 
c . c;qc;q c;cc;ee cc 
c . c c:;c;q c;c:sc;e c 1 
c . cc;c;qc;c:,c;e c t 
C. CSS99<HE C I 
c . cc;c;qc;~c;se c 1 
( .c;c;c;qc;c:;q (j f cc 
c • .-s9s~5E co 
c . csc;9c;<c;c;e ct 
c . c;c;c;qc;c:c;c;e cc 
UIX ) 
C. S99 99'7CE CC 
C.SSS~S11 H CC 
c . c; c; c;qc;,sJE cc 
C.9999945eE CC 
C.SS99S71eE CC 
c . 1ccocrccE c 1 
c. tccocr2eE c 1 
C. ICCOC"5"'E Cl 
C.ICCOC'l4E Cl 
c. tccocre7e ct 
C .1CC0C'"92E C l 
U(''t.: J 
c . c;c;c;7~"~"'e cc 
C . c;c;Sl:!lo4fE CC 
C. 9997747EE CC 
c . c;c;~a:?.,2c;e cc 
c . c;c;t;9 tt StE CC 
C.ICCOC'IlE Cl 
c . 1cco c • 11E c1 
C.ICCOI•JlE Cl 
C.ICCOlHIE Cl 
C.ICC02~2 7E Cl 
C . ICC02761E Cl 
U P' ) 
C . ~971ec:.c.Je CC 
C . ~979CS.C2E CC 
c . c;c;e2'!7lt.E cc 
C ."i 'if H«t.CE CC 
C . Ci9'il37"'i!'tE CC 
C . ICCOC46CE C 1 
C . l CCOJrJlE C 1 
C . tCCt2• 3ZE Cl 
C . lCCll"4t lt E Cl 
C. ICCJC'C IE C 1 
C.ICC2t17fE Cl 
UI:W:J 
( . c;c;t6Cfi"-3E CC 
c . c;921C"' lfE CC 
t . "i9 ~4'H51E CC 
( . 'i9!54!1 } l, ( cc 
C . c;9196""~C 3E CC 
C. ICCO.t. • HE Cl 
C .. lCC27"2:!E Cl 
C . lCC it l 4 11!E Cl 
C .ICC62.,C:3E Cl 
C . ICC7 14 41E Cl 
C. tCC71t"11E Cl 
VP' ) 
C. 'ilf31"2 "E CC 
c . c;7t;9,£&2tE cc 
c . c;ec.zzc:c.te cc 
( . ~CfC0t."12E CC 
c . 'i9 t. !~ !I 7'3E cc 
c. tccz;:7 l eE ct 
C.ICCl4C~ IE Cl 
C . ICI15r.13E Cl 
C. tCl44«t Sf Cl 
C . tCU~ "'~ 4" E C l 
C.ICI6Pl2E C l 















-C . ~677:!432E-C7 
- C.IC594 721E - 06 
-C.I4573J18E-06 
-c .l116tt4CE- 06 
-C. 1799 3154 E- 06 
- C . I70 32029E-C6 
- C . t44 61579£-06 
-C . lC49"14.C. E-06 
-C. 552646' IE-07 
c. 
ETA • - c .~occcc 
UC Y) 
c. 
- C . eHOftlCE-05 
- 0 .1 27<4 761ttj£-04 
- C . I752CIE9E-04 
- C. 2C55l2 JlE-04 
- C.21'5 73CC7E-04 
- C. 204lt. 878E-0 4t 
- C.I13878t1E-04 
- C.l 26l4429E-Oit 
- C . H26t ZC8E-05 
c. 
ETA • - C. 70CCCO 
U lY J 
c. 
- c . 1188H8CE - 03 
- c . 2253C556E - C3 
-C . JC842l< IE-03 
- C.!6019519E - OJ 
- C . :!760t.716E - C3 
- C . !5522E41E- OJ 
-C. 3C0374 55E - 03 
-C . C l72 ~17 7E -03 
- C. Il386430E - C3 
c. 
ETA • - C. tOCOCC 
UtYI 
c. 
- C. 1787029E-CJ 
-c . 1 465"•1E - 0 2 
- C . I98419C9E- 0 2 
- c . 228E49HE - 0 2 
-C . 235~C179E-C2 
- C. 22021436E-02 
- c .tet. 3 !:2 51E - 02 
-C. l 323l479E-C2 
- C. t~OJ362JE-CJ 
c . 
EH • -c. sccccc 
\II Y 1 
c. 
- c . 2ni4ZE5E- 0 2 
- c . 539Jt42qE - 0 2 
- c . 712J8129E- 0 2 
-C. H9748t6E-02 
- C.EOHHI1E - C2 
- c . n2q1 B9E- o2 
- C.t02JC5t1E-C 2 
- c . 4264 2sc JE- C2 
- c . 220642•2E- 0 2 
c. 
- C.It OCCCC 
UIYJ 
c. 
-c . r 12l12~6E-c2 
- C . l435t1 4 7E-Cl 
-c . 1eo2,2eeE-c1 
-C.I9281516E- OI 
-C . l855~5 "-7E-C l 
- C . 16l4 tl27E-Ol 
- C. ll06S~S IE - C I 
-C.SC76C6CCE- C2 
- C.4 t422271E-C2 
c . 











o .4 ;J~~~~1E-04 
C .44 l4 .C. 70 1E-Ot. 
O. J706l:6lOE-04 
0 .2738C8 81tE-04 
0 . 14342378E-O.t. 
- c . 55879J54E-o6 
- C . l 47l4891E-04 
- 0 . 27241 17.C. E- 04 
- O. J7252907E-04 
- o . 4 H25593E-o4 













- iJpfc} X 
- 0 . 56ll3442E-06 
- 0 .52913650£ - 06 
- 0 . lt4 .. 7996 J l - 06 
-o. 32857066£-06 
- 0 .17210857£- 06 
0 . 67055236E- 08 
0 . 17657872£-06 
0 . 3168Qitl4E- 06 
O.lt47031t96E- 0 6 
0 . 52.,072 1E- 06 
0 . 55264689E- 06 
X z -3.333333 
c .I ;9~~~~~£-02 
0 . 13278667(-02 
o . l t 259560E- 02 
0 . 81 359021E-OJ 
c .4222• 8HE- OJ 
- 0 .84 88C950E- 05 
- 0 .4H96511E-OJ 
- C. 8 190 17l5E-OJ 
- O. Il209991E-02 
- O. IJ14CI5 7E-02 
-0 .1 3805587E-02 
- ~P td7 
O.IIC03294E-OI 
0 .10427136E-O I 
0 . 87127l5SE-02 
c .624181 0 3E-02 
0 . 312!404 2E-02 
- 0 . 2310C787E- OJ 
- C . 350H229E-02 
- c .63~ 17290 E-oz 
- 0 . l6 37689 IE- 02 
- 0 . I 005~950E-O I 
- 0 . 10545901£- 0 1 
- dPti:>x 
-0 . 6 7108246E- 04 
-o. 6l7l76o5e-o• 
- 0 . 5404588QE- 04 
-0 .39052 H4E- 04 
- o . 20267920E- 0 4 
0 .40 742851E- 06 
0 .20926326£- 04 
O . J9JI2852E- 04 
0 . 5J807959E- 0 4 
o . 610 7275 5E - o4 
0 . 662668 18£- 0 4 
- liP/OX 
-O.li883558E- 02 
- O. II261955E- 02 
-0 .. 9 4 71t 5978E-Ol 
-0 . 671tl lS52E -03 
-0 . 3 3186 765E-Ol 
O. Z5l64851E-04 
O.H8 79089E- OJ 
0 . 690l0675 E- 03 
0 . 93287043E- OJ 
0 . l 086471t6E-02 
O.II3895HE- 02 
X • - 1 .25000C 
- dP/3~ 
0 . 40.,C925E- O I 
C. 38C64186f - OI 
0 . 31302935£- 01 
0 . 2 11 55622E- OI 
0 . 96769702£- 02 
-0.2H27570E-02 
-0.1 J507869E-O I 
- 0 . 22Q7CitO.C. E- O 1 
-0 . JOIOE91JE- OI 
- O.H 5H609E- OI 
-C . J6031157E-OI 
- ilPt3x 
- o. 77704 tlse-oz 
- 0 .13081238£-02 
- O . oOIOihJ6E-02 
- 0 . 41C02 796E- 02 
- O. I8579 78JE- 02 
0 . 44788935E- OJ 
0 . 25915109E- 0 2 
0 . 4410Jil7E- 02 
0 . 57809229E - 02 
0 . 66)04530£- 02 
0 . 6917982 2E- 02 
X • - O. RHJJJ 
- c}P/31 
C . Ci656'!771E- 0 1 
C. 89 087156E- O I 
0 . 69261560£- 0 1 
0 . 42655765£- 01 
C . I 4458• 37E-OI 
-0 . 11792•10E-O I 
- O. Hil3208E-OI 
- 0 . 51685 J58E-O I 
- 0 . 6 4 18C561E-O I 
- C . 71625993£-0 I 
- o . H 0 9 t660E- nl 
- dPt3x 
- o . 28969131 e - o 1 
-0 . 26726126£- 01 
-0 . 20ll84b8E- O I 
-O . I2lq6729E-OI 
- 0 . 4337511U - 02 
0 . 35Jl72 89E- 02 
O. I0230962E- Ol 
0 .15505607E- OI 
O. I9254169E - OI 
0 . 2148ll98E- Ol 
o . zzzz~qqlE-ol 
x ... - c. sssss6 
- c} P/d~ 
C.I8J9 7111 C- OO 
0 .16221704 E- CIO 
O. lliC5llj9f- OO 
C. 5H 141 71E- OI 
C. H126841 E- 02 
- O. l6463622E-O I 
- 0 . 65755 7~6E-O 1 
- C . 861fl099E-Ol 
- C. qQ 45166lC-Ot 
- c . t0687978E- OO 
- 0 . 10926722E-OO 
- OPidX 
- 0 .794 75522£ - 01 
-0 . 700 77760E - O l 
-0 . 47ql4287E-01 
-0 . 2 12 , 7721E-OI 
-o .J~t lto7qse-oz 
0 . 15 752284[-01 
0 . 284C6" 77E-Ol 
Q. ) 723l0"118(-01 
o .4 zq6Hl7t:-Ot 
0 .4 6172Cb6C-Ol 















- 0 .27251282[- 0 7 
- o . 51o6qJI9E- o7 
- 0 .70166654 E- 0 1 
-o. 82 397 512E- or 
- 0 .86)61152E- 07 
- 0 . 820755ft8E-07 
- 0 . 696301 12£- 07 
- 0 . 503 71850E-07 
- 0 . 26527025E- O 1 
o. 
- dP /OY 
o. 
-o. qzzsooJ5E-os 
- 0 .17 54 0058E-04 
- 0 . 2 4 106960E-04 
- o . 28285839E- o • 
- 0 . 2968 3248[- 04 
- 0 . 281H141E-04 
-o . 23921893E-0 4 
- O. Il35 8 271E-0 4 
- 0 . 911 75628E-05 
o. 
o. 
- 0 . 27-37941E- OJ 
- 0 . 52920388E- OJ 
-0.72)74790£- 01 
- 0 . 84426080E- 0 3 
- 0 . 880J7168E- 01 
-0 . 8 30 608b8E-01 
- 0 . 7016 16l2E- Ol 
- o. s o 7o064t6E-oJ 
- 0 . 26561 l26E-OJ 
o. 
- d Pt3Y 
o. 
-0. 2 315146 9 E-C2 
- 0 . 41J60032E- 02 
- 0 . 5834 l661E-02 
- 0 . 66 771t62 1 E-02 
- o . 68289124E-02 
- 0 . 6J270529E- 02 
- o . 5262189•E- o2 
- o . 3 7586843E- o2 




- o . 99090282E-o 2 
- O.I79461J9E-OI 
- 0 . 23088548E-OI 
- 0 . 25173N1E- OI 
-o. 2"'>6'-06"e - o t 
- 0 . 2182724 0£- 0 1 
-0. 17~42 l36E-OI 
- O.I2215085E- OI 
- o . 62~52 128E-o2 
o. 
o. 
- O.J21q8653E- OI 
-0 . 53667434E- OI 
-0. 6275146\E- 01 
- 0 .62) .C. 71tll( - 0 1 
- 0 .55Q97HOE-OI 
- 0 .46421821[- UI 
- O . J5H2~HF-vl 
- O. l1661148[- 01 
-0. 1 1.38 751E- OI 
o. 
' I . OCCCCC 
c . qccccc 









' 1 . cccccc 






C . lCCCCC 
C . 2CCCCC 









C . lCCCCC 




0 . 9CCCCC 







C . ICCCCC 
c. 
' I . CCCCCC 
C .9CCCCC 
C. IOC CCC 
C. 1CCCCC 





0 . ICCCCC 
c . 
' I .CCCCCC 
c . qccccc 
c . a occcc 
C . 1CCCCC 
c . oocccc 
c . sccccc 
c .•ccccc 









c . sccccc 
C . 4CCCCC 
C. 1CCCCC 
( . 2CCCCC 
C.ICCCCC 
c. 
\It Y I 
c.~!)!9t; •~7E cc 
c.~stfl•qH cc 
c . ncsu~ee cc 
C.H•I.,JH CC 
c .ct c;t 7!"et;E cc 
C.ICC72•6JE Cl 
C.ICI5•'1lE C l 
C.IC215'CtE C l 
C . IC251'~CE Cl 
C.IC281•35E Cl 
c. tc 2ac;..r.ec;e c 1 
U I~J 
C.~ liC~•a•E CC 
C. H58ll15E CC 
C . ct5~S4t"@5E CC 
C.H221•11E CC 
C . 1CC2:!~"'ttE C I 
C.I CI 61'1SE Cl 
C . IC~6Ci'llE Cl 





c . e:!?l!'"SlE cc 
C.f77HH1E CC 
C .. 4ilo!4ct"e"E CC 
C .~H611biE CC 
C.ICISI•55E Cl 
C .ICJ05'~CE Cl 
C . IC• Ct•CCE C I 
C.lC47!,3Ci£ Cl 
C. ICSI6'l2E Cl 
C.IC54CHtE Cl 




C .HC22'HE CC 
C .ICI4C>~IE C l 
C . IOl421~4E Cl 
C.IC46 5>55E Cl 
C.lCS "" l., C. 4E Cl 
C. 1Ct02l!<E C I 
C . ICOEYIH Cl 
c . tctseceee c 1 
C .1 Ctt~ •4 7E C 1 
Ul"") 
c. 
c . 74tZJ• zeE cc 
C. t;lf lo!•tSE CC 
C . tOJ9P•JE Cl 
C.ICS72<EH Cl 
C.tCtS6•44 E Cl 
C.IC711'1JE C l 
C .lOl ltf;'"C lE C l 
C.lC774., 13E C l 
C . IC71~'SH C l 
c .tcJq! • ~t 2E c t 
UIXJ 
c. 
C. tS!H<CH CC 
C.H281 1 8~E CC 
C.IC5H12SE Cl 





C . t CCit.!.,lSE Cl 
C.IC~65•CH Cl 
c. 
c.~lti2 • ltE cc 
(.t;2C4)rCJ4E CC 
C.ICt42 '21E Cl 
C . IIC9!>ZH Cl 
c .tlt9lrc;~e Cl 
c .ttzoe•~.oee ct 
C . lllO'!"'!IJE C 1 
C.tltt;e4 '!1E Cl 
C.II1~~•1H Cl 
C .ltl «i~"'lf:E Cl 
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-C. 2792!SCCE - C 1 
-C.C162t:;9t7 £-Cl 
-C.lit69t;64t6E-Ol 
-C . HZ511!CE-C2 
c. 
EU • -C.20CCCC 
U l\'1 
c. 
- C .46l2U28E-C I 
-C.t2~C'!C50E-O l 
-C.t328:!3C7f:-Ol 
-0.5 75Je511E-C I 
-c .~oc;t loe!ee- o 1 
-C . 39672E'45E-Ol 
-C.~Ci8lt635E-Ol 
-C.lCf894315E-Ol 
-c . ~~4Z2225E-C2 
c. 
EU • -C.ICCCCC 
UCY J 
c. 





- C.495226llE-0 1 
- C. !t44:!2Z9E-Ol 
- C . 2J9Hl11E-CI 
-C.l Ie9:!Zt;2E- Ol 
c. 
EU a c. 
c. 
- c . 15t9C st se -co 
- c ." 11 5lf ee-oc 
-C.II9H2CH-OO 
-C ... S9t<IIE-OI 
-C . H05825eE-OI 
-C.S660ll17E-01 
-C .4111 Cl78E-01 
-0.2682~140£-01 
-C .1:!24!1tf: 4o f-O l 
c. 




-c. 150542 HE -co 




-C .454~~· I 2E-Ol 
-C . 29S864t 5E-C I 
-C .14 582~f6E-C I 
c. 
E TJ • c . zococo 
c . 
- C. 8158:!210E-Ol 
-C .I268 C210E-OO 
-C . l 26l '!271tE-CO 
-C . IC1626l9E-00 
- C.!H 1E I84 E-Ol 
-C .HI J5C~OE-OI 
-C. 4791ZC43E -C I 
-C . ll24 C811E-OI 
- O.I 5401JEJE- OI 
o. 
EU • C. :!CCCCC 
U C't'J 
c. 
- C. 41t6lc;7t;9E - Ol 
- C ... c;Ce43 15 4f-Ol 
-t.lt5•~e•6e-co 
-c ... c;e~tc.tc;eoe-o 1 
- C.8278!C<lE-OI 
- C.tS207611E-OI 




x • - o . l5114l 
c .l2~~;~~2e-oc 
C. 2S614l5CE-00 
C .I H 7\0liE-00 
C.lC12l269E-~I 
-0. 169691 SCE-0 I 
-0.1114C6C6E-OI 
-C .1 02St814E-00 
- C . 1161S87lE-00 
- 0 .1 2411261£-M 








0. 4Sq466 76E-Ol 
C.60110418E-OI 




X • -0. 2C81H 




-o . to••H16E- OC 
-0 .12 S9l228E-OO 
-c .1 JJ140J I E-00 
-0 . I 15J5792E-OC 
-0.1 154J947E-OC 
-C .1 1S0807SE-00 
-C .1 1490192E-OC 
- ;,o,ax 
-o. 4l209q6t e-oo 
-0 . 2156q070E-OO 
-0.6124 1492£:-01 
0 . 191JZ426E-OI 
0.806l628ZE - CI 
O.~bJtS994E-Ol 
C. IOHOSHE- 00 
C.IOJ9S•88F-OO 
C.I04017SIE- OO 
0 . 10114202(-00 
O.IOJ6062 1E-OO 
l • - 0 . 092591 
-.,.,.,, 
0 .9127ll12E 00 
C. 395438 16E-OO 
-o.t lOH901E-oo 









c . 1iJ~:~:~E 01 
C.tOH8635E 01 
0.4518819SE-OO 
0 . 289CC0l4E-OO 




c .l 2'12cete-oo 
c .1 1qzezo1e-oo 
0 . 1 I 71SI19E-00 
-CJP/i}X 
-0 .~0661464£ 00 








0 .1 265l919E-00 
0 .12545640E-CO 
- ao1ax 
O.l480 4 2l5E 01 
O.l2646l62E 01 
0 . 5 4 225838£ 00 
C . H68004 1E-OO 
0 . 2S682323E-OO 
0 .20104491E-CO 
0 .17164 726E-OO 
o .1 s•72~11e-oo 
O .l~894497E -OO 
o . I'll )842£-00 
0 .141 )021SE-OO 
l • 0 . 09259) 
o.94-C~~~:?e oo 
C . 8514SI68E 00 
C. Sl84 188SE 00 
o . J9Cl28ne-oc 
C . 30Jlll65E-00 
o . 2 • tte•s.e- oo 
C.209J65Cof- OO 
C . tatiCSUE- 00 
c . 111 q6656E-OO 






0 . l1910228E- OO 
0 .2947Jll8E-CO 
C.239291l6E-CO 
o . 2cno2ne-oo 
O.I8CS949lE-CO 
0 .1611 H SOE - 00 
O.IS974 610E-OO 
O. t S74064 6E-OO 
• • 0.2081)) 
0-6;,~:~~~ 00 
O. S8814198E 00 
0 . 511~89'1E 00 
C. 42 1 18860E-0 0 




0 . 2J275ll8E-OO 
O.l2 JC9045E-OO 
0.21999 127E-OO 





C .401 2C40CE-OO 
c. le2e•6 HE-oo 
0 . l64 14609E-OO 
0 . 3434t817E-OO 
C . lll12016E-OC 
C. JO!HS9lE-OO 
0 .2qq6,615E-OO 
0 . 2966S827E-OO 
-3P/ih 




0 . Z1840660E-OO 
o . 241 39qooe-oo 
0.21255517£-00 
0 . 19206417E-OO 
0 . I lSlS .. JE-00 







0 . 22511 l88E-00 
0 .21441010£-00 







- 0 . I 3SI0048E-00 
- 0 . 1 H88009E-CO 
- 0 . I I S618SIE-OO 
- 0 . 9280Nl9f- O I 
- 0 . 70S8081l(-Ul 
- 0 .50 448 149E-OI 
-O.lll80166E-OI 






- 0 . 22138H4E-OO 
- o . I6508909E-oo 
- o . 11154841 E-00 
-0. 82509406E-O I 
-0. 55980496E-OI 







- 0 . 28 7498JJE-OO 
-0.17661678E-OO 
-O . Il539~04f-OO 
- o. 71H0818E-0 1 
- 0 . 51428llSE-OI 
-o.11sq2aJsE-o 1 
- O. I507266SE-OI 
o. 
-o•1av 
o . 18964686£-00 
- 0 . 2l2272S1E-OO 
- 0.24 S59270E-OO 
-O . I8415034E-00 
- O.IZ7l4 S2JE-00 
- 0 .87806862£-0 I 
-0.607JZJHE-OI 
-0.40988678£-0 1 
-0 .. 2S<tt<lt 34t09E- Ot 




O .. l t.-. llS77E-CIO 
0 . 21112271E-OI 
-0 .. 404tS8l6lE-Ol 
-o. 52087488E-OI 
-0.4S680SS1E-01 
-0. lS610S64E-O I 
-0 .2H92138E-01 
-C.I6670168E-OI 




O.t 6 4t<lt9983E-OO 
0 .15Z528ZIE-OO 
0 .8li88342E-OI 
0 . JZOl6414E-OI 
0 . 751 l9SS8E- 02 
-0. 21 JS8503E-02 
-0. 4 855S6l9E- 02 
-C.439SI190E-02 
-0 . 24821q62E-C2 
o. 
- iJP!iJY 
C.94 838J8SE- OI 
C . I II260SZE-00 
O.l4 77622lE-OO 
0 . 128891 12E-00 
0 . 81J05600E- OI 
O.S3296ll4E- OI 
0 .11 345811E-OI 
0.11966458(- 0 1 
0.9702474~E-02 




C . 90CCCC 
0 . !OCCCO 
c.Jccccc 
0 . 6CCCCC 
c . sccccc 
c . •occcc 
C . lCCCCC 




C . 90CCCC 
c .eccccc 
0 . l CCCCC 
C. f CCCCC 
0 . SOC CCC 
C .4CCCCC 





I . OCCCCC 
0 . 9CCCCC 
C.IOCCCC 
c .lCCCCC 
C . 6 0CCCC 
c. sccccc 
C . 4 CCCCC 
O. lOCCCC 
o . zocccc 
C.I CCCCC 
c. 
' I .OCCCCC 
C.90CCCC 
c .eocccc 
C . lOCCCC 
0 •• occc.c 
0 . sccccc 
c .<CCCCC 
O.lOCCCC 
c . zocccc 
Q. IOCCCC 
o. 
' l .COCCCC 
0. 90CCCC 
0 . t OCCCC 
O.lCCCCC 
C.6 0CCCC 









C . lOCCCC 
c • • ecccc 
o.sccccc 
o.• occcc 





C . 9CCCCC 
c . eccccc 
C. lCCCCC 
C. 60CCCC 
c . socccc 
C . <OCCCC 
C . lCCCCC 





c .. ~c1e~r;ce cc 
C. f592l <JH CC 
C.IC4 6f 0 0U C I 
C.IIZll•t H Cl 
C . lt ~ l!'HCiE Cl 
C. l152:!1 t 5£ Cl 
C.IIH90C 4E Cl 
C . 1150l• C2E C 1 
c . 11 "~t·~c;e c 1 
C . tloftq~ • lteE Cl 
Uf "Y I 
c. 
' · "" 571 • t:n- cc 
C . " 185H2E CC 
C. IC102f"cHE Cl 
C . l t 21~4 97E Cl 
C . llt·8:!7 1 7E Cl 
C . llf~2•C2E Cl 
C. IU:I l4CEE Cl 
C . l1!121l!E Cl 
C. I\IH1C2E Cl 
C. ll!l:!" 73E Cl 
U f., ) 
c. 
C . <CCl44SIE-CC 
C . 12 1641 UE Co 
C. 9tiSI4 1 2E CC 
C. ll Coft ( &l2E Cl 
C. 11111'9 \ E Q I 
c.t<DC"'3 4E ct 
C.l226t"C9E Cl 
C. I2 !1 ! "' 8SE Cl 
C. I 2~267 1 2E Cl 
C . IH2f4HE Cl 
Ill .. ) 
c. 
C .. !ll! 1 1 ' 5CiE - CC 
C .t692l"'98E CC 
C . 9CUI ' 54E CC 
C . ICll!<lH Cl 
C. lll6'tt't t E Cl 
C.1 2!5! ,.. elE Ct 
C. t2 , 62c 22E Cl 
t . t2!'0~ll, oftE Cl 
c . u us•sce c1 
C . IHBI~ I IE Cl 
li lY ) 
c. 
C. :!2Ci7S1 l !E-CC 
c . t. t174C:f5 E cc 
C ,. f '-llt:•64iE CC 
C . IC2934 82E Cl 
C . II6094 8H Cl 
C . I2 499>6 2E Cl 
C . 13CbCf4fE C I 
c . nue••tE ct 
c . ns5•n•E tl 
C . I3605' ~6E Cl 
ut' , 
c. 
C . H82~b<JE-CC 
C. . ~ t lo\l "'SCE CC 
C.He6f<4H CC 
C . 9Hl4715E CO 
C. II J3! • 12E Cl 
C . l253e'I!!E Cl 
C . I342HliE Cl 
C.I<C22• C5E Cl 
C .. )4)6~r56E Cl 
C . I4412'33E C I 
Ut"') 
c. 
c . 2escc•oE- cc 
c.~ •coc•ctE cc 
t.ltSOC ' C IE CC 
c. <tcoc•c IE cc 
C. 112SC'CCE C I 
C . I25•9<99E Cl 
C.IH•~<99E Cl 
C . I 4 1'9~C'9'iE Cl 
C . t~teSC-"'CCE C 1 
c . tscocrcce c t 
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TABLE VI. - Cont i nued 
e u • c . •occcc 
UC'rl 
c. 
· C . ~ 132 1'52E-C I 
-C . 5b331219E-CI 
-C . lblbfC91E-OI 
-C . l.679H2E-OI 
- C . li5Bt016E-Cl 
-C.586H318E-O I 
- c. • •let JllE -o 1 
-c . 2•1e noE -c 1 
- C. I4651193E-CI 
c . 
EU • c . sccoco 
UC'rJ 
c. 
- C. 9615H•eE - 02 
- C.J1064!19E-OI 
- c .49105114E-OI 
- 0 . S667484CE-OI 
- C. 5U613HE-OI 
-C . 47235SS4E-O I 
- C . 3661C261E-OI 
- C. 2482f420E-O I 
- C. I24938COE-O I 
c. 
Elj • C.6 00CCO 
U I YI 
c. 
- 0 . 443122<9E-02 
- 0 .1 580!<2SE-0 1 
- C.2 798 14CSE-OI 
-0.356bC~S6E-O l 
-o. 31322623E-O I 
- C. 3400C5SOE-O I 
- C. 2141 l1 SSE - OI 
- c .I•00 3168E- OI 
- 0 . 968 1 9t 54E - 02 
c . 
EU • c . 100000 
II tTl 
c. 
- c . 211H9 96E-02 
- C. l623 4 3C9E-02 
- C • .. 41t039E-OI 
- C. I.90l26 1E-O I 
-C . 22485040E - O I 
- 0 . 2184C4 23E - OI 
- C. 1850C62BE-O I 
-C .I 321>t95H - Ol 
- C. t89o\34 l!IE-02 
c. 
EU • c.eoccco 
UC'fl 
c. 
- o. eueBt H-03 
- c . 31241 JHE-02 
-C. tOSS 15C2E-02 
-O . Il93~ 441E-02 
- C. ICSHI7C£ - OI 
- O. ICB641CSE - OI 
- c • • OBI t579E-02 
- C. l21S:!8'iOE-02 
- c . !!~to2c;zse-oz 
c. 
ET 6 • c. •ocoee 
UIYl 
c. 
- C. Il4 93.6BE-Ol 
- c . 5970853CE-03 
- c . 11299319E-02 
- C. II>S02131>E-02 
- C . 2C22117H-C2 
- C.2 14lt5HE-C2 
-C . I.b i 2320E-02 
- C. I4 94 4 l81E-02 
- C. 8C6!U24E-03 
c. 
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C. 5COCOO 0 . 5131 0585 C.lt645o\784E-ll C.5COCOO 0.525 1 7702 C . 2323938lE-05 
O. 4500CC o .•t24J2q o 0 .141 2608! E- ll o . 450000 0. 41324850 0. 51!189249E- 06 
0.4COOOC 0 . 41154296 0. 41633565E-12 o • .coooc 0 . 4 2 1 11084 o .tt,. 2t9'57t:- o6 
0.350CCC o . 3 6 046910 O.l l q38763E- 12 C.350COC o . 368 8 0 153 0.24820922£-0 7 
0.3COOOO c . 309240 99 0.3)411912E-13 O. 3COOOO 0 .31635179 C. 5330544H- 08 
o. 25000C 0 . 25788552 0 . 914861t.ft lE-l .ft o. 250000 0 .26)7e8 16 0 .11 323003E- 08 
o . 2COOOC o . 2C6.Z722 0 . 24559678€- 14 0.20000C o.2ll l JJ85 o . 23805215£- 09 
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0 . 6CCCOO 0.65224566 o.28H59HE-OI C. 6000CO 0.68.52965 o . 30095012£-00 
o. 550000 0 .59806569 0.885133HE-02 o. 550000 o . 62753905 O. I4296500E-00 
o.5ooooc 0 . 5'384942 0.26HI288E-02 o. 5COOOC 0 . 57035603 0 . 6H04978E-OI 
o.o5cooc 0 . 48959786 O. l5113124E-03 0.4 5000C 0 . 513i't9• 0 . 2J)COH3E-OI 
0 .4CCCCC 0 . 43530992 C. 206536HE-Ol C. 4COOOO 0 . ~5596135 O.III00002E-Ol 
c. )50000 o. 38098592 o . 5'966682£-04 C. HOOOO o. 398113373 o .H218t41E-02 
c . 3COOOC 0.3266279] o .I4206143t-o• O. 30000C 0.3~1759~] 0 . 162'1 2'1 E-02 
0 .25CCCC 0.2 1223925 C. l5752302E-05 0.2SCOOC 0.2 .. 13118 o. 58848852£-0) 
C. 2CCCCC 0 .21182'1 2 0 . 81809170E-06 0 . 2CCOOO 0. 22714220 C. 206420'1£-03 
c.I5COOC 0 .16338137 C. 21083075E-06 0 . 150000 0 . 17018201 0.702C2tllE-04 
O. IOOOOC O.I089HIS 0.4945ll51f-07 O.ICOOOC 0.11314311 0.23034222£-04 
o.csccoc o . os.-6985 O. I08532HE- 0 7 o . 050000 0 . 05691818 0 . 6 7694!32E·05 
o. o. o . o. o . o . 
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f ,,.. r . • scccr u. t', 18l ~ t:f!l• - . t'ic•.:-:;c .. l . 'jl, 1(.19 
• PS I .. ..... GA • P~ I ol"[(jA J . CCC CCC J . ccccoc"· c . ~H'· l07t OJ 1. ccccoc I . CCCCC""C,.. ~ -4 2171 Jtlt C l 
c . qscccc 0 . q~ 1282< I 0. S•lt ct'1 4 81L OJ c . qsccoc C. Qt;t.. 7Ct;8\ ' • )qltq~, 7tt: OJ 
c . qccccc C . 914\.l7qlt c _,. ,., l it" I') lt 01 c . qccccc C . t;19'..4t111 ~ . 164 C 12/Jt 0 1 
c. ascccc C . 94 J~ 1H H r.. • . H9H1l 1H 01 C. !5CCCC ~ - 9~'>2<i l 18 t . l1lS'- J9et 0 1 
c . eccccc c . qoano@ r . 2 •Z ~-t. Jr':t r.t c . eccccc \: . 9/1h 4 (' t 6 t; . 11117 P)4t 1t. Ol 
C .l~CCCC O . lt~b971b, C. 2C'h4l5bt <>I C. 7!CCCC ) . 8f 122506 \J . l .. 2nqcn. 01 
C . 7CCCCC C . dn1SHO c . t 374 t., tat C l C. 1CCCCC c . e1Bh•c C . I~bl'i olil q t 01 
C . 65CCCC C. 7SC47:19l C. 7b8'>4 518 t- cc C. 6SC.::cc c . reJcqoq C. l')l69bl7k: 0 1 
c . oc ccoc C. b9l941f>l C. 4.,14'll'>lt-f'O C. bCCCCC C. IJ 286 1 H C. 1 t2tJ .C.t9Ct 0 1 
c . S50COC c . 63<>2>" c . ]'} 78)4l'it-f!(; c . Ho"cc c . ~7soc;tJs 0 . 7'l1~~9 1 6t: oc 
C. 5COCCC C. 578M6J > ( . 1111 ,~4H-r.tJ C. HCCCC C . 6liCCOll C . 'i\6~l(j,b~t 00 
C . 45CCOC C. ">2Ci l74 9 C. S}4 '- 'H .. 2l - Ol c. • >ecce c . 5>6!2210 C. )49b427Sl-OO 
c . •c occc C. <t2115 1C C. 2S477l)I)L-1'11 c . • coccc C . 4q~!l902 1') . 21")4'JC~<ft::-CC 
C. lSOCCC 0 . 4C ... HllfJ C. l 'l'l'411 5l-Ol C. l 50CCC 0 . t.J4 JC'iLC ? . I Hl ... tq.,t.-IJC 
C. lCCCCC C. 346 8141l (' .41 Ht- -)lSt-C2 C. 1C CCCC C. l 72~C4"''l C. lfil'S4 q 4 -.t-0 1 
C. 25CCOC c . 2!80 151 > ( . l C..4b I t 4 H.-02 c. J!n:ccc C . HC!JlJ~ C . 445~9'S!Bl-O I 
C.2COCCC C. 2!l:q74o ' . f,) )l:;',>;q4t.-IJ} C. 2CCCCC ~ . 2 4 84 lS IC r • • 2 4 Sq'SJ 1ft qt-O I 
C.J 50CCC 0 . 11 H916! f' . 2lt~~}'9Ct-Cl C. I SOOOC c . teoJ:46S -: . 1 H241C:t:-O l 
C. ICCCCC C . IISSISll c . e~te7b4Cl1-o4 C. ICCCCC c . 17425,16 C . 6~8SC24St -02 
c . osccoc C. 05 7 IS) t,S C . 2b8~'1712t-04 c . cscccc C. C6ZlliJI'O c . nJoH21•-o2 
c . c . c . c . c. c . 
EU • 0 . sccccc .. C. 81ll l J E J a a • ~ . ICCCCC .. t . f.tlot4 4 C. 4 
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PSI !! .. EG A 
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c . 05CCCC C . 9~B72Cbjl C. 469ltJ9.!'ll:: 0 1 C. o5CCCC C. '9Cf 4 9"C J9 C. lH97S bSt 0 1 
C . 9CCCOC C. 9751l9'itC C .4 26~013lt 0 1 c . occccc C. 98C5'jl44 C. Hb6779Ctt. 0 1 
c .noccc c .•~11o3q' C o l6&HIC~E C J t . a'cccc c . 9, 7~ll·~ r . H 54)!S4t OJ 
c . acococ o.qC9377"'~ ') . 29121Ct;Ct:: C l c . ecococ 0 . 9 266CC0,4 (, . Z80tb l 5'}c ~I 
C. 75CC CC C. 864 J(. 1-J 'fi. C . 2221 llbOE 0 1 C. 15CCCC c . ~886b8"Jl C. Zit282JJ11t. 0 1 
C,. 7CCCCC 0 . 8 1 ) 98}60 c .t s l 7"'7 tet: 0 1 C. 7C CCCC C. 8446llq 4 C. 20J)4 4:1Pl C l 
C . 65CCOC G. 7 5q q .,c.e2 C . OO~UC1H co C. 65CCCC o . 7q5t54 5 l C .l b431~5 1 t: r. l 
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C. 35CCCC C.41 8JCP 1 3 c . t.7tt~a • n - o t C. JSCCOC C. 45H: I 4 1l C. l! lft48 !1o81:-CC 
C. 3C CCCC c . 3~8~ll.o19 C. 20! I f!~C9t: - 0 1 C. 3CCCOC c . l898t. S4t; C . Z?!"i 7Ct<a:-CC 
C. 15 0CCC ? . H871~11 C . 9CJ 4 9S!:9CI:.-02 C. 250CCC c . J?S4 4 C.88 o .t SlJI9t. n-oo 
C. 2CCCCC 0' . 2J8Cf4 C4 0 C .lo6CS48 o;7 E-02 C. 2CCCCC C. 20C6elC1 C. 998?S267L-0 1 
C. I5CCCC c .t 7q t a26C C. 2C611SS4t:-02 C.I 5CCOC O .l 9~b7f16 ( . 62)4 1 11 296::-0 l 
c .1coccc : . l l94 4 H .C c . eeiH25tE-ol C. I CCCCC c . t :C)2Cl9 c . Jsqca) II CE-01 
c . 0500CC 1') . 0 5 9Jl!lb O. 12156t-8It:-OJ c . cscccc C. C6S? 7c;4 S o . toll7382t:-o t 
c . o . c . c . c . c . 
EU • c . 6cocnc X• 1. 7SCOL0 E l ""' c . eccccc X• 3 • JHJH 
• PSI ' "' fGA ' 
P S I f "" E.G A 
J. cccccc 1. ccococ~r c . Ct4 b49l61E: 01 1 . cc cccc I . CCOCCCOO C. "lS970 !,;t9t: 0 1 
c .qs cccc 0 . 99 44 18 83 C.4 lb!'lt62L 01 C. 05CCCC C. qq~SC'lh' C . 3l72UHE OJ 
C. 9COCCC 0 . 9784 21SS 0 . 111294 l'SCI:: 0 1 C. 9CCOuC 0 . 9~2> 1·~~ O.ll41 5125t C l 
c . esccoc c . 95286~6 1 C. 142C14f 11:: 0 1 c .escccc c . 9t-1 7q6 70 C . 1899'1"!82E 0 1 
c . acoccc 0 . 9 1 8794 62 C . 29"l~l41Jt 0 1 c . accccc C. 9) Ht98'- C.2644Cfc;l7t: OJ 
C. lSOQCC C. 877l.olC4ff C. 2J997t1Ct 0 1 C. 75CCCC c . ec; Jt)c.")e C. l}112<HE ~I 
C. 1COOCC 0 . 830\S7ll c . Jill)~ ll'•t. 0 1 C. 7CCCCC 0 . 8585621 0 0 . 21CCO•IH 0 1 
C. 65CCCC c . 7 7 11.?15'i7 C.l HdH79t. <> I C.65CCCC t . 8 1214 7 4 6 C . l8 1915~8t 0 1 
C .6CCCOC c . 72315791 C. 9 481Slt9l cc C.oCCCCO C. 76ll'l4 1 1 C. l5< l2812l 0 1 
C. 5~COCC c . 6t572tet. c . t76Cf 19 4 91:: 1C c. sscooc C. 7Ce 1138S O. l1!n41<3E 01 
c . 5COOCC 0 . 6Cbt04QC C. 19S4 l9 l7t- OO C. 5CCCCC 0 . 65C!C47"l 0 . 10l85CSH 01 
c .•scccc C.><bH721 C. 73tt74f.l 4 l - OC 0 . 45CCCC C.')CfCII 3101 C. I23JU40 E 00 
C.4CCCCC C . <S6<2CB I C. I )84 '1 CJr. L-00 C. 4CCCCC C. Sl581 l>q C.6 )81C9"2t 00 
C. 35CCCC tJ .Ct 2 S9 767S C.7 7JIH2C3E - 0 1 C. HCCCC C .4 t:~21197 C. 48 1 5050ZE- OO 
C.JCOCOC O. l tSie&61 C . lol 71\l95t-Ol O.lCOO:GC ~ .4 (04 1 272 0 . JHQ02~ l t - 00 
C. 25CCOC C. JC 4 !l701o C . 2 l 7ft ~ 89lt. -O l C. 25CCCC C . 3l412811 C .2~e•1J J SE-OO 
c .zccccc C. Zift l 4 6 4 1J C. tl C2'l7 1qt-C I c . zccccc t: . 2~li:4C61' C.J BCd8739C- OO 
C. I5CCCC c .l b25t•6• r. . ~4CO 114 Jl-01 C.J5CCCC C . 2Cib1!'1 O.J 20 1J1C!E-OC 
C.J COCCC C. l2172C.8'• t'l . 2S:J6 ... 4S~H:-02 c .1 ccooc ll . l :!4.~"' 17 o . J)Ct745t.t. t.- Ol 
c . oscccc C . CtC"'~ft4 1t o . q 74 P / C8'H - 0 3 c . o s cccc C. Ct-7329'i6 0 . 1 ... -.COJt- 0 1 
c . c . c. c . c . c . 
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TABLE VII - Continued 
El ~· o . escccc .. •• 122222 E l A• C . 9SCCOG .. 15 . 8))))2 
y PSI 2f"ECA y PSI t • EGA 
1.occcoc l.ccccocco C.ll8lC.6'ilE 0 1 I .CCCCCC I .OCCCCCOO O . l01S•J41~6E 01 
C. 950Ctc C . 9SS76566 o. 11869707> 01 C.95CCCC c . 99620507 0 . 2880ie71t9l: 01 
C. 9CCCCC c.~~ l56<05 0 .2983190 9 E 0 1 C. 9COCCC 0 .98520894 C. 212H799E 01 
c . a5cccc c . 96190498 C.217l8ZJH at O. 85000C 0 .9tHCC89 0.25681lllE 01 
c . acccoo 0 . 931312<2 c . 255ncen 0 1 c.eccccc C. 9Hl1l0! C. 2'121968E 01 
C. 75000C 0 . 9C<l2768 C. 2l14S4•2E 0 1 C. 750COO C. 9129108l C.22552<90~ 01 
C. 7CCCCC o.et55C92l C.2 106Cl18E 01 C. 7CCCOC C.817Cll5C 0 .20979t66E 01 
C. 65CCCC c . ezt U92S c.le7•eal2• 01 0 . 650COC 0 . 835869)) O.l9<053Ht 01 
C. 6CCCCC C.772t:6b45 C.l6<5QI26E 01 C.6CCCCC C . 1898H9l C. 17832202E 01 
C . 55000C J .l1979634 C. l <Z1028H 01 C. 5SOCCC C . 7l9<2163 (.16263<86~ 01 
c . sccccc 0 . 6tll19<5 O.l2076C9H 0 1 C. 5CCCCC C . 6849046C C.lH02869E 01 
o.•5cccc C.609<979 C. l00891Cst 0 1 o . •soocc 0 . 6261llCO 0.13154075~ 01 
c. 4CCOCC c . s.zoo•29 0.82808tlU oc c . "' ecce C . 56Sl2906 c . 11620536• 01 
C. l5000C 0 . 477<i9"'96 0 . 66700350E 00 C. 35CCOC C . >C08Ul' C. l0105C<7E 01 
0 . 3CCCCC 0 . '1232<21 O .S2616C~lE 00 C. lCOCOC c . 4))92910 0 . 8609••92€ cc 
C. 250CCC C . 3<5HH2 C. <OHH92£-00 c . 25000C O, )¢48HCl o . 1lHl917E oc 
c . 2 CCOCC c . 27135'?3 C . 30098 18U-CO 0.2CCCCC 0 . 2S.Cl539 C . 56792071E 00 
C. I5COOC 0 . 2CI6204 t" 0 . 212C8C51t-OO C.l5CCOC 0 . 22 1 H1lZ C. 424189Stot.-OO 
C.lCCCCC 0 . 13935157 O.IHHSJOE-00 C.lCCCCC C .. l .. 3C.l81t6 C. 281 9 2201E-OO 
c.C5CCOC C .. C6c;17S996 C. 65383917E·OI C.05000C 0 .. 01 4}8508 o. l ie069206E-OO 
c. c . c . c. c . o . 
( lA• 0 . 9CCCCC .. 7 . C.99999 E J•• t . ooococ .. 00 
y PSI E• ECA y PSI e• eca 
1 . ococcc 1.ccocccoo 0 . 3 1869768t 01 l.CCCCOC I . OCOCOCOO c. 299999~Ql:_ 01 
0 . 95CCCC 0 . 9~6Cl628 0.301 1243U 01 C. 95COOC 0 . 996l1Z" q 0.28499999~ 01 
C.9CCCCC C. 98 4 SC 1t .ft8 C. 283'22'H 0 1 0 .90000( 0 . 98Sit9999 0 . 26999999E 01 
c . escocc 0 . 9fS907JC C. 26550341 E 0 1 o. e sccoc 0 . 96793149 0.25500000~ 01 
c . 8ccooc 0 . 94tCb 7284 0 . 21tlll997t: 0 1 c . ecoccc 0.91t l99998 c .23999999~ 01 
C. 75CCCC C . 9CH559' C . 22887183E 01 C. 75CCCO c . cn .. o621t9 C.2249999U 01 
C.7CCCCC ( . 81211803 o . 21021002E 01 0.7COOCC 0 .17149998 0 .20999999~ 01 
C . 65COOC ( . 829725.7 C . 191U116E 01 0 .65CCCC 0 . 1]768748 C. l91t 9CJ99•JE· 01 
C.6CCCCC 0 . 781!; .. 911 0 . 17210218f 0 1 0 .6COOCC o . 79199998 C. 17999999E 01 
0 . 55CCCC 0 . 131C5613 0 . 15<18828E 0 1 c . 550000 O. 741812' 9 C. l64 99999E 01 
c.sccccc 0 . 67571127 0 . 136095.9£ 0 1 0 . 5COOOC o . 6e7•9999 0. l 4 999Cf99E 0 1 
c •• 5COOO 0 . 6169654 4 c . 11861996€ 01 o .•sococ C. 629UHI c . 13lt99999t: 01 
c . •coooc 0 . 55525623 O. I0193299E 01 o • .cccoc 0 . 56199999 0 . 12000000~ 01 
0 . 35CCCC o • • SICC085 0. 8 6163221t 00 c . 350000 0 . SC35625C c . 10500COCE 01 
C. 3CCCCC C. 421tS9llt9 C.113A3592t 00 c. l OOOOC o . •36, 9S99 o . 89999999l 00 
C. 2500CC C. 35b4C 351 0 . 5760, 551E 00 0 .250COC 0 . 3HISH9 0. 749999CJ9E 00 
O. 2COOOC 0 . 2!617521 0 . .. 713287£-00 0.2CCCCC 0 .296COCOC O. 59999999E 00 
o . 1scccc 0 . 2 1 6C2909 O. 32178C8lt-OO C.I50COC C. l233125C c .• 5oooooc~-co 
c . 1cococ C .. l44 .. 641l C.21'56ti3E- OO o. t cococ O. 1'950COO O . lOOCOCCC~· OO 
o . osoooc C. 0 723t413 C . 106069l2E- 00 c . c s cccc c. 0 74937~t9 O. ISOCOCOOE· OO 









C .6 5CCCC 
0 .60CCCC 
C . 55CCCC 
C . 5CCCCC 
C . 4 5CCCC 
0 . 4CCCCC 
C.35CCCC 
C . 30CCCC 
C . 25CCCC 
0 . 20CCCC 
C . I5CCCC 
C . IOCCCC 
C . 05CCCC 
o. 
y 
I . CCCCCC 
0.95CCCC 




0 . 70CCCC 
C .65CCCC 
















0 . 9CCCCC 
0 . 85CCCC 
c. accccc 
C. 75CCCC 
C . 7CCCCC 






0 . 35CCCC 
0 . 3CCCCC 
C.25CCCC 
c. 2CCCCC 
0 .1 5CCCC 
O.ICCCCC 


















0 . 25CCCC 






TABLI: VlJI . Veloc1t1ea Aod Preaaure GradleDte For Case II With A 40 X 20 Grid 
UC Yl 
c .cc;c;qt;c;c;t,e c 1 
c .cc;c;qc;~~se c 1 
c .cc;c;qc;r c;c;e Cl 
c . cc;c;qc;cc;c;t; c 1 
c .cc;c;qc; c c,ca c 1 
c . cc,c;qc;c-qc;e c 1 
c .cc;c;qc;c-c;c;e c 1 
c . cc;c;qc;e qc;E c 1 
c . c c;c;qc;c qc;e c 1 
c .cc;c;c;c;cc;c;e c 1 
C. cc;c;qc;r c;c;E C 1 
c . cc;c;qc;cc;c;e c 1 
c . cc;c;.,c; t c;c;e c t 
C . CS99S<SSE C I 
c . cc;c;qc;c..;c;e Cl 
c . cc;q<;c;C'qc;e c t 
c . cc;o;c;c;c-c;c; E- c t 
C . cc;c;c;c;co;,E c 1 
c . cc;c;c;c;~ "ica c t 
C . C c;c;qc;cc,c;E C l 
c . cc;c;qc;cc;c;e c 1 
Ul"l 
C . c;c;c;}t.t~-EiiE CC 
C.S9~76<57f CC 
C . SS97llSC,( CC 
C . c;c;c;}Cj"Clf CC 
C.~SS81152f CC 
c . c;c;c;el.::5>eE cc 
C. 9SS86'52E CC 
C . S'9S89481E CC 
C. c;c;c;q2P4i<;E CC 
C .c;c;c;q6~88E CC 
C. ICC0C"'C3E Cl 
C. Ui00C"t:1E Cl 
C .ICCOC 'llf Cl 
C.lGC0lf'6CE Cl 
LICCOl"llCE Cl 
C .ICCO 1'46E 0 I 
C. ICCOI•81f Cl 
C. ICC02'11E C l 
C. I CC02>1CE Cl 
C.ICC02'94f 0 1 
C.IC C02'22f C l 
U('ll: ) 
C . G:S'i 2C "'~ 2E CC 
C . <lic;q zt"" ~lE CC 
c . c;q~ z.c. "t ~o e cc 
C. S992S I 6H CC 
C. G:t;t;3S•3tt CC 
c . c;c;c; ... " ,.tlE cc 
c . ~<lic;5"! "- ttE cc 
c . ~c;c;b ~o"tCE cc 
C.~9975<81f cc 
c.~9seet Iff cc 
C.ICCOC'52E Cl 
C.ICCOI'8eE Cl 
C . I CC024 etE C1 
C .1CCO"! J. 2)E C l 
C.lCC04 Lt 7E Cl 
c .tcco~or;G:lE ct 
C.l< .. C0~.,83E C l 
C .lCCOl ~"'lt;E Cl 
C. 1CC07"8 I E C 1 
C .lCCO J164E Cl 
C . 1CC07•6CE C 1 
U l 't) 
c . 99796 •32£ cc 
C . S9J99 424f CC 
C . S~!07 1 8Cf CC 
c . ~~e1s•sse cc 
C.998377Ctf cc 
c . c;c;esecec;e cc 
c . c;c;ee~",.5E cc 
C . 9fi:li lt t'71 E CC 
c . c;t;9~t c"' "' 7E cc 
c . c;c;<;Jl &! Cj£ cc 
C. ICCOC""'C!E C I 
C . l(IC0341 CiE C I 
C . ICCOt:42tE Cl 
C.IOCC9>5H 01 
C . lCCll•.c.~:;e Cl 
C. IOOI4141f Cl 
C .t0Cit"87E Cl 
C . ICC17J..C.)f C l 
C.ICCI!' lff Cl 
C . lCC1<;4t:CiE Ct 
C . 1CCt<; "~C IE Ct 






















Et a • -C. 70CCCC 
IJ( y t 
c. 
-C . 40715933f-04 
- c . fC4C~HSE-04 
- c . 1180E425£-03 
- C . I527.,4CE-Cl 
- C.I 836f426E-C3 
- c . zc•ht259E-c1 
- C . llC9!64![-03 
- c . 24625!91! -c 1 
- C . 2554~4 32E-C3 
-c . zsan696t - c3 
- C . 254848l5£ - 03 
-C . 24511t35l-C3 
- C. 22q)€S22E-CJ 
- C . 2C8Ct1Ht - C3 
-C . I816S6,6E - Cl 
- c . 1 50~4 C6•c -c J 
- C.II651 1 14f-03 
- c. 792612e9E -C4 
-C .40ll!974 [-04 
c. 
El• • -c.~5cocc 
UIYI 
c. 
- c . 1 l2t-.4c; 1f -c 1 
-C . 260"7269E-C3 
-C . 383CCl! I f-Ol 
-C .49515S92E-03 
-c . 5946C H'i£ -c J 
-0 . 67885973£-03 
-C . 74 581719f-OJ 
-c . 794 ll231£-o3 
-C . !2l4f1Cif-Cl 
- C . !l04 Nl1£-Cl 
-c. e t l.,tlc u -01 
-C.7855f852C-03 
-C . 7lC.1 !~27E-Ol 
- C . 6650•JJH-03 
-C . 5!0C~I42£-0l 
- C.4813!C59£-03 
-C . JH21f51E-C3 
-c . 25245859£-03 
-C . I 217311 4 E-03 
c . 
EU • -C . 600CCO 
0 IY I 
c. 
-C . B25!6t9E-03 
-C . t560Cl94 f-03 
-C . HI5ClS!E-03 
-c . 124C~ 114£-02 
-c . 1481CC24E-02 
-C.I6935395f -02 
-c. 185514 52£-02 
-C .1 HC ICCJE-02 
-c . 20l44448E -02 
-C. 2C48C4.0E-C2 
-0 . 2CII44•3f-02 
-C. 1926 JlHF - t2 
-c . 1 7954921£-Cl 
- C . I 6226et4f - 02 
-C . I4124513f-02 
-c . l l69~•c 3f - 02 
-C . 9CII5C70f-03 
- C . 6 1215l40f - 03 
-c . 3t9•~e 3CE - o 1 
c. 
•• -00 





















-a P1a1 C. 7531129HE-n2 
0 . 744)6089£-02 
C. 1lbl"iill8f-02 
0 . 670078l5F-02 
0 . t070450JE-02 
0 .'>2~03.~2£-02 
o . 4l7992~8E-nz 
o . ))~99523£-02 
0 . 22647ZIIE-02 
O. I1165851E- n2 
- C. 587S7160E- 0 4 
-0 . 12252713£ - 02 
-o. 23591202£- 02 
- 0 . 343086,8£- nz 
-o . 441770l1E- 0 2 
-0 . >2025H21E-02 
-C . t:Ol71t4lt 5E-02 
-0 . 66l8110 1f-~2 
-c . 7C7S l21~E-02 
·0 . 73C.0714SE-0 2 
-0 . 74311655£-02 
-a.,a, 
C. ll'HI H8E- Ol 
c . 111 J8"i126E - n t 
0 . l 7C t. 7522E-O l 
O. lS...,l6518E- OI 
C . l 4 3!C22SE - O I 
C . l24ft2621f - C'II 
O. IC276 50'>f- CI 
C. 78167984f-02 
0 .51 960751(-02 
0 . 24 5S1J4 1f-02 
-C .ll 01716lf-~ l 
-C . JCbS 7659f - 01 
-O . S717160 '>f - 02 
-G .I!2t2"ii2l4 E- nz 
-O . I04 9ltl2E- OI 
-C . I25078Hf- OI 
-O . I421t871E-O I 
-t .I5S8664 2f-OI 
-O .l65U435E-Ol 
-C . I7181721E- OI 























-o . 6 141 1884£-oJ 
-.) . t;O 1<-IO"iil 'li[-U) 
- 0 . 7734 ..,197f-O'l 
- 0 . 72l6R4b4 E- Ol 
- O. bSSbOSbSF-03 
- !) . ~ 71 lb270f - O.l 
-IJ.4730317d£-0 ) 
-V.l6287487E-Ol 
-o .2"" ssqaae-o3 
-<J.I2059 126f- 0 3 
0 . 6 3 458382£- 0 5 
0.13219475£-0 ~ 
0 . 25418499(-03 
0 . 370'>ll95f-Ol 
O .<l711 2C2F-u~ 
0 . 571S98P8(-0) 
0 . 65204403f- Ol 
0 . 7 1698071E-O~ 
0 . 7641 1128£- 0) 
o . l"ii2l"ii"i1J 4 f - 0 3 
0 . b0256590E- 03 
-3P/<1X 
- 0 . 2b4 1792b( - 02 
- o. 2607622 u - 02 
- 0 . 250~98S9E - 02 
- 0 • .?J 397283(-02 
- 0 . 21 ll89llf- 02 
- 0 . 1834 9 4S7E-02 
- 0 . l 51 06462E - 02 
- o . 11505394 £-02 
-0 .76"!82111£-0l 
-o .J609929Jf-ol 
1) .46Qiq ll 'H--Ci4 
0 . 45066760f-OJ 
0 . 84051083£-0l 
O. I207Z998f-02 
O . l54 2487bE-02 
0 . 18l86516F-02 
0 . 209017SOf- 02 
0 . 229123bb£-02 
0 . 243 7.C.7 1 1E-02 
0 . 15265"Slf-02 
0 . 25566l 01E- 02 
X • - 1 • 2 50000 
• clP / cl1 
C . 3 4 56886lE-OI 
0 . 3 409054 5£-01 
0 . 32688490£-01 
0 . 30~93934£-0 1 
0.272999]8£-01 
0 .23505015£-0 1 
0 . 191 3t316E-O I 
O.l4llS718E-OI 
o.~2 3906 1 lf-02 
0.39922619£-07 
-o . 1264!262£ - 02 
-0 . 64C51fb 74 £: - 01 
- C.II JI3932f-OI 
-C .I588C619E-OI 
-C . 20CI5 156E-OI 
-t;.ll6"2~91E-Ol 
-C . 266"ii4SS2E- Ol 
- 0 . 29117053£-0 1 
-O .J08789l6E-O I 
- 0 .31946563£-0 1 
-C. 32302924£-0 1 
-aP!ax 
-o . ~ol1221 J£-02 
- 0 .6546Sl61(-02 
- 0 . 62761902(-02 
-o . sa 356l54E -o7 
-0 . 52415881£-02 
-o .4 5129630£-02 
-0.16741728£-02 
- 0 . 27S24S79E- 02 
- 0 . 117 38998£ - 02 
- 0 . 766Sl 419E-03 
0 . 2 4 284 bbS£- 03 
O. l2299 C.S7£-01 
0 . 21722749£-02 
0 . 304 9078'9E - 02 
0 . 38C. 29 10Zf-02 
0 .4SJ93l 7SE-02 
O. Sl1S3S40f - 02 
O. SS906 4 72E - 02 
O. S9287SS9f-02 
O . blll7402E-02 























- o . ll6225ooe-o3 
-0. 22"1384 51fE-U3 
-u . llo81265£-03 
-o . '" 1s 7t2CJ4E-t..l 
-~. 52 HU558£-o~ 
- o. S'l84~l6 1 E-ul 
-c . 65• JJ8 14£-03 
- o . 10 1727• ar-oJ 
-0. 72160 762£-u3 
-o. H540'>66E-03 
- 0 . 72510884 f - 03 
-o . 697 16324 £- 03 
- 0 . 6522l8_.f-O ) 
-O.S91l22"E-u~ 
-0. 5 1 6185~0£-0 3 
-o. •28 71611 e-o3 
-O. JJ t 16605£-113 
-0. 22•972HE-Ol 
-o.ll l8d2S5F-O J 
c. 
(> . 
- 0 .401S lb2 4 E--03 
-o . 7~zssqoqe-ul 
- 0 .1 t b221441f-u2 
- 0 . 1501281 Sf-02 
-0.1 1006802[-ul 
- 0. 20~2'i'ISSE-u2 
-0. 22~21158£-1)2 
-0 . 2)i41 06SF-V2 
-o. 24152032£-ol 
-o . 2'-50650£-ol 
- 0 . 24 5JS7H£-U2 
- o . 2l5255l8E-02 
- o . 2 1950250E-o2 
- O. l985&71SE-V2 
- 0 .1 7299613£-02 
- 0 . 1H l8 140f-C2 
- 0 .11 050270E-02 
-0. 751030•5£-03 




-O. I 051 6561E-02 
-o. 20121797E-o2 
-o. 30 3192 12e-o2 
-c.. 390ll071[-02 
-o. 46636810£-oz 
- o . 5293219H-C2 
-o. 5171~548F-02 
-o.6lu95072f-0 2 
-o. 62•12• 50£-02 
-0 . 62.83089[-02 
-0. 61597819f-u2 
-u.5875llllf-02 
-0 . 5 4 S57674f-02 
-o . 491 l929l£-o2 
-0 .42 b4 l 6 4 JE-U2 
-0 . 152ll07U - U2 
-o . 27CJ8 t CJ75f-• 2 
-c;, . t 83b8740£-u2 
-0 . ~2783781£-U) 
o. 
' I . CCCCCC 
c . .scccc 
C. \CCCCC 
c . rscccc 
c . eccc~c 
C . 7SCCCC 
C.7CCCCC 
C.6SCCCC 
0 . 60CCCC 
c . sscccc 
c . sccccc 
c . •scccc 
c .•occcc 
C . JSCCCC 
C . lCCCCC 
c . zscccc 
c . zocccc 
C.ISCCCC 
C. I CCCCC 









C . 6SCCCC 
C . 6CCCCC 
c. ssccct 
C . SCCCCl 
C .4SCCCC 
c . .ccccc 
0 . 3SCCCC 
C . 30CCCC 
C . 2SCCCC 
c . zocccc 
C.l SCCCC 
O.I CClCC 
c . cscccc 
c. 
' I . CCCCCC 
c . qscccc 
C. \CCCCC 
c . escccc 
c . eccccc 
C. 7 SCCCC 
C . 70CCCC 
c . oscccc 
C. 6CCCCC 
c . sscccc 
r . sccccc 
c . •scree 
c . .ccccc 
C . lSCCCC 
C . 1CCCCC 
C . 2SCCCC 
c.zccccc 
C.ISCCCC 
C . I OCC(( 
c . cscccc 
( . 
' I . CCCCCC 
C . ~SCCtl 






C . 6CCCCt 
c . sscccc 
c . sccccc 
C .4 5CCCC 
c .•cccct 
c . ncc.:t 
C . 'JCCCCC 




r . cscccc 
c . 
t..t '~) 
C . ';<;i57:!t ICE CC 
( . t;C0.':7\-.PC.( (( 
C .c;c;~9t "'ttF CC 
c .<;(ff:li,OI: J<;it cc 
c .~I;H.61 ' 13E cc 
C . fi<C;lOt..,IC,( CC 
c . .. c,7ot•t:!f cc 
c . c;;c;ezc.,l.Ef cc 
c . c;; .., caz~"' ;ef cc 
c . c;c;;c;;"lc zca: rc 
C . l CCOI'iC£ Cl 
C . lCCJ7 ' 2lf Cl 
C . ttCflll~f Cl 
C .)l.. (lCILHf Cl 
( . tCC24 - I tf C l 
C. ICC2<111£ Cl 
C . 1CC3:!"'14E Ct 
C . tCClt~"'14E Cl 
C .lCC~E'"'H' Ct 
C .lCCl<;i " 4t£ C l 
C .lC C C. (I"";fw( C t 
........ 
( . S<;]JCjiO~COf (( 
r . 'wt;21t ' .?4E rc 
c . c;;~u~c.-=77( cc 
c . .. t;'!t.e•c;c cc 
c .~t;!~l': t:!F cc 
c . c;t;47ct • .,c.F cc 
c . c;c,~ctc"71E cc 
c . ct9t9C 1°C.E- CC 
c .c;c;eo~""eE cc 
c . c;c;c;22'llf cc 
C . l<CO:!~f:lc: Cl 
C . ltCl~'!Cf Ct 
c . trc2~"'4f:f ct 
C . lCC3~c~cE C 1 
C . tCC t.t."" 7H C1 
C . ICCS2rSH Cl 
C . 1CCSflo!!!E C 1 
c .1cco"!r;t::tt ct 
( . 1CCOl''-1t. C l 
l . lCCb~4 !- t. l C I 
C.ICC7C> I Il Cl 
t..l"l 
C . ili€1Cl t~tctt CC 
C . ili£:122~C!f CC 
c .c;. e7cn-.,r;f rc 
C . 4i.t'fdP '!3f Ct 
c .c,c; ct21~ilif cc 
c . c; stbt"'H~ cc 
C . !i-.!42lo~CE CC. 
C.'r'iS2E ,. CO)l CC 
C.\912( ., 62£ CC 
c . c;«;st p:zt£ cc 
c. tcccs,sc;r r 1 
(. . 1LC2 1 ''"l. C 1 
C' . ttC., !•Pel C l 
c . tcrse•t"f rt 
C .I(.C72,.44t[ Cl 
C . tCC8!4hl Cl 
C . ICC~il•ll£ C 1 
c . tctcc~ t:u ct 
c . tc tOS '" t: 'E r t 
c . tttot:•tu r t 
c . tcu.~·t"!i: c 1 
t.d"l 
C . 't7SH"' C. 1t CC 
c . r;ect~'J:!t: cc 
( . ctHll t. ,B( CC 
C . Cid2Ql. .. , .._E C~ 
C . ct85U"'l1[ c.; 
r . ~t 77.l"2~C cc 
c.''et21 ~H CC 
c . c;~"!St "C:!t CC 
c . ~ ... t 'i l'l2t c..: 
c . \t;c;Jecett" CC 
C . 1CC21 "'r 4( C 1 
C . lCCi,.fl.( I t C l 
C . l(C6'r'· 4, St C 1 
C .lCCC)CI"t lo t Cl 
C .l (l(.,C~t( Cl 
r .tC12?,eU Cl 
C.l t1J'J ' 6Ct Cl 
C .t C1'>S,fEf Cl 
C.ICISl ' CCF 'I 
f . lC l ';.tt..,c;F C I 
C . ltlS1,.4o4l (.t 
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TABLE VIII . - Cootioued 
- c.~scccc 
c. 
- C .lChJ'Sc ~'>t -C.J 
"C. llcC. 1C IE - Cl 
-C . 2CIIf~c!4fof: -C2 
-c.zs•atl4c£-c2 
-C. "!ICU.2C4!: - C2 
-C . !5lSCj.f(CH - C2 
-c.!eUtC!lE- C2 
-C . <C~5111H -C2 
-c • .t. t &7st nr - <:2 
-c.c.t7S4~!H -02 
-C."CA1 ~C.J8E - C2 
-c. :!8'91"' liQE - CZ 
- C. !bi2CtSS£ - C2 
-C . !2"J22h4t- - CZ 
- C . (@2lf2!2!: - Cl 
-C.2!1Cct:CS£ - C2 
- C . ll<fl?li4t..,( - C2 
-C . t21to.,'5C.t.~ -C2 
-C . tiJ6fqiH - Cl 
c . 
fU • - C . SCCCC<; 
4., 1 '0 
c . 
-c . 11c•? 1cet - 0 2 
- C. . 2 ~ 1 H.' JCf - 1.,.2 
-C.! 1.t.'I"'C Hl-C2 
- C.48CI I li7E-C2 
-c.,t.;q a l~1£ - ~.o2 
-C .t422C l~2f · Cl 
- c .t~l)t»'>~lo;e; -'1.. 2 
- C.llC",l(t.tlf - C2 
-C. li,4C.47(c;E-Cl 
- C . HCSC42Sf-C2 
-C. 11CI"2C2GlE - t.o 2 
-C.!IlC!42Cf-C2 
-C . l284ei7Qt-C2 
-c . Hln lClf · C2 
-c ." !'6 1 !t 1 "t -oz 
-(' . t.OI..l ll'>C!!t - Cl 
- C. "!C,..')\ 7 16E - C.2 
- C . lCIHlCSl - 02 
- C.I C"t:.l ')41( - 02 
( . 
[ U -C . ,SCCCC 
c. 
-C . 42S2t;2t:U - Cl 
-C .'- .t.11fbEeE -~2 
-c . t Jqzc t;:<ft- - oz 
- C . t'l2 lo fC !'H - C2 
-c . -.s6o t rc-;.t.r - cz 
·C. tC6b<IC8£-CI 
-C .I l4.4 l ~l.t.f-Cl 
-C . II~bC243>-0I 
-c . l t 'lqc; !24f-Ol 
-C . IIH21SHC-U 
-c . atn ?et n - 01 
-C .I C6K~tfSf. -<.1 
-C . \7J;,7~~c;S£ -C2 
-C . e 1C9C211it- Cl 
-1.. . 141"1t 7'iC£ - C.2 
- C . t: I27 1P2lL-\,;2 
- C . '>67c12t:C[-C2 
-C . !I~1t112E:-I.t2 
-C .I '59~,3!6E-C2 
c. 
Ul 't I 
c. 
- C. ~e16F'ttC E - C.. 2 
-C.ll'59'tC'51F-\:l 
- C. lCldCC9'5C:-ct 
-c. tz-.zte..,z.:.-ct 
-C.ISU I£?"~4£ -:1 
-C .It.~zc;c-.t~-C l 
- C .Il.t. ti!•;~oF -0 1 
.. , .1 1"ilCC~JC-l..l 
-.:. 17'tS " '!t li - G I 
- C . l1lb!t:fo2E - Cl 
-C.16'5'- 22Z lr - o 1 
-C . 1~)~~!7( ( -U l 
- C. llqlli!Cr -Ol 
-C . llH<.\.,2~ -rl 
-C . ICHC121~-C I 
- c . ~')8t':lcJn -cz 
-c . c. ')lS l-.t?t- -cz 
-c." ~"'1'" '"'"4 '" -cz 
-C . : 1(.1H.lt Ct- -C.? 
( . 
.( • -t.C l851C, 
C. S ,-.~:~~~£-<;I 
C . S6'>8'S"'lf--f"'l 
C..~4C1~7qlE-fll 
C . 4~Plt6J•E-CI 
r. · '"'-32e.t.C~JF-r. t 
C. 3lbJ4Q84[-0t 
~ . lCOSI Ilbf -~1 
C . 2l'S6~8~E-'I 
C . lll2?1Sb[·~l 
c . .. 7C.l .. ..,\.' .. - (•2 
-C . Hl1)4~1 ( -fl1 
- C.IIQiniS£-01 
- C . 1QI))C.7.,1f-! 1 
- t . 26SISIHt-OI 
- ~,. . )17l,.~,"~'>t-r t 
- C. lRI24S2L£ - rl 
- C .42bC21ilb£-CI 
- C . '>b127801t--Cl 
- C. .4o ft'(. b._1!Hf-(d 
-C. SC2CC "H-r I 
-C .S0111~~0E -CI 
- CIPfc) l 
-u . tl~bl 4 l2F-"'1 
-l.i . 1 H'DOS 7i--C..l 
-O . ll12~!lllt-Ol 
-f! . t2tt7~9J.,; -c 1 
-v . t07718Z '> = - ~.~ 1 
- rJ . '.i l4r,)Oll(-C2 
- ,J . 7302">668f-UZ 
-~ . -,)1 10281f-U2 
- 0 . 1211H2bC-02 
- o .l tC.14c}Ot-02 
IJ . 'Yl7d11Hi(-U) 
o . ~ 8 .._fo2SSO( - LJi' 
LJ . 47c.,7.t..t.tof - 02 
0 . (..ot.. Ct H260f - 02 
U . 19SS6'97 2~ -01 
,) .<f2b42~'flj( -til 
fJ . lOl~14&U -ul 
0 . 1110-iCS1r-01 
n . II826SISf-OI 
0 . 12 1q878)··~1 
o .l232l01 1f·OI 
' • - 0 . 83))1) 
-aPia, 
C. PttC I IIl£-rl 
v . ~SC8d'IIBE-OI 
c . ~ctt:a l S71r-nt 
c .11(.011Cil2l-'ll 
c . t4JU7 14£-rl 
C . S ll86bHf -~I 
C .'-1 21)40)t-t'll 
C . 285>22l~f-O I 
C . ISt6<lS6(-~I 
C .lOIJ601~C-02 
-c .-.chl~b~L - t- 7 
- C . 70Hl16H·f• l 
·0. 300" HbE- r 1 
-o.Jq-cn·•~E-01 
-c.<l•SllOH-01 
- c . s•nqeo1t-r1 
- o . tOl61l iH-r l 
-O . o41Cb~1IC-N 
-L . e1KCC76IE-CI 
- 0 . b"4t ., ... ~6Gr-o 1 
- C . 1C27l~86E-t'l 
• a ota x 
- o . ;SQ801.3l(-C l 
-0 . l'Slb6~0(-L I 
-U.24198C. 7 tr-td 
-0. 22C.nil0 1 1E-u1 
- il . l QJOI620( -ot 
- 0 .1601 S968C-v1 
- o. 121a,o1ee -" 
- 41 . 0'i6S6691E- "'2 
- iL'tb~'9176d( - C2 
-o ..... o,.necs 1r -ul 
1l.2721-l2 JlC-CJ1 
l.611712~H-u2 
0 .,2C 7082H-~2 
Q.l1"11}b96.t:-CII 
J.l4lh)<f10t--ld 
fl . l64t),9t,..\f( - C..l 
O. I811CI1<l-OI 
0 . t'f.t.110"'1E-Ul 
0. 20340?28(- 01 
o. 2oeqMs•c · o1 
0 . 21C8201bC-O I 
iC • -0 . 681P ltl 
- c)Pic), 
c. 1 Z?H s•n -rc 
c. 11 G'9'3 4 C6C-r r 
(. . tt2 to t.026F-fJr 
C . lOt 727 l'-E-<'Cl 
c . f~7t:.74 tor-rtt 
C . t.Af-~CSJ~E-Cll 
C . SOt.o27ltC..r-fll 
C . llli'IC6l lt--Ol 
O. l4CS I O'>H-r!l 
- c . zelon"L-1"2 
- O . lR4lb276f-Cll 
-t . 32·41 )'(4C ll-i..l 
-c · '"BZttot br: - fl t 
- C . 'lSSl4Q67C-fll 
-t .t'-62)8~)~-r.t 
-C . I2l 4 &6" 2C-01 
- C. I 811Gt.11l-OI 
-O.l--Z7R-,4S6t- r 1 
• L. eb• lCC6Sf-tl 
-t.87GSH·C-,~-r 1 
-c . ".-v~~qz"': - o 1 
• c)•ta, 
C. lbb7eSl4E- Ou 
c .1 e.1'!1 H~~-no 
c . t .. 'iSJcqaC-~"n 
C .llC I SH2f -~0 
C .ICHlHl>-~0 
C . rOS1lt!U- 1 1 
C . S44 2lf'IJC.t:.-t 1 
o . zql'lS'II)tf- q 
C.b221<28lt - Ol 
- G. l4SOt.t.1 1f - C'l 
-C . '2(.~2-t.~M: -UI 
-C . 48ZSGlllf-r1t 
-C.bl462782l-' l 
- c. . 72.t.6Sl61,r-nt 
-c . e t.t.ti44COE-n l 
-c . e8t2 .. 48/E--fll 
-(. · "'" l<.I014 Ut- t 
-C . ~'\t}t,~I0,..-"'1 
-C . 1C'Il~t:l.oii4F •l0 
-c . to)Z"'t:.lt..~J:- l. 
-c . tr. ~c,.IJI -,:; - r c 
- <l•ta x 
-~ . 4441'279[-0 1 
-C) . 4')'))60t.6£-0l 
-0. '-081SRt5,£-t.ll 
- O. lb')64C26f -Cit 
-'J . 'llll3S 7 1l-lll 
-0 . 2 (, Q2Cll44 k-U l 
- ·) . 18l~>017f-C. I 
-1) . 1 l blZS9~t-Ci l 
-J . S I OOS1 17£-02 
o . t04208~Bf-07 
\l .C6~2lb8SF-02 
o . t 117lt '- '-St--0 1 
'l. 1627r.tl74E-Ol 
I).LOlSql'llf-0 1 
o . l lt. S•47Jr-o 1 
l .}OI8~9~ rf -C.1 
.,} . }lJl1'f l )0£-0l 
n. )0VSII2Uf - CI 
~ - lll28Qi lf -" 
O.ll918'5l8F - O\ 
0 . 1216011•£-LI 
- dPtllx 
- C.12u512o•l-L I 
-n . 7o1187~'11E -0 1 
- . t.4S..,7J82t- - CJ t 
- IJ . ')622AbS4f - C l 
- 0 . 4)9C0(.. tllf-vt 
- ) .V•80 1bl ')f. - C1 
· O. lhi12Sbf - OI 
- r:. . t26Rl17UC-U1 
-0 . 26CR~2C.IU - (Jl 
•l. blt~'-L '\IIIII)~ - 02 
O . l410~C:1df-V1 
O . ZOR47~b l r -\d 
0 . 2b'i'jll,j2l£ - () l 
u . H l 0'50'l4l-L1 
~ . lS?UI2.0F -u l 
J . 18llll JSF-~..ol 
•l..t.077b ... ~UI -f•l 
·l . 4 Zt·3~077C-~..o 1 
1} .4l~J I H68£-Gl 
') .44h.ll..,~8F-tJt 
u . 4 4.St~'l7~,.r _,, t 
- ~P/3Y 
(, . 
-C< . 2J .. lSCib9C- l2 
- (. . 4S j4C6C.I ~-c,z 
-c. t.bl.l~l4 7QF- c7 
-u.84:t~C. OIJ'5£-L1 
- \l . 1U1,.ll l"f' 3E- 0 1 
-~ . II <qS6~H -~ I 
- C.t2l2i'll6f-lil 
-~.o . t2&U7257F-t..l 
-U .t 304 170l[-~l 
- o . t2-.'5Slol lF-ot 
-O. I 2)~"idl0!:-C.I 
- t. .1 l o17tl~2 .. -vl 
- o. h.J~41-I&l1E-'-t 
-U.Q1& hSCJ 1C-~..o2 
-V.84)1)7 !»Qf-u2 
- u. 1.1914291 t F-v2 
- CI . Sjv 110Stc-l 2 




-o. '-5 l 1607BE -ul 
-~ . 8~6Sl1W£ -u2 
-, . • l2b21846C - c.. I 
-O . I~l6G~6SE -o l 
- ... . t.,(,13'Yolf- "" l 
-u . Zt2VftfoP3£-.... t 
-.,.2/6l4lqJF- .,.l 
-C.2311~d4"1(-(jl 
-C.. . 7)lo8ll )4E-v l 
- (, . 22"1"t 1 l2'11E-vl 
- 0 . 21 qq30S6f- OI 
-o.z~s 392 ltf-~1 
-C.. .l 87U')1~ZE- Jl 
-C .l6~~6b4SE- ll l 
-V . l4l~l..,~ l(-t..l 
-o. 11 ~·buza•. - • .a 
- o. &7db1898C - t.·Z 
-0 . ')9lb C. )~1l-b2 
- o.zq 1~•102c-<.z 
o. 
~ ­
-C . !l401'012f-C2 
-t, . 1b2Col29lE-v1 
- 0 .231 b 1 s 14(-t· t 
- u . 28"rrl2890t - ti l 
-0 .1 lHb4l4f - Vl 
-u. lbJ6)u~ I F-Il 1 
-t.l . l&\.147'16SC-"' l 
-u . l8~ l.ll"9E- t. l 
- G. l7920C,62F- ~.~ t 
-U . l64.!8'17aF-~l 
-C. . l'>2)4444~-.,J 
-U . ll4'5Sl11f-OI 
-t. . 16l29C. 1')(-·.;J 
- (I . 2.t.bbo6l2E-..;l 
- o. zud~._z"q'; -o t 
-u.t6d6CJb)H -~l 
-C . tlHl~bb(-Vl 
-O .b~ H"'l l8f-u2 
-O .t. 2oCifo SHt - u2 
o. 
"· •U . l4~SI£2'9E - u 1 
- \1 . 2b':I1'!.25'SE - .1 
•V . 4t. f.l l4Ul2£- ~..ol 
-o. t.l8l tt slt - t.l 
- u . ~4dQ44 J2E- U1 
- u. \ISl'lSS?Itf - U1 
- t,; . SI.Il'rH22f- t..~1 
- O. S84l lli4[ - IH 
- v . ~bt.ldb JSOE- Cil 
- v . Sltt 'l61SH- :: l 
- U. 48JQ477 t f-l..l 
-0. 41blj4b6[ - t..l 
-u . lti '- ~S28~ t F- u l 
-l .l)l )8100( - tll 
-t,. . l1b ne. .. 6r - ~.1 
-v . 72tSl17 1t--t..l 
-V . l(lto:t2l2t- - t 1 
-o . llt.617 JZf-:.~1 
- . 't'll1H61F - -l 
(· . 
' 1 . CCCCCC 
c ... cccc 
c .. -;ccccc 
c.escccc 
c . ecrccc 
C . H CCtc 
C. 7CCCCC 
C . bSCCCC 
c •• acccc 
O.HCCCl 
c . sccccc 
C . 4SCC CC 
C . <OCCCl 
C . lSCCCC 




C .I CCCCC 
c . cscccc 
c . 
' t.cccccc 
c . qscccc. 
C . CiCCCC(. 
C . !5CCCl 
c.eocccc 
C . I SCCCC 
C . 7CCCCl 
C . tSCCCC 
c . • ccccc 
c . ssrccc 
C . SlCCCC 
C.• SCCC< 
C . 40CCCC 
C . JSCCCC 
c . lCfCCC 
C . BCCCC 





' I. CCCCcC 
C . <SCCCC 
c .~crccc 
C . ESCCCC 
c . ecccu 
C . 7SCCCt 
C . 7CCCCC 
C . tSCCCl 
C.tCCCC C 
c . sscccc 
c . sccccc 
c ... scccc 
C . 4CCCCC 
C . ! SCCCC 
O. lOCCC C 
c . zscccc 
c . zccccc 
c .. tscccc 
C . lCCC C\.. 
c .cscccc 
c. 
' I . CCCCCC 
C. <SCCCC 
c . qccccc 
c . escc:c 
c. eccccc 
C.7S((( ( 
C . 1CCCCC 
C .ft '5CCCC 
C . 6CCC CC 






r . 1'5f(Ct 
C . lCCtlC 
( . 15(((( 
C . ICC CCC 
c . csrrcc 
c. 
t.. P 'J 
C . l)tli'tff'a ~E CC 
( . "r7(640 "' JC.t ((. 
C . fi725it'C.lf CC 
c . ~7!47~1lE cc 
( . <;7(jl(Ctl( (( 
C . St-:!:32CIIE (( 
( .C:£17("'11 4 ( cc 
c . 'i<9Zcc; r ;uf cc 
(. . 't-,t:)~440l' ( cc 
C . lCCO"~""Hl Cl 
(' • 1 c c 4 ( ... .l ! ( c t 
<. 1CC7:! ' ill Cl 
C .. IC IC:!., 1 Jl. t I 
( .lt.lZS,.,H tl 
t . IC.151 1 2H Cl 
C.tC 11C"22f Cl 
C.IC I 8S•ru Cl 
C . lCl~l,~H Ct 
C . IC205"it,( Cl 
C . l(~l(l.~J[ Cl 
C . lt212P 4 [ Cl 
L f\'1 
C . <iSll'i t""lo <;f: CC 
f . CO~EI,)JLllt- ((,. 
r . ... tt l~ .,sct c.c 
C . C.H:!:!"c!f CC 
C. S7L31"3SE CC 
c . c;Je7:! '" ~.:.H· r.c 
C . SP5l£.t'"~SE CC 
( . G.~ ll!~ 3\£ c.c 
( , <;c;1Ctit:2£ CC 
l . HC22 ' E.Jr Cl 
C. ICC6'i "'(lo ( C l 
C.ICIIC'CH Cl 
r . ttl4"'·~~l rt 
l . H. l 1t: SC 7t- C l 
c . tczo;:H:3t ct 
C . IG ~ 2"! "' J!.t: C l 
C. lC24 Cellot: Cl 
C . IC 1 5"!<'~!f C l 
C . 1(.26:! . JZ( C: 1 
C . IC2bt:"'Jiol:: Cl 
C.IC27C~!l( Cl 
l.I " J 
l . ~'!~C1' C ?( CC 
c , <;;4t2:!1(.{f (( 
r . V.JZ!"~C£ CC 
c . ~~,bS'- 4 1( cc. 
C . 'lotS 11..,~ :!E CC 
C . S141CC.t..cf CC 
c . 'it '?b~~c 7E cc 
( . 'OCi lt!:t; ,. t., ?l. :c 
C . t;-,<,tC't::Cf CC 
C . ttC~ I.o.,Ch .. fJ 
C . tC.ICCi"t!E Cl 
C . J(to;t · f"et. Cl 
l . IC19t~~c.: rt 
C. lC2lC1'7t.l:: Cl 
C .I C2H'~1E Cl 
( . 1(.281 ., 17( (1 
f . J(2<ffi A1{t (\ 
C . IC!l?" !'?f Cl 
(.. . 10?2 ..,.,f.( ( 1 
C . tC!2C, ' 1H C. l 
C . lt?JII' SEE C:l 
lli"'J 
( .-.)ot.di,L)4,l (( 
C . •.J" 721-~~~ Cl 
r .s.cc;~?14H rc 
( . ·.442!'tCir- ({ (' ·"-::"i" ' }'II: (.(. 
( , c;72](1Eit.r ' ' 
c . 'loi'·4ti''' 1CiF rc 
r. . ~<>'2l "· •h r: 
r . t<.CJPJ':L 1':'1 
c . ttc~s - "4 .. t 1 
( . IClbC1 ·4t fl 
l . tc;tc,.~o:o ct 
( . }(}.,H•t!l {) 
f . IC .C<!Fq7 Cl 
c o tc ,, v ... u c1 
( o h !41 C I'~l ( 1 
( .IC'? bC ' !.H Cl 
C .IC!flt"'tH rt 
( . ll ,1"4' "' f C I 
r . tr!ttc; ,. tlf f l 
• I\. "'<;Jf'; !l I 
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TABLE Vlll. - Coctinued 
£lA a. -c . ?-,\.CC'-
c. 
-l . ~ 81~!4171::-C2 
-C.111lt!(.l.t--Cl 
-C . I SGt-l<tt~4f - C l 
- (. . ht)tS12£ - C l 
-f. . l24 2<C~H-'I 
-c . 4- 4 2 " 1c lllr-c 1 
-c . L5t(,J?~s.r:-ct 
- C . JBH<HC-CI 
-c . z "~ 1111 ~r - c 1 
-C . il'1111~t.l~( -l l 
- C . i247l'i 4t(-Cl 
- c o}tbhlH4i..-tt 
- C. . \~bC1tl8 · 1..1 
-~ . \tl"l!l.l -Cl 
-C . I ., IJ I~4j.(.I ~ -Cl 
- C. III"lelt - CI 
-c . t.'t&l~tr~ t -~2 
- C. ':!h<Jl•hH-C1 
- C . lt'S1'121C:-Ci 
c. 
c . 
- C . -.1<'1C7C:H - C2 
- C. . I 71't1,.,.Cff. - t. 1 
-C . tl<H·H '2~ -Cl 
-c . ;P«~Ut tcr - ct 
-L !11Cll • .,Jtf - Cl 
-C . ,l't~~llrt- -Cl 
-c . , ._ .,..,7Cf4( - Cl 
- C .,I. J'\CC1'\C - Cl 
-C . 1 1~1El5Ct -Cl 
- C. , , l ll£2.,H-C..t 
-c.;. .. ,.nt2<.F -..:t 
- C . it.lb'OfCl-~l 
-C . Ll4C.2~7c;~-C'l 
- C. 2ClC.llC 4 f-C. t 
- c .t 7tl~ .... t <H-l.i t 
-C .I l~H~I.ol -C.l 
- C. I(.;'1'1.7h- Cl 
- C . t:\lbtlt1r -t.l 
- C. 1 4 'fb,171t-C1 
c. 
EU • -ColSCCCC 
c . 
- C. I4\ HP7( - \. I 
-C . lt-, 1.;1~ lf - 1':1 
-(;. . !S.,~t!C4 -t;l 
-t: . 4\1. il. ,1. 4 '" I I 
-c . "4" ""1"'5' -c t 
- r . "~ 1 1 '1 t 7( - c. t 
- ... . ~.~J..,esrv -ct 
-c . 4~fl'tCt71l-Ct 
- C . 41'dltt<H - Cl 
- c. H~ l!2rsc-r.1 
-c . !~lb<t\(.,F-tt 
-c . n"'!,t ~'J c - c t 
-C • .CIIIICIIi'Z'\f - ,1 
- C. i<Z,UC<£ - CI 
-l. . 1CH. 71 Jlt ·t.l 
-l. . I61C 1 ~P~~-C l 
-t . t2J'S~lt1t - C. t 
-C . tl>l!llll -~2 
- ( , 4( 'f C. \1il.f - C.} 
( . 
{lA 
-L . iCi.C.CC.. 
l.C'tl 
c . 
- c . 1 ?:' 11, Jt. - -(; 1 
- C . 'tC~0' ""11 : -r.t 
-C . Il~ · ">'~22C -CI 
-C o":11!')1(.l(.f-Cl 
-c . ~t;~otJl\tr-01 
-( , .,'j}ttCl.Lif -CI 
-C o ~ II iC. 1 't 7 [ - 1. 1 
-C o ~!'tiJtCit -tl 
-C.t:;C19" i '- 1 -:1 
-c . 4.1:Cl" c:c .. - rt 
-c o 4lll/ZC1f - c. t 
_ , . !7te•t'-JI-C1 
_, o ?2SG1~ C. 1 1 - t 1 
-C . l1.,t..';~ .. t r -ct 
- C ot: ,)lot. II!'-Cl 
- ... . ld~(..~ IC P-I.. I 
- c 011-, 1 '1·\·- ... , 
- C . ~17t,1*1•~·Cl 
- f o i.C.~I.l""l(~- .. 1 
l · 
)l • -\. o4481l8 
- (IP/3, 
C . 222670.4~f-"0 
<. . 2 t •t:2~llF -rc.. 
C . lq2Jl00lF - OC 
c . ltC'01114[-(I() 
C . IZZ•IOSS[-00 
O . hS704~bl[-01 
C o4~t)L4S6r - f) l 
r. o i78'\C'>04t:- rq 
- t.i . 't~tl61 4(;5£- rt2 
-c . l~t,l48t.BF-r!l 
- t . 51li2S13)f - C1 1 
- O . t-7C7l!t21t i: - D l 
-() . 79SV1 ''6 F- • I 
- C. t.'l )b!>4S1f- O I 
-c . lo 11f>ll)4,...-tt 
-C . l0Hf~6S[-r.('l 
-C . lC71'HlbE - ~C.. 
-C . IIIC" '-11£ - f•f 
- (I . 11 Ht.lll St-r·C. 
-C.I l4671SJOC-nc 
- • oli-,IChb£-Ot 
- 3 P/3A 
- rl . 1128CJ )93£ - YO 
- u .. hl&tH 7( 6f--liC. 
-·l. 'r 14~6l l 1E-Ol 
- 'l . t.>ll~611 U: -tl 
- 0 .t.2 l4b(jfl"'t- - Y I 
-,) .4 '\JI.IR~ l !Jt--01 
- · . • 2Stb264 0 .. - v l 
- c . '10'00t">J .. -oz 
·.J.48t.Ot 731t- - C2 
G . lbt;407'118f - OI 
'l . 261 7424bf-Ul 
c •• "Jc.CC,.81 tf-01 
•J . 4010 72l2f - vt 
v o4'i)I34 ZI:lt- - 01 
. 4~261 4 llf-Ul 
~ . ~ZII~64 QI:: - fi l 
o . ::.4t.l2Cr1t:s£- ut 
.) . ~6)24763: -(,1 
·J . -.7411Sct7E - C.l 
u . ~8t4C377f - \.t 
o . ~8 )I)Q73SL - l. l 
• • - 0 . 1!>71 4 .1 
- OP/3, 
c . ~qtu 1 ""e- re 
C . l!ICIS/8£- r'c 
G . l4Ct~C2'.17F- I·C 
( . JIIIf.!,t'f7)6f - l•(' 
t .l Z't>tllCI'\ 4 £-l'!f 
C. o772:!11Z"'If-{'11 
C . l112Sb~'llf-C'J 
- r . 471)1 JJUI'£-l'1 
- c . ,,._61bt~t-rt 
-c . ~b6B'>b 12L-rt 
- c . 74C.,7len-ot 
- '- . fll132r:PI'-'ll - r t 
- C . <1llfCSS[-OI 
- :J . I(' 4C1C'IC'IF-rC' 
- C o liCt.l...,O.,f - ('('1 
-U . II45Sb2b[-r~ 
-C . II7St: '\4 ,H- r~ 
- O.l hbi!lH1(- f"'0 
-~ . 1 ?I0!3l<f -oo 
- c .t ? ta r-~ ...,zF-C·C' 
- C. I 72141C2f - (10 
-CJP13< 
-(l . l14201 7Zf- ~.:U 
- ... . l 6.,1lb-."t-- vu 
- :, . 14 I" 7C.l I t - c.O 
- l.I0<;7JC,LSt: - ttr· 
-o. 7bl2oC. BUf-IJI 
- 0 . 41),C.Jli1C1f-Ltl 
-t:; .l 'it-rHqc:st--C.l 
0 . 27Ci177t:ht-C2 
n.t 9'tol IO">f-01 
C ol1Hl!.Oll-l.t 
0 . 4)')6q26Uf- lol 
0 . ')1 )"fl; l~ 1( - l)l 
o . :..122 10lbf- U1 
.: . t.J6'\ " 2ltr- t·l 
tJ . t..4~2h4(.31 - ll l 
O . f.11'><iCPOl - ld 
t'l. b91 27l-JZI - Cil 
J . I OH2ql2' - v l 
0 . 711~6"149t- - l-l 
0 . 1 16l.lb'S66t - C. I 
0 . 1131"511£ - GI 
A • - O. l1111c 
-a.,3, 
C , )qPCj.C.bl).,( -(•t 
t. . 1671itC'ic.t-rc. 
(. o2<ti7(.4\,. 4 ( - "'C. 
C . 201 41lO I"-CC 
t .tt e t tOt.4 r - rc 
c . ~c?71 t ibt-"1 
- t.. o lZ1t.t.H1'-('11 
- C.. . lE>.,l2ll-Cf--fl 
- C . ti)1SIOI J F-f·l 
-c . f-4t154'-1l-r·t 
- c . c.77c3Jo6c - c.t 
- c . tc.~ac;s~J: -rr 
-c. 1 1! H~J'' - rr 
- .:: . 1 1 74t"f: H-er 
- C: . 12C1t-IH.F - "'f 
- C . l'21'-l7?T - f•r 
- C . l7'b"!P.IIo· - !"C 
- t . I24474 SZr-rr 
- c . 124c;efl!"'•r-nt 
- c olJ>z,.usr - f'\o 
-c . 17,14<>1'(-ur: 
- CJP/3 < 
- .J . ib"2°8'~~'f- OC 
- '"' . i: "tlB't'll r-c..o 
- •J . t96~· U2)F-l•f.: 
- O . ll54S'Hd ... - CC 
- •J . 1911"bf'l'4£-ul 
- 0 . 339H"~£- I• I 
U . t't>. '7'S2Cf - ll l 
l'l. 262~'>!<ttl .. - C 1 
') . 4 4 181 q)4~ - l 1 
) . )71221 75l - Ul 
•J . lhCUl!»c;6f - C.l 
c . 71lS4.4f'21 - t..t 
t . 16lS''IC6(- C.1 
.- .fq/!86)6[ - L I 
J . ~12')7lEZI- - U I 
1 . ~2;'tC6b~t -Cl 
'1 . f'H'JS 74lf - Ul 
• IQ'Clt")CO!: - t 1 
. t.4)6 12t.lf - t 
L; . r.4S'i2Y6Ui-lll 
0 . 1" 4bl01'r 'i( - 1 
- l.! . 70P3 1 1 
l . ~s;~~~e,, ('' 
t. . 4 J:ti.Ci8?6f. - f'r 
r . H4t<;F119t - rr 
. JP7t~;'t410f. -~U 
( . 11)t.bl 16t.t - t! 1 
-l.. . l 4 h4S72r - 1"12 
- r . ~tl4 t:ftlt:L -"1 
- c ot-2 4 51"\)\..r - ."1 
-C . ICltiJ$2' -~C 
-~ . 1l,l411'7t - ll 
-(.. . 1\GPCi\fo It - rr: 
·"' . 12,t.Ht~J- - il 
-C . I }t,tl':lt~t-- tlC 
-t. . t1,.41\1-;r - rr. 
-C . t1lt..F 01~,- - (Ir 
-~, . l20~4tS •..:.:: - r·t 
- ... . t7~2':144l ~ -rr 
- . t,,.,~~,c.• -~r 
·C . t}l)t~ JI!C) t - rf':. 
- r . t7 ... "7':d r.t -•~t 
-t . t1''-117" r - r.r 
- CJP/CJX 
-!) . 4244 141, - t..!: 
- . Ut71110( - L0 
-: . zs 1 jt.H i6t - 4•0 
- . 144 )(.•27)( - Ci'J 
-'J • ., 7-i~AC"" lf - fJ 1 
•'I .I IJhl2lH - u2 
,, • Jq Jsqct- -.; -c. 1 
• .. . tll2l'>'Zt - •l 
1) . 1!3 (; h-JC. I lf- - C..l 
•1 o h'>PY44';pf~-ll 
. 1Zt 7?8JSf - •.J 
: • ...,4~'1}!144"'-\,l 
• ..., bl.~rc .. lr-tt 
'J , rllll 71 .. -( 1 
• -.J2t'"lf'r-4(., - L I 
•; . 171,_( It'~ - 4,. 1 
. ... ~ ..;..,l4J4 1-l.l 
~ • ..,S1l..,C1'1J - 1 
."r ~'>~~~)r.M -l.l 
•J • .., b lf•'tC' ll - \.I 
: . I"''\ I.,,..\ H - fd 
L . 
- '-1 . 2624 1)Hb - I 
- v · " "'"""'859f--.l 
- C. . 67J'fb1J0(-lo l 
-u . l~~l..,JibC-\..1 
- l o11ftl181ti7C-\ll 
-u o 88ltt.t,1~Hf-\l l 
-\. . ti65Z7oetH-vt 
- l• o.ii24t8t5ts'lr-""'t 
- u . 1b 7Crc,S8'H - "' 1 
- o . >olll<t zr-.1 
- c . '2"uOJ t l -~1 
- u . 5S":.S\.4Ilt-wl 
-<.: . 4&l1.l4o;J(-vl 
-( . c.c..t) Slll( - L I 
- u . llLo 1"1 161)( - ul 
-u . 2t.t.Y1~1 s~ - t.t 
- L .t9tt0".)S.,)t- 1 
- .t llb /Hl(- I 
- v . 6'Jt.Ol J24 l..-
c. . 
.. 
-l .~b.,..,.)lOSC-v l 
-1.. . b5Sd"'l)~[ _,,1 
- c . ttlt.cna.. .. r-uc 
-\.. . tz, ~oo H ~o r-c.o 
-(. . 12'118"""~"' - ll'• 
-t . l26'-107bl-"~( 
-\.. . II 'SS/~7f -( ti 
-1... . 1087.1"'8f-\l• 
-v .Qlb 7~71Zf- "' 1 
- L . BI>iotl7•1f-L I 
- L . 160078to!-vl 
- C. . bS.t.IJ'I'It,bF- 1.1 I 
- (l . S.S'¥4 ,'11t.lf - "'l 
- \1 .467riU2~'>(-U I 
- o. lk141B~S£-Gl 
- ~ . 2~•% 71 Qf-O l 
- u . 1 2 141d "ur-•J 1 
- V. l4b0"'11.:J74(-\0I 
- ~.~ . 72!.tsl4l"''lf-l•l 
o. 
.. 
-c. 87ut.iUll.o4 t - v l 
-l..l4"1f'41t,2t- uC. 
- l . tctl4~'H2t--u0 
- 1 .I ~ lUC. ~Cj~f-00 
- (. . lb""llllf-1~0 
-C . t6~b'>S7"1f-t..4t 
_ , . I Sl~b40H- o0 
-v . t l Hb hfi£- ~otO 
- «..' . llt..)tlll )f-\tl• 
- t.;: o tv ... 2tsutsr- L:.., 
- '-' . 6"> 74 'llo$C.t-- "' I 
- C . 7l7t8S4lt-L.l 
- l. . btJ'-H'r">b8(-( t 
- t~ . Sul7'fl 7Uf --I 
- (.. . 4Cf.ttl7 1'11(-.,J 
- u . H UI7)1 F-ut 
- • · 2) lluHbt- .I 
- CI . l\~2~..,lKC- -ul 
-IJ . 7'> J~-111 '-t-- .. 1 
u . 
- CJ Piclv 
v. 
-t. 0 lli. ')b4" 0( -vn 
- t,; 0 lb"J'>~!>'-1 4 [ _,,,, 
- . 2 v t c. u ur-t. 
- , •• ,11b"'1t.H~-- r 
- \ . 1 4 } 4415(., 4 J.-~o.IJ 
- \ . 11 l!»Z11tf-u.{t 
- o o l81 44fo~~lf-v'J 
- U.I '>llb878t-t.o<t 
- J . IZ rtq4~4'>r-..,o 
- :. . tO"lb\tH-u 
- .. . lof c,il't'l., l,j 7~ -c.. I 
_ , . f~ .. t.d,(lhO - \.1 
- ,~ . l't21121Ul- I 
- Ci . 'JI4d 1 01 h. - " I 
- l . 1.)}11.,.,1 • I 
- h . }1!,\J}4'11 - ... 1 
_ , . 2 l4)t tc....at -~· 
- 1,. . 1 ' . .d5o.S U "" • I l 
-· • lb .. ~ :.. ~(. -f ". ) 
f. 
' I . CCCCCC 
c . q~ccct 
c.~occcc 
c . e~cccc 




C . 6 0CCCC 
c. s~cccc 
c . ~ccccc 
c .• ~cccc 
c .•octcc 
C . JSCCCC 
C . lCCCCC 
C . 2SCCCC 
c . 20CCCC 
C . I5CCCC 
C . ICCCCC 




o . •~cccc 






C . 6CCCCC 
C . 55CCCC 
c . 50CCCC 
c .c. scccc 
c .•occcc 
O. JSCCCC 
C . lOCCCC 
C . 25CCCC 
C . 20GCCC 









c . accccc 
C . HCCCC 
C . 70COCC 
0 .65COCC 
C .6 CCCCC 
C . 55CCCC 
c . SOC CCC 
C .45CCCC 
c . .ccccc 
C . 15CCCC 
O. 30CCCC 
C. lSCCCC 
c . 2CCCCC 








c . 8occcc 







c . • occcc 
C. JS CCCC 
C. 3CCCCC 
C .lSCCCC 
c . 20CCCC 
C.I SCCCC 
C .ICCCCC 
c . cscccc 
c . 
UC"'J 
C . f7E57 • 2U: CC 
( . @@lqJ LJtE CC 
C. •e< 7tr ICE CC 
C . «i"!"?b4 7C(If CC 
C . 'iS'JOl"~ ef CC 
c . ... 7282C:~8[ cc 
( . c;F·11c;l)~( cc 
c . c;~E7t~c;ce cc 
C . ICC81'12E Cl 
C. 1C.I57•t,8E Cl 
C . IC22C'CIE Cl 
( . 1Ci72Let;E Cl 
r .tCH5"5t.f Cl 
C.lC'?SC485t- Cl 
c . toJ7c;'~;2E: ct 
C . IG 402.1Lf C I 
C . 1C~2C"'e lf C 1 
C . tC4J4 ~)7E Cl 
C . l(.444 1 74E Cl 
c . tt4c.c;:•sc;" c t 
C . tC4 '!t l"' '-CE C l 
l.;( 't' ) 
c . e.i~t1•t 4o t: cc 
C . E .. S t 50C7[ CC 
c . Et:@92'"zec cc 
C . c;27 4C "b!E CC 
C . f95 l.: ~2 1 21E CC 
( . 'i775f.C2(£ (( 
c . c;c;~ t. !,..J(o[ cc 
C . 1CC5~ 764E C l 
C.ICI5C02!E Cl 
C. tC22t•l5E Ct 
c . tczee ... zc;e c 1 
c . tc"? Jeccce ct 
C . 1C l 7'i &45f Cl 
C. 1C411 "' 73E Ct 
C. 1(44C•S~E C 1 
C . IC4 b2e5~E C 1 
C . Jt ~o, ec-•c 1E C l 
C . tC 4 9!'172E Cl 
C . tC'502 • tt~f C l 
c. . 1c 'jQ7• eze c 1 
C. tCSCS '" 6 4 £ Cl 
UP' ) 
c . 7]c;94 14~f cc 
c . 18~ l !'6~£ cc 
c .~7S" t:- •23E cc 
c . c;) t 2~~c;cre cc 
C . ~f.~O~,. I CE CC 
C . <it7lf~"~4 7f CC 
C. lOC 2 7-. 74o E C I 
C .lCH~,.6CE C l 
C. IC232'7H C l 
C . IO:!O ~I 2tE Cl 
C. 103bC 14 11jjt; Cl 
C . 1C40t ~>t7E: Cl 
( . 10441., A9tf C l 
C . l047~CC4f C l 
C . IC501' 36E C l 
C. lC 5 2 P S 4 f Cl 
c . 1c s 1 1•e.ze c 1 
C . IC54 q C}lf C l 
C.ICSS!42 1E C l 
C . IC5634 12E Cl 
C. 1C 565"64 E C l 
U P ' I 
c . 
C . 7C 51 ~ • l5E CC 
c .est2 :!"' 7E cc 
C .. S5C J! • tSE CC 
C .. li816 c; 'TSH CC 
C .. tCCC'9"7 4 E C I 
C .. IC 142•5 lE C 1 
C. lC2 4 2 • ilE Ct 
C . 1C:!2C.,!4E C 1 
C .. l C:!S2 • t:zE Cl 
C . lC ' !:!,lctE Cl 
C.lC4 l ... ., 2 l E Cl 
c .tc~oe •t t E ct 
c . tt'i lt • sse ct 
C. IC55~ • CCE Cl 
C. ICHe' C5E C I 
C.lcsn•BE Cl 
C. tCf O:!•lCE C 1 
C . IC t i i• SJE Cl 
C.lCt:U:"c;EE C l 
C. I Cti7•CIE C I 
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TABLE VIII. - Conti nued 
-C . I5CCCC 
l.l y) 
c. 
-c . Jc;,zc!4'SC-o t 
- C . t37P.!CCl(-Ol 
-C . l'i077L~'5(-0l 
- c . 7.l11151E-CI 
-C . 772b2lt8F-Cl 
-C . 13~112.0f-OI 
-c . t•I81123(-C I 
-C . t:396'SlCH-Ol 
- C . 584qi@J1f-CI 
- C . S2Q)42C9E - Ol 
- C . 4138171H-CI 
- C . 418H254(-CI 
- C . Jt:.t.4252'H-Cl 
- C . :!l07Slt.df-Cl 
- C . 2"i7841l9£-Ct 
-C . 2~5512HE-CI 
-C . l5l6fll1E-:t 
-C . IC22'1749E-01 
-C . 5105:!H:6E-C2 
c. 
E lA • - C. ICC CCC 
U I Y J 
c. 
- C. 722l15C1E-& I 
- c . c;c;c;a ~o co:;ce:-ot 
- C.1 C'5514l6f-OG 
-C .IC2247 lo lf-CC 
-C . 951757CCE-CI 
-C . Ee20E1J4f-CI 
-': . eC60 .. t9CH-01 
-c . l~l'9~tt!~-ot 
- C . 659913 1 2E- CI 
- C . 59017SHE-CI 
-C . ~24lt8-;1E -C1 
-C . lo 604CJSZE-O l 
-c . 398HH6E - OI 
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c . sscccc 
c. SOC CCC 
0 •• scccc 
o .•occcc 
C.JSCCCC 
C . JOCCCC 
c . 2SCCCC 
C.2CCCCC 



















C . JOCCCC 
C . 25CCCC 
c .zccccc 
c .1 scccc 







c . escccc 
c.8occcc 
C . l5CCCC 




o .soccc c 
C . <SCCCC 
C . oftCCCCC 
C. 3SCCCC 










c . ascccc 
0 . 80CCCC 
C . lSCCCC 
C . JOCCCC 
C . 65CCCC 
C. 6CCCCC 
0 .5 5CCCC 
c. 5CCCCC 













c.eel3t<~ •e cc 
C. ICC2 1><JE C l 
C. lOt 1 St"b2E C I 
C. IC!tH 9CE C I 
C . l C'i5J<:cne Cl 
c . lt~e•Dse Cl 
C.IC98e165E Cl 
C.IC98t•3eE Cl 
c.1c•e••s1e c 1 
C.IC~84.,tCE Cl 
C . IC't! 4 fl' I CE C 1 
C.I C«;85c;4CE Cl 
c . t cc;el "'i~E ct 
C.1C'i8! • ftc;E Cl 
c.tcc;qc,"'4E ct 
C . IC'i'iJ,c;)E Cl 




C. J3 247 "03E. -CC 









C. II 12t415E C I 
C . II12I•09E Cl 









C . !C:!3~~71E-CC 
c.~7 Z8~'""e cc 
c . teH••ece cc 
c.c;"llltf'if!E CC 
C.1C374 , lCE Cl 
C . 1C!05'<23E C I 
C. lll<lHCE Cl 
c. 11252<2<( c I 
C.II285•21E Cl 
C.l l 28Ci,.lCE Cl 
C . 11281 , 8CE Cl 
C .ll 27111 4 E Cl 
C . l126 t~>4U Cl 
C . l t2S~"t7!£ Cl 
c . t1247"c;~E ot 
C. lll4 2CI2EE C 1 
C . ll23Sc~cE Cl 
C.ll2l1713E C I 
C . tl2l~OttE Ct 
C . ll23~3:!E Cl 
UOJ 
c. 
C . 27ti5C1"'~3E-CC 
C . S:!222l.4CE CC 
(_,, 74ift27Cf;fE (( 
c . c;c~oc."t.7E cc 
C.lC1 4J'Ct:.,E Cl 
C . 1Cil05,67E C 1 
C. lll67"'t8E Cl 
C o lt:!4:!0)4E Cl 
C o 1l41P61E Cl 
C.1143'i"lCE C l 
Co li 4 JS4tEE Cl 
C.1HlC•2CE Cl 
C.II42C191E Cl 
C oll"lC l ff~E Cl 
Co l l 40172.!E: Cl 
cotnq"'c;Jst ct 
C.ll18111::1ClE C l 
C o l1'!8t'8!E Cl 
C . ll18" ""~ l1E Cl 
Coll:!8:! .. ltE Cl 
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TABLE VIII. - COotloued 
UIYJ 
c. 
-C o i71~'!Cl6E-Ol 
-C.SS l24175E - CI 
-C.~II12SI~E-OI 
-C.II3l9CS2f-CC 
-c o t204tc;~zE-oo 
-C .lll12lC!E-CC 
-c 0 tcqat 748E-oc 
-c . 1 coccoe se-cc 




-C o S265S 716£-0 l 
-C o444e424)E-Cl 
-c o 3tb2! 7'15E-C 1 
-C o 2~014C.7bf:-Ol 
-C.2159tH•e-ol 
-Co l4 122o26E-Ol 
-c. J1ne2s•e-c2 
c . 
era .. C .lOCCCC 
VITI 
c . 
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•C.IC60tSEH-CC 
• C . IC271<'1E-CC 
-C. ~SS it !C<£·01 
- C . !6S442C.-;f- Ol 
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C . QCCCCC 
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C . HCCCC 
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C. 55CCCC 
c . 5CCCCC 
c .4scccc 
c . 4occcc 
C.35CCCC 
C. lCCCCC 
0 . 2SCCCC 
C . 2CCCCC 
c .t 5cccc 
c . tccccc 
0 . C5CCCC 
c . 
y 
l . cccccc 
C . Q5CCCC 
O. QCCCCC 
c . escccc 
c . eccccc 
". 15CCCC 
C. 1CCCCC 
'; . 6SCCCC 






C . lOCCCC 
C . 2SCCCC 
C.20CCCC 
C. I SCCCC 
0 . I ccccc 
c .C5CCCC 
c. 
' I . COCCCC 
o . • 5 cccc 
C. QOCCCC 




c . 65CCCC 
C .6CCCCC 
c . sscccc 
o . socccc 
G . 4SCCCC 
c. 4Ccccc 
0 . lSCCCC 
C. lOCCCC 
C . 2SCCCC 
c .2CC CCC 
C. I SCCCC 
c . I occcc 
c . cscccc 
c. 
y 
I . COCCCC 
c . •scccc 
c.~ccccc 
c.8scccc 
o . 8ccccc 





c . sccccc 




C . 2SCCCC 
c . 2-cccc 
C . ISCCCC 
0 . I CCCCC 
c . c s cccc 
c. 
t..t T I 
c . 
C . 2SG6i'"2~E-CC 
C.4Q6QI14H- CC 
C . lC21~"'Cjtf CC 




C. 11 ! 11H4Cjf£ C l 
C .tl S2~ t 5tf Cl 
r .tl 58C•41E Cl 
r . t154;erc;t.e Cl 
C. II597<72E Cl 
r. II 59C' 3H C l 
c . t tsa·c - tcE c t 
C.ltS71"'2~f Cl 
C. ll56414tf Cl 
C .IIS5f'l4f Cl 
C. llS!4"J2f: Cl 
c . l tsstczC£ rt 
C.I1 5SCI'\(£ C l 
c. 
C. i428CotCH: - CC 
( . l,f.fl~1Bf-CC 
( . t.b! 4 24t:(t cc 
c . e273t·~ce cc. 
c . Cj!)!9:!4t2f: cc 
C . I~442'22E Cl 
C. tlt3t. • t,2f: Cl 
C . 11 !Sl!:.,b3E C 1 
C . litO I , 44E: C 1 
t; . ttl05" t::!C Cl 
C.ltl'>l.ttJE Cl 
C. 1ll6l"C !E C 1 
C . lll6fC<; 4f Cl 
c . lll64"l ~t_ c l 
C.ll7S71C~E Cl 
C.lll 5C"t4E C l 
C . lll44..,UE Cl 
C. lll 4CII:5EE Ct 
C. II13BrJIE C l 
C.l i 737 1BH C l 
lJ ('t) 
c. 
C . .i 2E 3ll CtE - CC 
(.43'27'6CE-CC 
C . t2e21~C 4E CC 
C . 1S4ite &lCE CC 
C. ~204 1>6H CC 
c .tCl9 1"' 83E C l 
c . 1ce.c• oeE c 1 
C. lt.!S!HEE Cl 
C . tHJCiC)t;E C l 
C . II!OSI~~E Cl 
C. 1 1!9!~2 ., E C 1 
C . 1 193t11Ci2E C 1 
c .. uc;->.c..,., tE ct 
c .. 11 c;seczcE c 1 
C. ll9!»l "!EE Cl 
C .. ttc;S:! • S3E Cl 
C .. t I c; ~ c; • 7fi E C 1 
C .. ll"i"t4l:!E Cl 
C . 11 9"~,t.CE Cl 
C . lt9£! 1l .,2e C l 
c . 
C. 215H • BE-CC 
C. 41SS2'lt:E-CC 
C . ~9t2tcazc;E CC 
C . l5lt2E 1 2 1E CC 
c .. eetl7"'t; 7E cc 
(.~~122<1~[ cc 
( . l(tCJCjO)fE C 1 
C . lllS'i,llE Cl 
C .lttJ~,CU: Cl 
C . ll!l44t!E C l 
C . I2C1E'-CH C l 
C . t210C"'4 t E Cl 
C . t2 14!?1C E: Cl 
c .t2 t 6!C: ll f c t 
C.I2112HEE Cl 
C . t211~t"4CE Cl 
C. Hll.,, C!E Cl 
C .l217:!11~£ Cl 
C.l2172'e4E ct 
C.l 2 171"'i7E C t 
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TABLE VIII. - Continued 
x • O. b8 1818 
lJIYJ 
c . 
-c. :HCtt 4 ') l~!( -C2 
- C . l3'2C611E-CI 
- ( . 214 7 :!2!)2£-0 l 
- C . 4260'i47SE-Ol 
-c . 5S66~S--E-Ol 
-C . t45lCHeE-OI 
-C.t~855Je4E-C I 
-C . t92, l l32E-C I 
- C . t687Ci5c;4f:-C l 
- C . t26127«f -C1 
- C. S12• t5HE-CI 
- C . 5128114J£-CI 
-C.•>OI 172•E-01 
-c . ! !62C t ec£ -c 1 
-c . 1 2l74Ctlt-ct 
- C . 257l,6 42l - OI 
-C . J't27!4~4(-01 
- C . 1BHeiH-CI 
-C. t•16<2e6E-C2 
c. 
Eu • c . ~occco 
c. 
-C . 2 ~14?5CS£-Cl 
- c . .. l72'i5t:9t:-oz 
-C . lHZ~'i,U-Gl 
-C . !1~SCIHC -Cl 
- C.42~0lS< I E-OI 
-C.~ll.t.l)El£-Cl 
-C . 56lbE2~3f -C l 
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C . 25CCCC C. t.!20Ct5t E C1 -C . 9549Cl11E-02 O. IHCOJOlE 01 O. b5761460E- OI o . 28114882£- 02 
0.20CCCC G . l3~0@0HCE Cl -c . 800311 !CE-02 0.13856755£ 01 o . 6b512429E- OI o.23313S2SE-112 
C. I 5CCCC C . l3383 19tE Cl -C . 621323S3E- 02 0.1 3982093E 0 1 0 . 6711404'9(-0 1 0 . 17983954 £-02 
O. I OCCCC C . l3 '- 3G • 9 JE Cl -C . 4241!4HE-02 0.14056912£ 0 1 0 .61413465E-OI o . l2192333f- 02 
C.C5CCCC C . ll 45 7411E Cl -C . 2 150643SE-C2 C.14C64482E 0 1 0 . 67509SI4E- 01 o . 6IS42901E- 03 
c. C.l3465•1CE Cl c . 0 . 13992044£ 01 O. b11618 15£-01 o. 
y 
t.cocc cc 
o . ~scc cc 
C . 9CCOCC 
c . escccc 
o . eocccc 
C . 7SCCCC 
C . 7CCCC C 
C .65CCCC 
C . 60CCCC 
C . 55CCCC 
c . SOC CCC 
o .~o scccc 
C. lo OCCCC 
C. JSCCCC 
0 . JOCCCC 
0 . 25CCCC 
0 . 2CCCCC 
c .lscccc 
C . IOCCCC 
o . oscccc 
o. 
y 
1 . cocccc 
C . 95CCCC 
c . •cccet 
c. escccc 
c . oc cccc 
C. 75CCCC 
C. 7CCCCC 
0 . 65CCCC 
C.t::CCCCC 
C. 55CCCC 
0 . socccc 
C.4 SCCCC 
C.4CCCCC 
C . J 5CCCC 
C. JOCCCC 








0 .9 5CCCC 
0 . socccc 
c. e5cccc 
c .eo c ccc 
0 . 75C CCC 
C . 70CCCC 
c • .sc ccc 
0 .60CCCC 
0 . 55CCCC 
0. 5CCCCC 
C .4 5CCCC 
c. •occcc 
0. l5CCCC 
0 . 30CCCC 
C. 25CCCC 
C . 2CCOCC 
o . 1s cocc 
O.IOCCCC 
0 .c scc cc 
c. 
y 
1.o o c c c c 
C . 9 SCCCC 
C . ~OCCCC 
c. e sccc c 
o .eo c ccc 
0 . 75CCCC 
C . 7CCCCC 
C .65CCCC 
0 .60 CCCC 
0. 5SCCCC 
c . sccccc 
C .45CCCC 
C .40CCCC 
C. 3 5CCCC 
C. 30ctCC 
C .2 SCCCC 
C . 20CCCC 
C . I SCCCC 
c . 1ccccc 
c . cscccc 
c . 
IJ IX ) 
c. 
C . l6 C, J 5 C:S l f - CC 
C. ~1!6C,.7Sf-CC 
C . 'tf-2 5 1'"25£-CC 
C . ~9577,C1E CC 
C. lle0:!1 9CE CC 
C . E2f!9e431E CC 
C. S284 218CE CC 
C. l C163.,SCE Cl 
C. I 092f'99E Cl 
C. . l1 5 8 lo' S lo E C I 
C . ll l 3 7 c l 6 E Cl 
C . 12 '59~483E C 1 
C .. l2S6f"'O loE Cl 
C . l326 ~124tE Cl 
C . 134 9 6 9 0 IE C 1 
c . t 3 t::72.,31E ct 
C . l379S 0 66E tl 
C . 13!8f ,.. lo 3E C 1 
C . l3<;3~ .., 57E Cl 
C . 1 3<i5t e<; 2E Cl 
c . 
C .l ! 49~"'ltE-CC 
C. ]ClOf!qflE- CC 
C. HfJ t • 4t£- CC 
C . !t65l""'61E CO 
C . t.8554PC .C.E CO 
C . 7<i 52S<'7 IE CC 
C . E<;56f"' l SE: CC 
C. S8t6S ".!fE CO 
c . tct.s~·c JE c 1 
C . l1 4Cc-.tlfE Cl 
C . t 204 5<( 4£: C l 
C . 1259£45fE Cl 
C. I JC6t' IJE C I 
C. 134 5S"31.o E C 1 
C. l3781•28E Cl 
C.I 4CJ14 41E Cl 
C . I42JIN9E Cl 
C . I'J6t 435E Cl 
C. llolo 4 tt. 7 CE C 1 
C. I<472C4tf Cl 
c . 
C . l479l r 57E- CC 
C.2Ee04 l83E- CC 
C. 't2 C37Ct1£- CC 
c . !449C,. t:Cf CC 
c . tbt~ec1ee cc 
C. 71C4 14 9<E CC 
C . HIJ1• 65f CO 
C. c;64 4 f 7CCE CC 
c .t(t49 l,.J!E ct 
C. II271 ' 02E Cl 
( . ll967C5'!E Cl 
C. I2Seo•e3E Cl 
c .I 3 12S•aee C l 
c . 13591° \4£ C\ 
C.IH91'78E Cl 
C.l 4:!ll'"!EE Cl 
C. 1455<i'" tt!f C I 
C . 14 1 lt"C4E C1 
C . 1484 t • 46E C1 
c . I4871'15E c1 
UI YI 
o. 
c . l«zsrcn- cc 
c . t:850C"C~E-CC 
( .. 4ll: 2 ~ "' C1E-CC 
C. S4COC'C IE CC 
C.t50 25'C2[ CC 
C . l<50C'CIE CC 
c . E6t2~rc 1£ cc 
c.sococ•cu cc 
C . I C402 ' 9H Cl 
C . II25C'CCE Cl 
C. J 1 c; 6,i '- <t <iE C 1 
C.I2S9S<.Sf Cl 
c .1 3162•cce c 1 
( . l)tlot ~ CCjCj£ ( 1 
C .. l 4 C6249 c; f C 1 
C . ll.t'39S '" 9 «; l C1 
C . l4t62C((f Cl 
c . I4E5C'tct c1 
C .14 tt6 .i"' CC.E C 1 
r . tscoc rccF- c t 
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TABLE VIII. - Continued 
fU s: C .. €5COCC 
UC'tJ 
c. 
- C .1 394 C 199E- 03 
- c . 5 2054C!6t- C3 
-C .IIO~E'IIE-02 
- c . le6J8C<tE - 02 
- c . 21l27o74f-02 
- C. !660 IC3CE- C2 
- c . 45841 978E- 02 
- o . 5441f8~8E-02 
-0 .61 72~7 t3E-02 
- C.t7247617E- 02 
- C. 7056C2S2E- 02 
- C. 713951 30E-02 
- 0 . 6962~962E-02 
- 0 . t 528!C82E-02 
- 0 . 58522~~0E-C2 
- c. 4c;s9o"t"-E-o2 
-0 . ~8851t5llf -02 
-C . 26701.4 3 3E- 02 
- c . 1 3594'il3E- 02 
c. 
ET~ a C . ttOCCCO 
u I Y l 
c. 
- C. 5272955SE- 04 
- 0 . 191JE131E - CJ 
- 0 . 4195CSI1(- 03 
- 0 . 7030!!38(-03 
-O. IC299782E- C2 
- C. l 380!fi:l9E-02 
- C . l132EICIC-C2 
-C. 2C65C 178E-C2 
- C. 235515 51 E-02 
-c . 2583C117E-C2 
- C. 2131 !4 48E-C2 
- c. 2786«; l29E-C2 
- C. 2741t6l1E-C2 
-c . 25025932E- G2 
- c. 23424351E- C2 
- C. I999C994E - 0 2 
- C. 15752Ct6E- C2 
- C. IC87!Ct9E- 02 
-c . 5 55o ll72 f - C3 
c. 
f 1 A ,. c . sscc cc 
c. 
- c . aeso!ene- cs 
- c. 2S865CotE -c• 
- c. tC905aZJe-o• 
- C. 9 98144CIE- C4 
-C. 1 4 ~ot 1 Cib 4 lE- 03 
- c . I 9 145851E-03 
- c. 238845 J9E - Ol 
- C. 2el5 2CC4 E- C3 
- C. 32267ZSZE- 0 3 
- c. 3 536t ltGE- C3 
- C. H41t150E- Ol 
-C . !82312~1E-Gl 
- C. !168l.tS 4 2E- Ol 
-C . 3511 ~ 519E-Ol 
- t . '!235 19 7 2E-O l 
- C. Z7674lt6E- Ol 
- C. 2 18 5 C228E- OJ 
- C. I5105868E-OJ 























1 . cooccc 
X • 4 . 722 222 
- aP'~, 
c . I98C2li OE 0 1 
0 .1 964 8797[ 0 1 
o .I9555 163E 01 
c . l 951121aE 01 
o . I953850 1E 01 
O. I9615783E 01 
o . I 9 7Hoo•e 0 1 
o . I98B3471E 01 
0 . 2C0 341 7BE 01 
0 . 20172764[ 0 1 
0 . 2029 1131E 01 
O. 2039 C070E 01 
0 . 204 76088[ 01 
0 . 2055640 1E 01 
0 . 206l415 1E 01 
0 . 20705704 [ 01 
0 . 20 76079 3E 0 I 
0 . 2078 3901f 01 
0 . 20758452E 0 1 
0 . 2066 9Jo7E 01 
C . 20507 821f 01 
X • 
-C!P/~, 
C. 3905 1884 E 0 1 
G. 3 8929316E C l 
C . J888 3410E 01 
O . l8~01ZHE 0 1 
0 . 38974476 E 01 
0 . 390 9 ClS8E 01 
c . J 92 J02B5E 01 
0 . 39J1C962E 01 
C. 3 1H 8f:9 l bE 0 1 
0 . 39554 8'Hf 0 1 
C. 395 S7258E 01 
0 . 394 852 38E 0 1 
O . JHH I ~ IE 01 
c .J9127094E 01 
0 . J8862089E 0 I 
C . 38559330E 01 
C . 38233728E 0 1 
0 . 3189 8 789[ 01 
O. J756611 1E 01 
0 . 37 249 165E 01 
0 . 36958759£ 01 
- C!P/~X 
0 . 5 3466240[- 01 
0 . 5 305 1757E- OI 
0 . 52798945E- OI 
0 . ~2696 l.t93E-O l 
0 . 527 53912(- 01 
0 . 52962618E- OI 
0 . 53290091E- OI 
0 . 5J685l75E- OI 
0 . 54092285E- OI 
0 . 54466'06 7 E- Ol 
0 . 54786057E-OI 
0 . ~50 53 195E- OI 
0 . 55Z8544 1E- OI 
0 . 555022!9E- OI 
0 . 5511221JE- OI 
0 . ~5~05l.tG4E-O 1 
0 . 56054146f- OI 
0 . 56116179E- OI 
o. ~6041824E-OI 
0 . 55807295E- OI 
0 . 55311121(- 01 
-i)P / 3 X 
0 . 46862268E- OI 
0 . "6715 18 7 E- Ol 
Q. 4 6660 101E- 0 1 
0 . 4&&815HE- OI 
0 . 46769 l19E- OI 
0 . 46908438E- OI 
0 . 41076J50E- OI 
0 . 41245163E- OI 
0 . 47184 308E-Ol 
0 . 474 65830E-Ol 
0 . 4 7'. 68 7 1 7 E- Ol 
0 . 47382294E- Ol 
0 . 412070HE- OI 
0 . 46952522£- 01 
0 . 4&6J< 51SE- OI 
0 . 4621120JE- OI 
0 .45880 48 2E- OI 
0 . 45478554(- 0 1 
o .•508006 1E- OI 
0 . 44699C06E-O I 
0 . 44J50S1 9 E- OI 
X • 15 . 8])])2 
c . l;e~:~~le 02 
O. I3813H IE 02 
O. I381672JE 02 
O. I3826912E 02 
0 . lle41 J54E 02 
0 . 13857209E 02 
C.t3811482E 02 
0 . 1388C 980E 02 
0 .I JP82596E 02 
0 .t l81l624E 02 
O. IJ85202JC 02 
o . I3B I 6B17E o2 
o .t 3 76e259E oz 
O.l 3707870E 02 
o . t36JB ~t2lE o2 
O. IJ56l160E 02 
0 . 13 1t 8l!l4 3E 02 
0 . 134 lb'H 8E 02 
O. l33Sit363E 02 
Q. l] 30l.t 721E 01 





Q,. 4 14S8607 E- 0 1 
Q,.4144002 9 E- Ol 
0 .414 50178[- 0 1 
Q,. 4 llt80 7't3E- 0 1 
Q. 41 524 070E- Ol 
Q. 41 57 1636E- 0 1 
Q. 4 161 4455E- Ol 
o . •d 6 4 29it 8E-U l 
0 . 41 6 4 7196(- 0 1 
(1 . 41620880E-Ol 
0 . 4 1556079 ( - 0 1 
0 . 414 50 460£-0 1 
tl . 41 304783E-O l 
0 . 4 ll2l6 l 6E- 01 
0 . 4 091 ~275E-0 1 
0 .'-069 1 287E- Ol 
0 .4046')0l5E- 0 1 
0 . 4025094 1(- 01 
0 .40063096E- OI 
O. l9914l b9E- Ol 
0 . 39814l88E- OI 
-iJP/~X 
0 . 3~999999E-O 1 
O. 39999999E- Ol 
0 . l9999999E- O 1 
O. 39999999E- OI 
0 . 39qCJ9999E- O l 
0 . l99999"99f - 01 
0 . 39999999 £ - 0 1 
O. J9999999E- Ol 
o. 39CJ99999E - a 1 
0 . )999999'iF-01 
o. 39q99999E-O l 
0 . 39999999E- O l 
0 . 39V'i9999f - Ol 
o . 39999,99( - o 1 
0 . 39'f999 99E- 0 1 
0 . 39999999E- O l 
0 . 399t,~9999E-Ol 
0 . l 99<tl<t1 9 99f- 01 
0 . 3991.1<f 9 99E- Ol 
O. 39999'99<fE- O 1 
0 . 399~<fq9t.,tE-Ul 
-C!P/CI Y 
O. l443'i4 J9E-02 
o . 12132495E- 02 
o . l l l157 BSE- o2 
O. I03, 4520E- 02 
G. I008884 8E-02 
o . 10427062[- ,)2 
o . t 13 46747E- C2 
o . t 2 704477E- o2 
O. l 4 2q55'i5E- u2 
o . I58BH 18E- 02 
O. t1231HOE- C2 
0 . 18tl5 381f- 02 
O. l81t4 ~116(-02 
o . I8075661E- 02 
0 . l 7 C0674 l.tE - C2 
0 . 1521l2S5E- 02 
0 . 12951560£- (;2 
O.I0 144232E-02 
G. 6968164 2E- 03 
0 . 15455Y81E- •H 
o. 
- OP/ 3 Y 
0 .48HOH5E- 03 
O. 4208b 796E- 03 
0 .36 785473E- u 3 
O. JJ I C8&7SE- 03 
O. lt463SJ8E- Ol 
0 . 3 I Y87140E- 03 
o . 345535ne- oJ 
o . 38800 12 l E- v3 
0 .44 16595 1E - 01 
0 . 4o,t9S2l ll E- Ol 
0 . 55395155E- Ol 
0 . 5974 S94 7E- Ol 
0 . 62345175E-Ol 
0 . 6 2 686931E- Ol 
o . 60452976E - u3 
o. 5553156 7E-~3 
O. 480J985 3E- Ci1 
V.3824~ot 37 7E- 03 
0 . 26,8VS0 7 E-oJ 
0 .1 3b304 0 9f-03 
o. 
- OP/~Y 
O. 28 75 5 76SE- 0 4 
0. 24 ~18348E- o4 
0 . 2126fH76E-04 
O. l9447050E- U4 
0 . lfi147S690E- 0 4 
o. 2 t~.t76~t JE - 0 4 
O. 2 '5 3 4 16'18E-04 
0 . 30751 325 E- 04 
O. l 7 208798 F- Ol.t 
0 . 44080973E- 0 4 
O. S06S 3S3 1E-0 4 
0 . 561928C6E- 0 4 
o. 600 l l996f-(J4 
o . b l ~ 34Q<I)f- 04 
0 . 60346832E-04 
o . S6 2 40950E-04 
0. 49233086£- (.14 
O. 39568258E- ~4 
o. 2 770tJ642f - (J4 























TABLE IX. COMPARISON OF RESULTS: u 
X 
"1 = 0 X = 0 TJ = 0.05 X 0.043859 
y Sc h1 icht ing 1 s Case I Case II Schlichting's Case I Case II 
0.95 1.0 1.0 0.7052 0.705 0.8281 0.6220 
0 . 9 1.0 1.0 0.8862 1.007 0.9958 0.8753 
0.8 1.0 1.0 0 . 9817 1.040 1.0324 1 . 0004 
0 . 7 1.0 1.0 1.0143 1 . 040 1.0268 1.0280 
0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0321 1.040 1.0214 1.0421 
0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0433 1.040 1. 0178 l. 0514 
0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0509 1 . 040 1. 0155 1.0578 
0.3 1.0 1.0 1 . 0560 1.040 1.0140 1 . 0622 
0.2 1.0 1.0 1 . 0593 1 , 040 1. 0131 1.0651 
0 . 1 1.0 1.0 1.0612 1.040 1.0126 1.0667 
0.0 1.0 1.0 1 . 0618 1 . 040 1. 0124 1 . 0672 
TJ = 0.20 X 0 . 208333 TJ = 0 . 50 X = 0 . 83333 
y Sc hlic hting's Case I Case II Schlichting 1 s Case I Case II 
0.95 0.399 0 . 4261 0.4141 0.245 0 . 2166 0.2428 
0.9 0 . 720 0.7624 0.7292 0 . 467 0 . 4247 0 . 4662 
0.8 1.046 1. 0615 1.0188 0.806 0.7877 0.8274 
0.7 1.088 1.1046 1.0759 1.082 1.0303 1.0442 
0 . 6 1 . 088 1 . 0940 1. 0831 1.130 1.1483 1.1398 
0.5 1 . 088 1.0807 1.0847 1 . 182 1. 1889 1.1705 
0.4 1.088 1 . 0713 1.0861 1.192 1.1967 1.1768 
0.3 1.088 1.0650 1.0875 1.196 1.1946 1.1764 
0.2 1.088 1.0610 1.0885 1 . 196 1.1912 1.1750 
0 . 1 1 . 088 1 . 0588 1.0892 1.196 1 . 1888 1. 1741 
0 . 0 1.088 1.0581 1 . 0894 1.196 1.1880 1.1737 
'1 = 0 . 80 X = 3.33333 TJ = 0.90 X = 7 . 50000 
y Sc hlichting 1 s Case I Case II Schlichting 1 s Case I Case II 
0.95 0.172 0 . 1712 0.1742 0 . 156 0 . 1542 0.1550 
0 . 9 0.333 0.3315 0.3371 0.302 0 . 2998 0. 3011 
0 . 8 0 . 619 0.6177 0 . 6266 0.568 0 . 5644 0.5665 
0.7 0.858 0.8547 0.8639 0.797 0.7929 0 . 7953 
0.6 1.041 1 . 0390 1 . 0455 0.989 0.9847 0.9867 
0 . 5 1.175 1.1715 1.1736 1.143 1.1398 l. 1409 
0 . 4 1.265 1.2587 1.2562 1.261 1.2598 1 . 2596 
0.3 1.317 1. 3111 1.3048 1.347 1.3474 1.3460 
0 . 2 1.338 1 . 3397 1.3309 1.404 1 . 4063 1.4037 
0.1 1.346 1.3533 1. 3431 1.436 1.4400 1 . 4366 
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APPENDIX A: FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHOD 
FOR SOLVING BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
A boundary-value problem, F(u} = j, for the continuous 
operator F, when discretized, takes the form 
AU = B (1) 
The term discretization refers to the transformation of 
differential equations into finite-difference equations. In 
equation 1, B is a vector of constants determined by j and 
by the bounda ry conditions, U the vector of unknown u, and 
A a matrix determined by F and by the boundary conditions. 
For linear problems, A is constant. For non-linear problems, 
A is also a function of Ue Methods for solving a matrix 
equation like equation 1 are ordinarily divided into direct 
and iterativee The direct methods are confined almost 
exclusively to linear systemse They can render exact solu-
tions in a finite number of steps if there are no round-off 
errorse A typical direct method is Gaussian elimination. 
Iterative methods, on the other hand, consist of the repeated 
application of a simple algorithm and would result in the 
exact answer only as a limit of a sequence. When A is large , 
iterative methods are preferred because they usually take 
full advantage of the numerous zeros in the matrix (14)a 
Moreover, the round-off errors of an iterative method tend to 
be self-correcting and are minimized, in contrast to the 
direct method. Finally, for non-linear systems, iterative 
methods are invariably usede 
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In applying the iterative method, equation 1 can be written 
as a system of N algebraic equations with N unknowns, u. 's. 
1 
A one-to-one correspondence between the N unknowns and the N 
equations can thus be obtained with each equation to be 
solved for the corresponding unknown. For partial difference 
equations, it is natural to use the equation of a node to 
solve for the unknown at that node. Let U(P) be the vector 
U obtained from equation 1 after P-th iteration. The method 
of simultaneous displacements, or total step iteration, is 
one which determines u(P+l) based on the values of U(P). On 
the other hand, with the method of successive displacements, 
or single-step iteration, a certain order of the systems of 
equations has to be fixed; i.e., the order in which the com-
ponents, u 1
9 s, will 
u~P+l) 1 the latest 1 
u~P+l),s for j < i 
J 
be computed. In solving equation 1 for 
computed values of u. 's are used; i.e., 
1 
and u~P),s for j > i . 
J 
The number of iterations required for the solution of a 
system of linear equations to converge to a given degree of 
accuracy is roughly proportional to the square of number of 
equations. For non-linear systems, this number would pre-
sumably be more dependent on the number of equations. When 
the number of n odes involved in a discreted partial differ-
ential equation of boundary-value type is large, the time of 
computation required may become too large, even when handled 
by a high-speed digital computer. Acceleration of the rate 
of convergence, therefore, is often a necessity . 
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Of the various iterative methods available, the one that con-
verges most rapidly is the method of successive overrelaxation, 
or simply overrelaxation. In using overrelaxation, the value 
of u~P+l) is computed by the formula 
1 
(Al) 
In equation Al, u~P) is the value of u. after the P-th 
1 1 
iteration; v~P+l) is the value of the function u . computed by 
1 1 
the governing difference equation for point i; and finally 
Mu is the overrelaxation factor which is ordinarily larger 
than l. With Mu equal to unity, the iteration is called 
stationary and when M is smaller than unity, the process is 
u 
sometimes called underrelaxation. 
Overrelaxation is not very useful when coupled with the 
method of simultaneous displacements. With the method of 
successive displacements, however, Young (15) found that 
overrelaxation was very helpful in dealing with a class of 
matrices with, what he called, property A. Further investi-
gations by others revealed that overrelaxation also improved 
the rate of convergence for matrices which do not satisfy 
property A, even though it was theoretically unjustifiable 
at the time. It was found that, for certain types of 
matrices, the method of overrelaxation gives convergence 
for all values of M between 0 and 2, and that the most rapid 
u 
convergence occurs for a value of M between 1 and 2. The 
uopt 
determination of Muopt for a system of linear equations 
- 287-
involves the determination of the dominant eigenvalue of the 
matrix A in equation 1, and is a tedious jobo For non-linear 
boundary-value problems, matrix A is a function of Uo Under 
such circumstance, the value of M requires frequent deter-
u 
opt 
mination without prior knowledge (16). It is, therefore, 
probably more efficient to determine the value of M empiri-
u 
cally by trial-and-error. The rate of convergence using 
successive overrelaxation, with M ~ Mu , is roughly P 
u opt 
times the rate of successive displacements, wherein P is the 
dimension of matrix Ao When P is large, the use of the over-
relaxation method thus results in a substantial saving of 
timeo 
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The derivation of finite-difference equations from differen-
tial equations involves the replacement of derivatives by 
difference formulas . Some of the more commonly used formulas 
for first derivatives are the central-difference, the forward-
difference and the backward-difference formulas. Referring 
to Figure 1, which shows the point pattern of a rectangular 
mesh net with mesh lengths of a and b, the central-difference 
formulas can be written as: 
(Bl) 
The forward-difference formulas have the form: 
<a '!') l ( 'I' A- 'I' E) 
-
-
OT} E a 
(B2) 
<a '!') l ( ':¥B- ':¥E) 
-b ay E 
Similarly, the backward-difference formulas are: 
<o ':¥) l < ':¥E- '¥c) 
-
-
OT) E a 
(B3) 
<a '!') l ( ':¥E- ':¥D) 
-b ay E 
For the second derivatives, the difference formulas most 
frequently used are based on central-differences as given 
by: 
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2 1 <a '¥) 
-2 ( '¥A+'¥c- 2 '¥E) ~ E a (B4) 
2 1 <a '¥) 
-b2 ( '¥B+ '¥D- 2 '¥E) ay2 
E 
(B5) 
a2 '¥ 1 ( '¥F- '¥G+ '¥H- '¥I) (OT}OY)E - 4ab (B6) 
The errors whic h result in using these formulas are discussed 
in nearly all standard numerical analysis books. More elab-
orate formulas than the ones g iven above are available and 
are used mostly for large mesh sizes. In this work, central-
difference formulas were used in most instances . 
Consider now equations 11, 12 , 14 and 15. Equations 12 and 
15, being linear , present no particular proble m. Equation 15 
can be rewritten as : 
- (0 - (B7) 
Since (13) 
then ~ - C (l-n) 2 ax ' I (B8) 
and (B9) 
Substituting equations Bl, B4 , B5, B8 and B9 into B7 and 
solving for '¥ at point E results in 
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(BlO) 
Similarly, the difference expression for equation 12 at point 
E in the x-y net is: 
(Bll) 
The approach used in obtaining equations BlO and Bll, however, 
was not applied to equations 11 and 14 . Preliminary investi-
gations indicated that a special device, due to de G. Allen 
(11), had to be used in order to induce stability. Equation 
14, when rearranged, becomes 
(Re ~ a '!') am] 





A + (~) B • 0 ax 
( Re !!l_ a '!') am 
4 ax a ll ay 
_ Re !!1. a '!' 
4 ax ay) am _ 







-When ~ and A are held invariant, equation Bl3 can easily be 
solved to give 
(Bl5) 
P and Q are constants of integration. Referring to Figure 1 
again, the following equations can be written: 
Qe-lCYB XillB - AyB + p + 
(Bl6) 
Elimination of P and Q from Bl6 results in an expression for 
A at point E: 
(Bl7) 
- 1) 
Similarly, by holding ~ and B invariant, solution of 
equation Bl4 gives 
~[e ~a (rnA-mE) - (mE-mC)] 
'AEa 
a (e - 1) 
(Bl8) 
Substituting equations Bl7 and Bl8 into Bl2a and solving for 




2 ~Ea ~a 




B ](E e / b(e 
(B20) 
2 ~/a(e ~a - 1) cc - (!!I.) ox E 
c -
KEb 
- 1) D KE/ b(e 
and 
To evaluate K and ~ ' the central-difference formulas are 
applied to the partial derivatives of ~ . Thus: 
2 2 ~ _ (~ _ Re ~ o~) / (!!1) 
E ox2 4 ox oy ox E 
(B22) 
- -







C' - A1 e / 6x(e - 1) A E 
~Eb ~Eb 
C' - ~~ e / b(e - 1) B E 
A-'..6x 
C(; - A&/ 6x(e.]!; - 1) 
In equation B24 1 
, Re (a '1:') Re ( d 
1C - - - 8A~ 'J:'A- '1:' E 4 ox E UA. 
and 
It is now time to take a closer look at the above trans-
formation . Equation Bl7 can be rewritten as 
1( b 
1CE (e E -1) (wB-wE) + (wB+WD-2wE) 
~- 1C b 
b(e E -1) 
or 















By expanding e in terms of powers of KEb; equation B29 
becomes: 
l ( wB +illD-2wE) 
b 2 l + KEb / 2! + (K.Eb) 2; 3! + ... 





which is the conventional central difference formula for a 
second derivative. Following the same reasoning, we can 
obtain from equations Bl4 and Bl8 these relationships: 





lim (0 (.l)) 
a......O 0 T}2 2 E a 
(B33) 
It is thus shown that for small mesh lengths equation Bl9 is 
equivalent to a conventional finite-difference representation 
of equation Bl2. The same argument holds for equation B23. 
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The point velocities and pressure gradients can be calculated 
directly from the values of stream function and vorticity 
once the latter have been determined. By definition: 
(u ) - -(a ~) - 1 < ~c- ~A) y E ax E 2D.x 
-
Rearranging equation 6 gives 
In terms of ~ and w, this becomes 
a ~ a2~ 
-----ay axay 
the finite difference form of which is 
Similarly, since 
then 









Note that the forward-difference representations for om/ox 
and ow/oy are used, which is in agreement with equations 
B28 and B32. 
When ~ replaces x as the independent variable, equations B37 
and B39 assume the following form: 
o 'l' o2 'l' o 'l' a2 'l') <a~ a~ay - ay 3~2 
£n a 'l' a 'l' 4 !!1_ aw 
- ~ oy a~ - Re ox a~ 
(B41) 
(B42) 
Based on these equations, the point pressure gradients can be 
calculated as follows: 
2 
_ (oP) • C(l-~E) 
ax E 8ab2 
4 
-
4 ( 'l'A- 'l'C) ( 'l'B+ 'l'n-2 'l'E)] +Reb (wB-wE) 
C2(1-~E)4 
Sa2b [('l'A- 'l'C) ( 'l'F~ 'l'G+'l'H- 'l'I) - 4 ( 'l'B- 'I'D) 
~(l-~E)3 





The values of - (aP/a~) can easily computed from - (aP/ ax) 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 0 I 
-301-
p" • .,, 
208 WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6 0 253oiYIJl , UXIJ,Il,UYIJ,!I,PPETAIJ 0 1J, 
00 209 l • l ,N2 
E• -ETA Ill 
XX•-XIIl 
PPXj Jdl, PPY_lJ, ll o J•1,112l 
WRIT E CUTPUT TAPE 6 0 25l,IE,XXI 
oRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,252 
2Q9 WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6 0 253,(YJJl,~X81J,Il , UY8j J,ll,PPETA81J,Il 0 
1 PPXBIJ,Il,PPVBIJ , Il , J•l ,M2l 
251 FOR~AII/32X,6HETA • ,Fl0.6,5X,5H X • ,FIO.bl 
252 FORKATI/7X,lHY,llX,~HUIXlol~X,~HUIYio14X,5H P/ ol lX, 
1 5H P/ Xoi3X 0 5H P/ Y/l 
253 FORMATIF 10.6,5E l 8. 8l 
CALl EX IT 
• PARI 3 BEGINS HERE. IT IS A SUBPROGRAM FOR REDUCING !HE MESH SIZES 
OF A GI VEN RECTANGULAR NET, BY MEANS OF~ POINT LAGRAGIAN 
INTERPOLATION, THE HESH LENGTH IN BOTH DIRECTIONS ARE REDUCED 
BY A FACTOR OF loO. IN THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM, ONLY 
THE DCW~SIREAH REGION WILL BE TREATED. 
• THE INITIAL NET HAS TO BE FURNISHED IN PU~HEO CARDS AS DATA 






N2zN t 2 
READ I "PUT TAPt 5 , 350, 11PSIIJ,Il,J•I,M2,21,1•1,N2,2l, 
1 IIO~EGAIJ,I l , J•Ioll2,2l ol•loN 2 o21 
DO 300 J • lol'2 
Y•8 • FLOA TF I 1'2-J I 
PSIIJ , ,..2l•Y • II . 5-0,5 •Y••2l 
300 OHEGAIJ , ,..21•3. 0 •Y 
CO 301 l=l,N2 
PSIII,Jl•I.O 
PSIIM2 , li•O.O 
301 OMECAI~2 ,1l•O.O 
DO 302 I • I,N, 2 
PSII2,1l•0.0625 • 15 . 0• PSIII 0 1l+IS.O• PS113,1l-S. O•PSI I5,11+ PSII7,111 
O~EGAI2,1 l •0 .0625• 1S.O•OMECAII ,I l +lS. O•OMEGAI3 0 1l-5 . 0• 0HEGAI5 ,1 l 
I +OMEGAI 7 , 1ll 
P S IIM+loii•0.0625 • 1 1 5 . 0• PS IIM, Il-5.0• PS I IM-2 ,1 l+PSIIM-~. III 
OME GA I ~+1 , I l•O . 0625 • 115. 0 •0 MEGA I 11, ll-5.0• 0MEGA 111-2 ,II 
I +OIIEGAIK-~ ,I ll 
DO 302 J ·~,l',2 
PS IIJ, II•0.0625 • 19.0•PSI IJ+l ,l l +9.0 •PSIIJ- l ,ll-PSIIJ+30 11 
I - PSII J -3,11 1 
302 OMEGAIJ,Il•0.0625• 19.0• 0MECAIJ+I 0 1l+9.0• 0MEGAIJ-l,ll 
I -OMEGAIJ-3,11-0MEGAIJ+3 0 1ll 
JW 303 J • l." --- - -
PSIIJ+ 1,2l •0.0625• 15.0• PSIIJ +I, 11+1 5. 0 • PS I IJ+I , 31-S. O• PSIIJ+I,51 
I +PSIIJ+I , Tll 
OMEGAIJ+ 1, 2l•0 . 0625 •1 5. 0• 0MEGAI J+I,Il+ l5. 0 • 0IIECAIJ+I, 3l 
I -5 . 0 •0MEGA!j +l 1 5l+OMEGAIJ+ I 1 7 ll 
PS II J+l, N+ll•O. 0625•15. 0• PSII J +I, N21+15 .0•PSI I J+l 1 Nl - 5. O• 
I _ _ PS fi_J_! Llt-_llli!..S1.Ll.!.L./t-_ill _ _ _ 
OIIEGAIJ+ l ,N+ li •0.0625• 15.0• 0MEGAIJ+I,N21+ 15.0 • 0IIEGAIJ+l,NI 
1 -5 . !!.!.Q!4EGA l,l+ l , N-2l +OMEGA I J+l, N-~ ll 
DO 303 I =~ , N,2 
PS II J+l, ll •0 . 0625 • 19,0• PSI IJ!_I 1 l+li+9. 0 •PS II J+l, 1-11-PSII J+l,l+ll 
I -PSIIJ+I ,I-311 
303 OMEGA I J+l, II• 0 . 0625 • 19. 0• 0MEGAI ,+1,1+ 11+9,0•0MECA I J+l, 1-11 
I -OMEG~!}+1,1+31-0MEGAIJ+I 1 1-31l 
OI I'ENS ION PSII21,2li,OMEGAI21 ,211,PSI8121,211, 011EGA812 1,21 1o 
WRITE C TPUT TAPE 6 , 3SO,IIPSlcJ ,J I,J•1,M21 ,l• I,H21, 
--~3~S~O~F~O"'R~~~!~t~~~:I,J• l.M21 ,J• I,N21 
CALl EXIT__ ----- __ 
ENOl l,o ,o,o,o,o , o, o, o,t, o, o,o, o,o , 
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APPENDIX D: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 
The purpose of the preliminary investigations for the 
problem was to devise a method of solution which would be 
both stable and rapid. Only Case I was studied for this 
purpose. To start with, equation 10 was derived in the 
Cartesian coordinates. 
(10) 
For equation 10, difference equations were obtained based 
on backward , central , and forward---difference formulas for 
the first and third-order derivatives. The difference 
formulas used for the second and fourth-order derivatives 
were always based on central differences. These formulas 
are listed in Appendix B. 
A marching s olution was first tried with a Reynolds number 
of 16 for two grid sizes. One was square-meshed with a 
mesh length of 0.1 and the other a rectangular meshed grid 
with x = 0.025 and y = 0.1. In both instances , divergence 
was observed almost instantly . The instability associated 
with applying a marching solution technique to a boundary-
value problem such as this, however , was not unexpected. 
An iterative approach was studied next. An inlet length of 
0.08 Re, as given by Schlichting was assumed , although 
theoretically , it should be infinity. Over this length , a 
coarse grid of 8x2 was initially s et up for hand c omputation. 
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Equations ll and 12 were derived and transformed into two 
sets of difference equations , using central-difference and 
backward-difference formulas for the first derivatives 
respectively. With each set , several iterations were carried 
out both by the total-step and by the single-step iteration 
methods for a Reynolds number of 96 . The results thus 
obtained indicated that the backward-difference formulas 
were stable while the central-difference formulas were not. 
Also solution by the single-step iteration appeared to con-
verge more rapidly than that by the total-step iteration. 
Similar conclusions were drawn with equation 10. 
Based on these findings , a computer program was written for 
solving equation 10 for ? using the backward-difference 
formulas and single-step iteration. The scheme of solution 
followed t he same pattern as that described in Method of 
Solution. Equation 10 was used because it contains only one 
dependent variable y . The Datatron 205 digital computer then 
located in the Computer Center of the California Institute of 
Technology was used. For a Reynolds number of 300 , the inlet 
length was assumed to be 0.08 Re or 24. Over this , a x-y net 
with a grid of 150 x 10 was laid. Since t he values of ? at 
x = 0 as well as x 24 were known , linear interpolation of 
these values for each value of y gave an initial estimate of 
y at every interior point. Fourteen iterations were carried 
out , each requiring approximately 400 seconds. 
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Very slow rate of convergence was observed. 
Hoping that a better initial estimate for the values of ~ 
would greatly reduce the number of iterations required to 
reach a solution , the tabulated values of u , as calculated 
X 
by Schlichting (1), were integrated to give values of ~ as 
functions of position. These values were used as a new 
estimate to start a new series of iteration. This time , the 
result after ten iterations started to diverge. Investigations 
revealed that for this Reynolds number and grid size, upstream 
errors tended to be self exciting, thus causing the solution 
to diverge. This instability, however, disappeared when the 
Reynolds number was lowered. A run consisting of 53 iterations 
was then made on the 205 computer with Re = 30. The solution 
converged smoothly , though very slowly. The latter was 
attributed to the large number of nodes in the net. 
In order to reduce the number of nodes as well as to avoid 
the necessity of assuming an inlet length , the transformation 
1 1---l+Cx 
was introduced. Equation 10 now assumes the form 
c (1-T)) 2 * ~ CV2 T} -y~) 0~ 0 2 dTl oy (V T}-y 'l) 4 4 Re \/ T)-y~ 
2 




and V' 4 'f 0 4'f 02'f 
2 
c2 (1- T)) 3 ~ + 2 c2 (l-T)) 4 o 'f - 2 T)-y oy4 dy2 d T) 2 
d4'f 3 2 
+ C4(1-T))8 
- 12 C4(1-T))7 4 + 36 C4(1-T))6 4 
d T)4 0 "1 d T) 
Equation (D-1) was again transformed into a finite-
difference equation using backward-difference formulas 
for the first and third derivatives. Iterative computations 
were then performed on the Datatron 205 for Reynolds 
numbers of 60 , 100, 200 and 300 with a 10 x 10 1)-y grid. 
Except for the case with Reynolds number of 60 , the solu-
tions were unstable. Thus , the introduction of the new 
variable 11 had no apparent effect on the stability of the 
solution, even though it is possible to cut down the size of 
the grid greatly without losing much accurracy. 
Finally, the discretion of equations 11 and 12 based on 
de G. Allen's method was performed. Detailed description 





For a quantitative discussion of the mechanism of a complex 
reaction involving free radicals , such as the thermal decom-
position of hydrocarbons , the concentrations of the free 
radicals have to be determined. The usual approach is to 
assume that these free radicals are at steady-state. The 
rate equations for these free radicals can then be set up 
and solved for the free-radical concentrations. From these 
concentrations, the rates of formation or disappearance of 
the stable species can then be predicted for comparison with 
the experimental results. Some typical examples have been 
worked out by Steacie (l) . 
When the number of species of free radicals is large, however , 
the solution of the rate equations of the free radicals becomes 
very complicated and is sometimes unattainable. It is proposed 
that under such circumstances some of the free-radical con-
centrations can be obtained from the rate equations of some of 
the stable products and the experimentally-determined reaction 
rates for t hese stable products. The remaining free-radical 
concentrations can be computed from their respective rate 
expressions. The validity of the mechanism can t hen be checked 
by comparing the rates of formation or disappearance of the 
rest of the stable species both determined experimentally and 
predicted from the mechanism. 
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This method has been applied to the quantitative discussion 
of the mechanism for n-butane decomposition , as described 




Finite-difference methods are most useful in solving partial 
differential equations. In applying the method, the domain 
of interest is treated as a network of nodes. When the domain 
is not closed in one direction, say the x-direction , the net 
will contain infinite number of nodes, which becomes impractical. 
When the domain is semi-infinite in the x-direction , i.e. , 
0 < x < oo , some simple transformation of the x-coordinate 
-ax 
such as e may be performed to obtain a new domain of 
finite dimensions. When - oo < x < oo , however , mere trans-
formation of the coordinates is not sufficient. For such 
cases, it is proposed that the domain be divided into two 
regions; one with x > 0 and the other with x < 0. Each region 
may then be treated separately with their solutions to be 
matched at the common boundary line x = 0 . This technique 
was used successfully in solving the two-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations . For detailed information , refer to pp. 202-
203 in Part Two of this thesis in the section of method of 
solution. It was found that with the transformation 11 = 
1- 1 / (l+Cx), t he use of a lOxlO ,- y net results on a solution 
having the same accuracy as that obtained with a 150xl0 x - y 
net for small x and having better accuracy for large x. 
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PROPOSITION III 
The importance of axial mixing in chemical flow reactor 
designs has been stressed (2). With axial mixing , the 
reactor design equation for a tubular flow reactor oper-
ated under isothermal, steady-state conditions may be 
written as 
d ( D dC ) _ dC _ kCn 
dx dx ux dx 0 (1) 
When the order of the reaction n is other than zero or one, 
equation 1 is non-linear , and analytical solutions for it 
are not available. Numerical solutions , however , have been 
worked out by Fan and Bailie (3) with n = 2 and 3 for 
constant D and u . 
X 
It is proposed that when n is an integer , equation 1 can 
be readily solved analytically by the perturbation method 
with the resulting solution in the form of, say , 
c (2) 
Substitution of equation 2 into equation 1 results in a 
power series of D, the coefficients in which series should 
each be equal to zero. For the D0 term , the coefficient is 
0 (3) 
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if D is taken to be a constant. Equation 3 can be readily 
solved for c0 which is also the solution of equation l 
with negligible axial diffusion. 
The next coefficient in the series is 
0 (4) 
which is a first-order linear differential equation with 
respect to c1 . This equation can thus be solved for c1 
using the solution of c0 obtained from equation 3. Similarly , 
the solutions of c2 , c3 , etc. can be determined. c1 , c2 , c3 , 
etc. may be regarded as corrections to c0 due to the existence 
of axial diffusion. 
When D is small , equation 2 converges very rapidly. Equation 
l can then be solved much faster with the perturbation method 
than with any numerical method . Furthermore, for reactor 
design purpose , analytical solutions such as equation 2 
are always preferred over numerical solutions. A major 
advantage in having an analytical solution is that the 
solution can be differentiated with respect to any parameter. 
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PROPOSITION IV 
The rigorous solution of a multicomponent distillation 
problem at steady-state requires the determination of 
temperature, compositions , and flow rates at every plate 
in the column, provided that the pressure in the column 
is known. For a column with theoretical plates , the con-
ditions at each plate are defined when the temperature 
as well as the composition and flow rate of, say , the 
vapor stream are known. For a n-component system , there 
will therefore be (n+l) variables for each plate governed 
by the energy balance equation, the dew-point relationship 
equation and the (n-1) material balance equations for the 
components . Since the conditions of different plates are 
interrelated , there will be a total of m(n+l) equations 
with m(n+l) unknowns for a m-plate column including the 
condenser and the reboiler , or 
Mx b (5) 
where x is the vector of unknowns, b is a vector deter-
mined by the boundary conditions and M a matrix based on 
the governing equations. x and b both have a dimension 
of m(n+l). M is a square matrix also with a dimension of 
m (n+l) . 
Equation 5 is a non-linear algebraic matrix equation and 
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can be solved only by some iterative procedures. A number of 
methods of solution were proposed (4,5). In these methods , 
the matrix equation 5 is invariably solved by the method of 
block iteration. With block iteration , equation 5 is divided 
into p sets of equations corresponding to p sets of unknowns . 
These sets of equations are then solved one at a time in a 
predetermined sequence for their corresponding unknowns . 
This would be repeated until all the variables do not change 
with respect to iteration. The division of equation 5 can be 
done either by plates (4) or by variables such as temperature , 
flow rate and composition (5) . 
The methods mentioned above work well with certain types of 
distillation problems but not all of them , espec ially problems 
wi t h multi-fe eds and multi-withdrawals. It is proposed that 
a more general method should be used for stubborn cases , i.e. , 
to solve equation 5 in a single step each time. By taking 
advantage of the numerous zeros in the matrix M, equation 
5 can be solved on a high-speed digital computer reasonably 
fast. For example , for a 10-component system with a 30-
plate column , each solution of equation 5 is estimated to 
require approximately one minute on an IBM 7090 digital 
computer. 
As the number of elementary operat ions required to solve a 
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matrix equation is approximately proportional to the cube 
of the dimension of the matrix, the use of block iteration 
greatly reduces the number of operations required in 
solving equation 5 as compared with the proposed one-step 
solution . The nature of the block iteration, however , is 
such that for each iteration it tends to overcorrect some 
sets of the variables while undercorrect the others. This 
often leads to instability in the solution. With the pro-
posed one-step solution , such non-uniformity in correction 
should be reduced or even eliminated. It should therefore 




The use of least-squares technique in correlating experi-
mental data is well accepted. If a set of P observations, 
Fp' can be represented by the expression 
G • G( Xj, A:k ) (6) 
where Xj ' s are the independent variables and A:k ' s are 
constants, the least-squares fit then calls for the de-
termination of the constants ~'s based on the experimental 
observations such as to minimize the function 
p 
T - L: 
p-1 
[ F (X. ) - G (X. , ~) ] 2 
p Jp p Jp 
This is equivalent to solving the set of M equations 
u. aT 





L: 2 [ F -G ] a A. i-1,2,····, M p-1 p p 1 
for the M constants Al through '\t· 
(7) 
(8) 
When G is linear with respect to A:k's, equation 8 can be 
solved directly. When G is not linear with respect to A:k's, 
however, equation 8 is usually solved by the iterative 
Newton's method . With the Newton's method, a set of values 
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for A.' s is initially assigned. This set of values is then 
1 
adjusted according to the formula 
-
(9) 
where the adjustments 6A. 's are computed by solving the 
1 
set of equations 
- - u n n •l, 2, · · · ·, M (10) 
The values of A. ' s are to be repeatedly adjusted by the 
1 
above procedure until they all converge to the solution. 
With the Newton's method, however, convergence is often 
unattainable. It was found that in many textbooks, the 
formula for oU l oA . is given to be (6) 
n 1 
au p oG oG 
n 
- -2 E ( p ) ( ___£ ) oA . aT a A. 
1 p•l n 1 
while the correct expression should be 
p au a2G aG oG 
n 
- 2 E [ (F -G ) p (oAP~ (oA~) a A. p•l p p oA oA. 1 n 1 n 1 
When equation 12 is used instead of equation 11, 
] 
the 























c onstants in G 
conc entration, lb/ cu. ft. 
pertubated concentrations, lb/ cu.ft . 
diffusion coefficie nt, sq.ft/ sec 
experimentally-observed value for G 
any function of the independent variables X. ' s 
J 
- (n-1) -1 
reaction-rate constant, (lb/ cu.ft.) sec 
order of a reaction, dimensionless 
a function defined by equation 7 
3T/ 3A. 
1 
longitudinal velocity, ft / sec 
some independent variables 
Cartesian coordinate, ft. 
the Laplacian operator, a 2; ax2 + a2; ay2 
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